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C O N T R I B U T O R S 

UDAL 
NEWS 
Urban Design Week 
18 - 24 September 2000 

This year sees the third Urban 
Design Week, and the theme is 
'21 st Century Places". Events 
planned so far include seminars, 
exhibitions, guided tours, 
'Placecheck' audits, walks and 
talks, award presentations, 
workshops, 'planning for real' 
sessions and a festival! Most of 
these are suitable for 
professionals, local politicians and 
lay people alike, and will be 
taking place across the UK - from 
Belfast to Durham, from 
Sevenoaks to Bristol - and many 
points in between. 

Several events examine the issues 
surrounding redevelopments on 
brownfield sites. In Birmingham 
there will be a presentation and 
tour of the 'Mailbox' area to see 
the progress of this enormous 
mixed use, redevelopment project 
of retail, residential and leisure 
facilities. Similarly, a guided tour 
followed by a lecture and slide 
show will describe 'Hackney Town 
Hall Square Regeneration' and the 
major new urban design scheme 
there. 

Some other events are focusing on 
riverside development within an 
urban setting, and the 
opportunities that this provides. In 
Belfast, a guided 'Riverside 
Development Walk' along the 
River Lagan will highlight the 
walkways and achievements of 
this 200 hectares site. Meanwhile, 
in East London a 'ride this way' 
guided tour entitled 'Barking 
Reach: a New Beginning' will look 
at the developing community and 
future projects on land by the River 
Roding. 

The main event of the week will be 
the UDAL Conference, being held 
at the Bridgewater Hall, 
Manchester on Thursday 21 st 
September. Key speakers include 
Nick Raynsford MP, Minister for 
Housing and Planning DETR. Prior 
to the conference, on the 
Wednesday afternoon and hosted 
at the CUBE offices nearby, there 
will be an 'Urban Design 

Workshop' disseminating best 
practice solutions based on real 
life projects. This runs in parallel 
with an 'Urban Design Showcase' 
also at CUBE where award 
winning urban design projects 
from across the region will be 
displayed. 

UDAL is delighted to have 
Railtrack as the sponsor for Urban 
Design Week. Clearly, the 
country's infrastructure - and 
particularly public transport -
plays a key contributory role to the 
success of urban places. 

The main printed programme 
showing every event will be widely 
available from mid-July. 

The UDAL Secretariat for 2000 is 
at: 
The Royal Town Planning Institute 
26 Portland Place 
London, W1N4BE 
Telephone: 020 7636 9107 

Good Place Guide 
List of Contributors 

The following people/ organisations 
either suggested places for 
consideration, provided textand/or 
photographs for the places included 
in this issue. 

Derek Abbott 
John Biggs 
John Billingham 
Civic Trust 
Richard Cole 
Sarah Collins 
Michael Crilly 
Howard Crossley 
Richard Crutchley 
Ken Davis 
Tony Dennis 
Gerald Dix 
Kevin Eastham 
Brian Evans 
Terry Farrell 
Max Farrell 
Peter Fauset 
Mike Galloway 
Brian Goodey 
Sir Peter Hall 
Saskia Hallam 
Peter Heath 
Joe Holyoak 
The Late Keith Ingham 
Bobjarvis 
Stefan Kruczkowski 
Michael Latham 
James Lenart 
Sebastian Loew 
Tom Longsdale 
Colen Lumley 
Dominic May 
Kay Mead 
Rob McDonald 
Jon Mengham 
Lyn Mitchell 
Francis Newton 
Chris Odgers 
David Page 
John Peverley 
Richard Porch 
Nigel Roberts 
Sam Romaya 
Julian Rothwell 
Victor Rose 
David Ross 
Anthony Scott 
Barry Sellers 
Barry Shaw 
Alan Simpson 
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Bill Tavernor 
Peter Taylor 
John Templeton 
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There were other people who made 
suggestions and submitted 
contributions that we were unable to 
include. Without their efforts we 
could not have achieved the level of 
entries we have included. Our thanks 
to them. 

We apologise if we have 
inadvertantly omitted to list any 
contributor. 
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N E W S A N D EVENTS 

A Long Way to Go 
Promoting the quality of the public realm is at the core of the 

preoccupations of the Urban Design Group and the 

publication of a selection of the G o o d Place Gu ide aims at 

achieving this objective. It is encouraging to see that 

examples exist throughout the country and that perhaps at 

last, there is a g row ing sense of pride of place. But 

comparisons with partners in the European Union show that 

there is still a long w a y to go . Investment to improve public 

spaces or create new ones, in public transport facilities or to 

facilitate wa lk ing or cycling, projects for the greening of 

cities or simply better cleansing and maintenance are far 

more advanced on the continent than they are here. This 

investment does have an impact on peoples lives and is 

apprec iated by the populat ion even though tax revenue has 

to be there to pay for it. The poverty of the public sector has 

been a stumbling block to investment in Britain and private 

sponsorship cannot be a satisfactory substitute, particularly 

because of the w a y priorities are set. The Lottery bonanza 

has helped to a certain extent but it is more successful in the 

spectacular cases than in the ordinary ones. W e need to get 

the electorate to demand a better urban public environment. 

This issue is closely linked to Andy Gregory's chal lenge to 

urban designers to get their references a w a y from long a g o 

and far a w a y examples. Perhaps the G o o d Place Gu ide wil l 

offer a new set of references but w e need many more new 

schemes to build up a local slide collection that wil l replace 

those images of Barcelona, Lyon, Rotterdam or Strasbourg. 

The Urban Design Group has a new leadership. Their 

agenda needs to take on board the creation of the g o o d 

places of the future. 

Sebastian Loew 

G«yt H«i»IM 

London Bridge Station 
Pattern of movement 

Through the new concourse 

Movement Patterns in Cities 
The Gallery, 15 March 

Those who were not at the Annual 
Urban Design Lecture, given this 
year by Alan Baxter, missed a 
stimulating overview about 
movement in cities. He 
emphasisied that this topic is 
difficult to convey as it is not easy to 
show images of movement. Yet the 
essence of a place is much more 
than being a container: places 
change all the time in social 
interaction, smell, sound and 
texture. Urban design has tended 
to record the bottle, not the 
contents, which makes our 
understanding of cities all the 
poorer. The next decades will see 
an extraordinary explosion in 
movement projected to be 300% in 
tourism and 200% in air travel. 

Baxter stressed the importance of 
accidental opportunities to meet; 
the cul-de-sac reduced these but 
they can be increased through the 
provision of more connections in 
street systems. The same principle 
can be applied to larger areas 
such as the Isle of Dogs which was 
largely disconnected until the 
Jubilee Line was extended. If the 
line had ended at Canary Wharf 
that would also have been limiting 
but because it goes through to 
Stratford many other linkages have 
been created. Heathrow as it exists 
is similarly limiting but current ideas 
should enable it at a later date to 
be linked into the wider rail 
network. At the other extreme too 
many choices of routes create 
confusion and there is a limit to 
being able to take in more than 

about eight options which is a 
problem affecting the current bus 
routing in central London. 

One of the earlier objectives of 
plans was to remove congestion 
but they often destroyed the sense 
of place as well. Congestion - he 
also used the term "busyness"- is 
something people enjoy (Oxford 
Street). But Lower Thames Street 
had become merely a sewer for 
traffic with no sense of place. The 
use of one way systems such as at 
Kings Cross to increase traffic flow 
had destroyed the nature of the city 
- the theatre of the street; he felt 
there should be a campaign to 
abandon gyratories. 

Engineering infrastructures can 
dislocate cities by focusing too 
much on a single issue. 
Birmingham is now removing the 
great girdle that constricted its 
centre; structures such as the 
Blackwall tunnel approaches 
create obstacles that can last for at 
least 100 years. In Stevenage the 
traffic engineering has been too 
successful - it becomes too easy to 
drive by car and the fluidity has 
both destroyed loyalty and civic 
pride and created a "no-place". 

We all walk around places but 
don't understand the importance of 
the experience - it is when we walk 
that we rub shoulders with society -
walking should be the first priority. 
A study for part of Leicester is 
investigating how far people are 
prepared to walk to facilities; 
density is often too low to enable 
facilities to be close enough to 
people. Poundbury for example is 
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not dense enough to support a 
corner shop unless this is seen as a 
social facility perhaps in 
association with a local superstore. 

Baxter illustrated a study for the 
redevelopment of London Bridge 
station which showed the flow of 
people can be shown almost as a 
hydraulic diagram but this cannot 
demonstrate the quality of 
movement being provided. The 
study shows how movement, urban 
design, archaelogy and uses 
interact with each other to provide 
the essence of good places. 

The talk provoked a number of 
responses: Alan thought that 
politicians were not prepared to 
confront the issue of restricting 
movement by car. Nicky Gavron 
referred to Copenhagen where car 
access and parking had been 
reduced to provide places for 
people on foot to enjoy the city. As 
a Committee chair of LPAC she is 
fully aware of the London 
Government Act which includes 
eight strategies all of which have a 
transport dimension and require 
integration with the Spatial 
Development Strategy. Brian 
Richards felt London was a no-
hope area and referred to the 
difficulties of getting pavement 
widths increased - creating or 
retaining buzz in the city didn't 
mean retaining traffic. 

There is clearly a need to change 
the culture of local road engineers 
and perhaps this is an area on 
which the UDG should concentrate 
- to provide interaction between 
ideas on movement and sense of 
place which joined-up thinking is 
all about. 

John Billingham 

Mr Norris stakes his claims 
The Gallery 19 April 

With the professional smoothness 
we have come to expect from the 
former Conservative Minister of 
Transport for London, and 
prospective London Mayoral 
candidate Steven Norris 
addressed a select group of urban 
designers. He reminded us that the 
mayoral elections would provide a 
leader for a strategic authority 
whose economy was greater than 
many major countries including that 
of Russia. Yet the general level of 
debate during the campaign, with 
its fixation on the trivial seemed to 
indicate that nobody really knew 
what was going on. 

In spite of this Norris was 
convinced of the need for a 
"strategic" authority. The boroughs 
were the right place for local 
concerns to be tackled; it would be 
quite wrong, if the Greater London 
Authority interfered in issues like 
housing but strategic issues like 
transport and policing, lacked 
political support and direction. 

Job creation too needed a London 
wide view. With pockets of severe 
unemployment, often cheek by jowl 
with extreme riches, there was a 
need for mayoral action to reduce 
the imbalance. A proactive remedy 
was needed not a political 
platform! 

It would be essential for the mayor 
to "manage the city's infrastructure". 
At present there was no clear vision 
for the city. This Norris would 
remedy in the preparation of the 
Spatial Development Strategy. A 
keyword was Integration: 
integration of land use with 
economic planning was needed. 
As far as affordable housing, he felt 
it was a moral, not political, issue 
that even with a joint income of 
£38,000 starter homes in the 
capital were out of the reach of 
many couples whose skills were 
essential to the city. 

Norris saw the fact that London 
was a net tax exporter as unjust 
and of concern to the Mayor. A 
fairer distribution would allow the 
housing issue to be tackled. From a 
physical point of view he claimed 
that housing densities should be 
revised (upwards ?). As the price of 
increasing densities Norris would 
extract a proportion of "affordable 

housing". Good design was 
essential and could play a part in 
reducing stress. There was plenty of 
land in London for house-building, 
all of it "brownfield" .This issue 
brought Norris to the Crystal 
Palace site. The present division 
into boroughs makes sites like this 
impossible to manage; he would 
call it in. Turning to the "greenbelt" 
Norris saw it as essentially "for" 
Londoners, to protect them from the 
ravages of the rural areas I London 
needed to be made healthier and 
control of air pollution was 
essential. Norris distinguished 
between "traffic control" and 
"pollution control". It was the 
reduction of pollution that was his 
target and not "traffic reduction" 
per se. Congestion was one issue 
and pollution was another. 

Norris saw the traffic issue as a 
practical one. People should be 
able to move more efficiently. He 
claimed that a simpler fare structure 
was needed and presented a 
vision of electronic ticketing. The 
trains needed changing too but 
they would take longer than the 
buses (surprise!) In addition to cash 
free ticketing Norris wanted 
draconian enforcement on 
obstructions, and shelters that 
worked. Claiming to be a 
supporter of PPG 1 3 he promised 
no factory only estates or retail only 
areas. We had to design out the 
need for travel, because travel is 
only the product of "the need to get 
somewhere." "Plan out that need" 
concluded Norris. 

Answering questions from the floor 
Norris agreed that the matter of 
transport extended beyond 
pollution and cars. Our national 
performance on cycling provision 
was poor and he was frustrated by 
the lack of properly dedicated 
"cycle routes". He observed 
however that ...."scratch a member 
of the Pedestrian Society and you 
will uncover a cyclist hater".... 
Responding to a call for a better 
public realm Norris claimed that 
.... "we don't love the city 
enough.." 

On favourite ideas from Europe 
Norris felt that we had much to 
learn from Barcelona on place 
making, from the German cities we 
could learn how to manage traffic. 
Turning to his manifesto Norris 
identified himself as the only 
candidate who had not promised 

to introduce car pricing. The 
Germans managed without it-why 
did we need it ? As to cycling we 
could learn much from the Swiss. 

When asked what he could do in 
four years, Norris recognised that 
the first years were a unique 
opportunity. There would be a two 
year "setting-up" phase followed 
by a focus on aiming for pollution 
targets and time to look at wider 
issues. 

Richard Cole 

Lisbon - October 2 0 0 0 

The plan of Lisbon could be a 
typical example of what Rowe 
and Koetter called the Collage 
City as it combines medieval 
organic patterns with neo-
classical grids. Untouched by 
redevelopment until relatively 
recently, it now displays a 
number of exciting architectural 
and urban design schemes 
mainly centred in and around 
the Expo site (with the 
Oceanarium dear to London's 
new Mayor), at Belem's Cultural 
Centre and around the central 
area destroyed in the 1988 fire. 
The Urban Design Group study 
tour will include visits to these 
areas and to some of the more 
historic parts of the city and its 
surroundings. As usual 
arrangements will be made to 
meet local colleagues. The trip 
will start early on Thursday 
morning and will end on 
Sunday evening. 

The cost per person in a double 
room is £300 including flight, 
hotel (b&b) and the organisation 
of the visits. For single room 
occupation, add £40. 

Details from the UDG office or 
from Sebastian Loew 
(loewsea@sbu.ac.uk). 

mailto:loewsea@sbu.ac.uk
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The European Experience 
The Gallery 17 M a y 2 0 0 0 

Introducing Jan Gehl, Roger Evans 
mentioned how as a student he 
had been inspired by his teaching 
and book, "People in Public 
Spaces" which had given Gehl an 
international reputation. Indeed his 
brilliantly illustrated lecture, one of 
the best UDG events in recent 
years, was certainly people 
orientated in promoting his case for 
reconquering city centres from the 
all invasive motor-car. 

Opening his talk, Jan Gehl 
mentioned the Barcelona exhibition 
"The Reconquest of Europe - Urban 
Public Spaces 1980-1999". His 
thesis is that throughout history, all 
important events have taken place 
in public spaces. The Agoras in 
Greece, famous squares in Italy, 
and streets and squares in towns 
and villages throughout Europe 
have been central meeting places 
for people, but during the last 50 
years they have been lost to the 
car. With the use of a mass of 
statistics, highway engineers push 
their case for more road space 
whereas there is little data 
available about pedestrians. But 
walking is a way of life: people 
will walk alone in safe car-free 
spaces. They tend to walk more 
quickly through pedestrian streets 
than squares, where they relax and 
socialise. Climate is not so 
influential as people think: even in 
Nordic Oslo, there are now many 
outdoor cafes, and in Oslo and 
Copenhagen it is 20% 
cappuccino, and 80% experience, 
whereas in indoor Department 
Stores it is 90% fast food, and only 
10% experience! 

Good public spaces encourage 
good social interaction - with 
different groups sharing friendly 
public spaces in an informal and 
relaxed way. The argument that all 
people need for social interaction 
are green parks misses the point of 
urban life. In historic European 
cities the three traditional functions 
of public space were (i) Meeting 
Place, (ii) Market Place and (iii) 
Access/Traffic Space. In Venice 
these activities exist in fine balance, 
but in many cities this balance has 
been upset by ever increasing car 
traffic. Gehl identified four different 
types of cities: (i) the traditional 
historic city (Venice, the Italian hill 

towns, Greek Islands); (ii) the city 
invaded (Naples, Madrid, Paris, 
London, Edinburgh, San 
Sebastian, and Ghent); (iii) the city 
abandoned where cars have taken 
over the city centre completely (Los 
Angeles, Atlanta); (iv) the city 
reconquered where traffic has 
been pushed out and public 
spaces given back to people 
(Barcelona, the Lijnbaan, 
Rotterdam, Lyon, Freiburg). Even in 
the United States, Portland feels 
European with car free streets and 
many good public spaces. 

Finally Gehl turned to Copenhagen 
which has become a people-
orientated city in a gradual 
process: it started in 1962 with the 
pedestrianisation of Stroget, the 
city's main street. This was an 
immediate success. Each year car-
parking was reduced by 2 to 3%, 
leaving more space for cycling, 
walking, and bus riding. Car free 
space grew from 15,000 sq m 
in 1962 to 100,000 sq m now. 
Meanwhile the quality of urban 
landscape has been constantly 
improved. The city is most lively 
during the summer but even in 
colder months, outdoor cafes lend 
people rugs to keep themselves 
warm ! Outdoor communal life is 
vital for people particularly when 
so much living is increasingly 
privatised. 

A number of questions followed the 
talk.Asked how to connect 
transport with social needs , Gehl 
suggested looking at streets as 
corridors in a building, and 
squares as rooms; both must be 
integrated into the pedestrian 
network. Asked if the road lobby 
tried to stop pedestrianisation, he 
said it did not because it was done 
gradually. What mattered was the 
recovery of the city centre. 

In conclusion, Gehl mentioned that 
although the success in reclaiming 
public spaces has been mainly in 
city centres, it transformed the 
whole city. His optimism is well 
founded and his message should 
be widely applied in Britain now. 

Derek Abbott 

The Urban Design Group 
Web Site 

Recent months have seen much talk 
about how the Urban Design 
Group could benefit from the 
internet to promote its activities and 
involve the membership. The 
internet offers real benefits for 
organisations such as the UDG, it 
transcends distances allowing 
regions and even overseas 
members to keep in touch on a day 
to day basis and, unlike traditional 
media, it offers immediate 
interaction; individuals can 
contribute their views on events. 
Most of all, the internet operates on 
a scale far beyond the circulation 
of printed publications; even before 
the new improvements, the UDG 
site and on-line version of the 
Quarterly were receiving over 
32,000 visits each month. 

Working with our site hosts RUDI, 
the UDG's web site has undergone 
a transformation in recent weeks, 
establishing a clearer identity and 
special members' services. For the 
first time, UDG members can read 
reviews within days of UDG 
events, can download policy drafts 
and discussion documents for 
comment and can exchange views 
on any aspect of urban design or 
the activities and policies of the 
UDG itself via the members' 
discussion site. The new site has 
also promoted a major job lead 
(for Cheltenham Borough Council), 
the first of what is hoped will be a 
regular service offering 
advertisements to a far wider 
audience than the professional 
press. 

So that the internet can be used for 
the Groups business and contribute 
to the Group's income, members' 
facilities are protected by 
password, and access to some 
services will be limited to members 
subscribing at the new Members 
Plus and Practices rates. For a 
limited period, you can try the 
members services for free - just use 
udg as your log-in name and type 
;udg as your password. 
Confidential passwords wi II be 
issued to qualifying members later 
this year and services will be further 
extended to include minutes of 
Committee meetings and 
information on UDG Tours and 
other services. 

The internet has the potential to 
transform the UDG, allowing all 
members to become more closely 
involved in its decision making. 
Whether this potential is realised 
will ultimately depend on the 
members themselves. Virtual 
spaces are not unlike their real life 
urban counterparts - well visited 
places are more likely to be 
animated and stimulating and the 
discussion site is analogous to the 
market square or forum, so it should 
be the busiest place in a healthy 
community. The UDG web site is 
your web site, its content is entirely 
generated by UDG members and 
the discussion site has been 
designed to be easy to use even 
for internet novices. It contains 
contact information for those who 
would like to contribute illustrations, 
articles, reviews, job leads or 
documents. 

The UDG web site can be visited 
by directing your web browser to: 
www.udg.org.uk 

Marcus Wilshire 

Community Planning 
Handbook 
The Urban Design Group still 
has some copies of Nick 
Wates' useful book, available 
at £ 1 1.50 including postage 
within the UK (12.50 for 
Europe). You may ring the office 
to obtain a copy. 

Mailing List for Urban 
Design Job 
Advertisements 

The Urban Design Group's 
Policy Committee has set up a 
new service for its members: 
those individuals who wish to 
take advantage of it, can have 
their names and addresses 
included in a mailing list for job 
advertisments for urban 
designers. 

Practices and local authorities 
who want to recruit urban 
designers should note that 
mailing labels of all those 
members of the UDG who have 
chosen to have their names 
included on the job 
advertisement mailing list, are 
available at a fee. 

http://www.udg.org.uk
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L : SEBASTIAN L O E W 

Meeting in Strasbourg 
The national federation of CAUEs held its annual Congress in Strasbourg between 18 and 21 st April this year, with the title "Lieux de vie: pour un 

projet partage" which translates badly as "Places to live in: towards a shared project." Sebastian Loew was there. 

The French Conseils d'Architecture, d'Urbanisme etde I'Environnement 
(CAUE) have as their main objective to promote quality in the three fields 
mentioned in their title, through education, advice and information. 
Instituted by the 1977 Law on Architecture, they exist in 84 of the 100 
Departments in which France is divided, with the mission of providing 
those wishing to build 'the information, direction and advice needed to 
ensure the architectural quality of the buildings and their favourable 
insertion in their local environment' (art.7 of the Law). The Departmental 
Council has the option of creating them and their operating budget comes 
from a proportion of a tax on planning applications. In spite of this they 
are entirely independent and the advice they give is not endorsed by or 
the reflection of any governmental structure. Their staff is mostly 
multidisciplinary including inter alia sociologists, landscape architects, 
planners and architects, their directors often being the latter. In addition to 
their operating budget most CAUEs receive other subsidies and can get 
contributions from their partners to undertake specific activities; they can 
also become an association and raise money through membership. 

True Urban Designers 

Their activities vary enormously from one area to the other; they are mostly 
advisory to the Mayors of small local authorities who have neither the staff 
nor the information necessary to undertake any work related to say public 
works, planning or environmental improvement. Examples include helping 
in the preparation of a brief for a competition, helping to organise public 
participation around a scheme, preparing small thematic design 
guidelines, organising exhibitions. A number of CAUEs have developed 
training programmes for elected representatives and educational 
programmes for school children or for adults, and sometimes for both. For 
these they often involve local professionals considering that they will learn 
as much as they will teach. Some of their courses have been extremely 
successful in raising people's awareness of their environment, urban or 
rural. They also give advice to individuals wishing to commission a 
building, though their resources for this purpose are limited. 

The public realm is their main concern, their approach multi-disciplinary 
and their methodology based on partnerships; thus they are almost the 
perfect example of the urban designers. They see themselves as neither 
arbiters nor censors, but as "the craftsmen of a dialogue which is 
necessary to the economy and the quality of all schemes". 

The following are two examples of their activities: the CAUE of the Bas-
Rhin (in Alsace) has organised an exhibition aimed at people who want to 
build a house: through very simple drawings and commentary it shows 
how to look at the site in relation to its setting, how to think or their needs 
and what questions to ask from an architect or a builder. The CAUE of the 
Essones, near Paris, has helped the local education authority to prepare 
the programme for a school complex by organising meetings between the 
different partners involved and then producing the brief for an architectural 
competition. 

The Congress 

Over 200 participants attended a number of workshops and round tables 
dealing with subjects such as how to improve the advice given to Mayors 
in view of the increasing complexity of issues, how to reconcile political 

The City of Strasbourg from the European Parliament 

objectives with the public interest of 
certain schemes, how to involve the 
public, how to reconcile the 
interests of local and central 
government; the role of the CAUEs 
as mediators was a recurrent 
leitmotif of the Congress. A second 
one was the involvement of young 
people and to that end 
representatives of youth 
organisations had been invited to 
participate in one of the 
workshops, where they were 
listened to attentively by 
professional and academic 
"grown-ups". 

European ambitions 

A third theme of the Congress 
reflected its location in one of 
Europe's capitals: the last round-
table was entitled "Quality in 
architecture, urban design and the 
environment: a cultural ambition for 
Europe". Representatives of the 
Benelux, Austria, Italy, Germany 
participated in the debate which 
also included video-interviews with 
two MEPs; UDG was there as well 
as the only British presence (Lucy 
Musgrave of the Architectural 
Foundation was invited but had to 
cancel due to illness). The 
importance of this debate is 
multiple: first of all, in spite of 
improvements in the last few years, 

there is limited information across 
Europe on urban design good 
practice. To give just one example: 
the French audience was amazed 
to hear that in Britain planning 
applications are made public 
before a decision is taken. 
Secondly the model of the CAUE is 
unique to France and yet it seems a 
perfect vehicle to promote urban 
design quality: neither the Urban 
Task Force, nor any other 
government structure - as far as is 
known - has studied this model. In 
Italy there is an experimental 
structure trying to introduce the 
CAUEs there. Thirdly, whilst Europe 
has for the moment no competence 
in planning or urban design 
matters, it is concerned with the 
quality of life of its citizens and 
lobbying the right decision makers 
may be important (UDAL, CABE, 
DETR, are you listening?). Finally 
through programmes such as the 
new European Cultural scheme, 
there may be ways of funding 
collaborative research in urban 
design, leading to dissemination of 
good practice. 

One of the days of the Congress 
took place in the European 
Parliament building, a strange 
modern type fortress which should 
be visited in one of UDG's future 
study trips I # 
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V I E W P O I N T : A N D R E W G R E G O R Y 

URBAN DESIGN DREAMING... 
George Orwell complained that British intellectuals got their ideas from Moscow and their food from France. Urban Design likewise prefers to get its 

urban visions from abroad, often from the past. What implications does this have for the relevance of the design professions to the modern city? 

Top: Siena's Campo - what does it mean for us? 

Above: Exchange square, Manchester. Should it reproduce the qualities of Italy? 

What do urban designers dream about last thing at night before they fall 
asleep? .. .professionally, I mean. Of course, they dream of public spaces, 
imagined and real. They dream of prosperous, busy, dense cities. 
Everyone has their personal Xanadu (as in Coleridge not Olivia Newton-
John) or Jerusalem (Blake not Netanyahu) that they go to at night and build 
and rebuild. All of which brings me to the subject of this article: the fact 
that when we delve into the urban design imagination the actual range of 
cities and spaces that we appear to dream about is rather limited and 
culturally specific, not to say conservative. 

Take for example arguably the most famous piece of urban design in the 
world: the Campo in Siena, Northern Italy. How often have we been 
offered images of this place? In countless urban design articles, lectures, 
books or study tours, somewhere, there is a slide or aerial photo showing 
the perfect snail-shell space, with the suggestion that this represents the 
ultimate in designers art. Then there are the other Italian renaissance 
'cities', Cerda's Barcelona, Prague, Paris, and other usual suspects that 
almost always appear. 

The difficulty seems to be that though we may work in Manchester or 
elsewhere in the UK, our fundamental vision was honed not in muggy 
northern climes but 500 miles away, and 500 years ago, in the South 
under a noonday renaissance sun - and thus it ever remains. 

Taking this one step further it appears that urban design even has its own 
sort of lapsarian creation myth. One has only to read the nostalgia-laden 
classicism of Richard Sennett and other contemporary theoreticians of 
urbanism to realise that their narratives are often firmly underpinned by the 
assumption that there once existed a 'golden age' of urban development: 
a long age of fabled cities that were ultimately destroyed by the dark 
forces of suburbanisation. Place the individualistic consumer (or highway 
engineer) in the position of the fallen angel and the picture is complete. 
Are we to conclude then, that much of the basic vision of urban design is 
conservative and backward looking? And if so what are the implications 
for our work practice in the fragmented urban context of most modern UK 
cities. 

An adult profession 

One way of understanding this process might be to think about the context 
from which the infant urban design profession has so recently sprung. The 
fight that has defined much of its first years has been against the forces of 
20th century anti-urbanism - that is, the vision found respectively, and in 
differing ways, in both Modernism and Town and Country Planning. 
Within this context a return to the roots of successful urbanism, so the 
argument runs, is clearly understandable. But, to use the same human 
developmental metaphor, surely a sign of adult maturity would be to turn 
now towards a more balanced vision -that is not simply reactive but 
inclusive, whatever such a vision might be. 

Related to this concern is a more nagging worry about the future of 
design. That is, the fact that we do not seem to be discovering much new 
about the city, urban form, or urban function. Since the work of Jacobs, 
Lynch, and Cullen (or Sitte) in the 1950s and 60s, extraordinarily little has 
been added to the corpus of urban design knowledge. For a profession 
that is meant to be in the first flush of youthful vitality this hardly bodes well. 
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One has only to compare this 
position to that of the early, 
essentially dynamic years of 
Modernism at the beginning of the 
20th century to have a sense that 
something is not happening as it 
should be. 

This concern relates to the nature of 
urban design itself: rather than 
being a science which makes 
discoveries and changes its truths, 
or an art like architecture - urban 
design is more akin to a craft. It 
can not be said to progress; its 
truths are fundamentally practical 
and judged by how well they 
work. Hence it matters little that 
new urban design knowledge is 
scarce or that its examples are 
highly traditional; vision matters less 
than the skill with which projects 
are implemented and that is that! 
This point may explain both the 
enormous effectiveness of urban 
design and its fundamental 
limitations. 

N e e d for a vision 

Underlying these issues, is the more 
fundamental question about 
whether successful urban design 
needs an overarching vision at all. 
Arguably, the physical coherence 
of these examples of traditional 
cities were based on upon a 
deeper social and economic 
coherence and even conformity of 
the people who built and lived in 
them. 14th century Siena, let alone 
20th century Siena, is not 21 st 
century London or Leeds. Cities in 
the post-industrial and globalising 
context no more need coherent 
visions of built form than they do 
unified economic, social or ethnic 
values. So the new urban dream 
should represent this diverse 
pluralistic society by being 
fragmented, international, local, 
urban and suburban at once. In 
other words, the modern city is too 
complex, and contradictory to be 
able to sustain, or need, a single 
vision. A single urban vision, be it 

traditional or modern, is just a 
hindrance. 

Having said this, doubts must 
remain. Surely, the need for a 
sense of wholeness, of a potentially 
complete picture of the city we 
want to build, is not something that 
can be put aside. Recent research 
increasingly suggests that the 
human capacity to see, and wish 
to create order out of chaos may 
actually have some deep roots in 
the human make-up - indeed, 
perhaps to be genetic. The need 
for a coherent picture of the place 
we live in is unavoidable. In this 
manner, the imperative to build the 
perfect city is intrinsic to our human 
being. Of course, this complete city 
does not necessarily need to be the 
'City of God' that St Augustus 
dreamed of, but somewhere along 
the line it will need to be just as 
persuasive - just as compelling. It's 
not just that urban design needs a 
dream, it cannot help but have one! 

Furthermore, this young profession 
may need a vision for more 
practical reasons. Looking back to 
the early years of the last century 
one has only to consider the power 
of the early egalitarian and Utopian 
visions of Modernism or the 
Garden City movement to realise 
that if urban design is ever to mean 
something to more than a few 
professionals, it must create a 
vision that the population at large 
can buy into and cherish. 
Successful movements create 
accessible dreams for society as a 
whole. If urban design wants to 
become more than just a pressure 
group it will, surely, need to create 
an inclusive vision too. Yet if a 
dream is needed the only problem 
is finding one that fits. 

Of course, Lord Rogers thinks he 
has the answer. The recent Towards 
an Urban Renaissance (notice the 
classical reference), very 
persuasively argues for the 
development of just such a vision -

the compact city. But what is the 
vision? High density, urban 
settlements, public transport 
focused and driven by 
sophisticated post-modern tastes. 
Arguably instead of returning to the 
hills above Firenze for his 
inspiration, Rogers stays closer to 
home (though still across the 
Channel) to modern Holland. 
Fresh, clean, modern and definitely 
urban, the trim and architecturally 
stylish estates of the Netherlands 
animate the Rogers document. But 
whether this is a dream that more 
than the design minded can, or will 
share is another question. Where 
does all this leave urban design 
dreaming? 

A plea 

If a brief suggestion or plea might 
be made: henceforth can we resist 
the temptation to include all those 
beautiful Sienas of this world in our 
presentations, articles, study trips 
and (if we're lucky) books. Over-
used metaphors become hollow; 
so at a fundamental level, many of 
those 'renaissance fantasies' have 
simply become intellectual 
wallpaper. Conversely, for our 
visions we should start to look 
closer to home and paradoxically 
further afield - but in contemporary 
development - to find our answers 
(and dreams). 

Andrew Gregory 

Holland: Urban Renaisance across the water 
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NEWS 

The Annual General 
Meeting 
Roger Evans farewell 

I have come to the end of my time 
as chairman having served three 
years - 1 think that is one year more 
than should be expected! It has 
been an eventful time with highs 
and lows. The lowest point was 
being advised on being elected 
chairman that the UDG's job was 
done, urban design was on the 
agenda and that my task was to 
wind up the Group. I'm pleased to 
say that we have prospered since 
then and, I believe, provided a 
valuable resource both through and 
to our members.. The other low 
was the recent Steven Norris talk 
which was excellent, although the 
London electorate seemed to have 
decided that the mayoral election 
was effectively decided and 
allowed his entourage outnumber 
the audience. 

Two highs - the turnout for Ken 
Livingstone with members hanging 
from the rafters at The Gallery 
(although Ken's performance on 
that evening revealed a woeful 
lack of appreciation of urban 
planning and design issues) and 
the trip aboard the good ship 
Hurlingham on the Thames on a 
balmy summer's night two years 
ago made for one of the best 
Group events ever. 

The main task that has faced the 
Group over the last two to three 
years has been, in my view, to turn 
the UDG from an amateur 
organisation which continues to 
rely on the good will of enthusiastic 
members to an organisation which 
has the ability to become 
something which is more 
professional and better resourced. 

There has long been a member 
wish-list which includes the UDG 
having a fully staffed set-up and 
with resources to offer assistance to 
professionals, communities and 
individuals wishing to pursue urban 
design objectives. The reality has 
been that four years ago I had to 
beg for stamp money to initiate a 
mail shot to local authorities to 
initiate that new category of 
membership. Today we have a 
fighting fund and are moving 
forward with confidence. 

Our income has doubled in the last 
two years and a considerable 
increase is anticipated next year 
following the introduction of new 
membership categories and 
subscription rates. We are still a 
tiny organisation but the extra 
resources enable us to now bring in 
some paid, professional help. 
There is just too much for committee 
members to do in their spare time 
over a protracted period. 

A Secretary to the UDG will now 
be appointed with responsibility for 
following up on policy initiatives, 
raising sponsorship funding and 
raising the profile of the UDG. It is 
expected that an appointment will 
be made over the summer. 

Elections for Chair and vice Chair 
have been held this spring. To have 
a meaningful choice of candidates 
is an excellent development and a 
contest every two years which 
stimulates debate within the 
membership should become 
normal. 

Thanks to my co-opted vice chairs 
Tony Lloyd Jones and Marcus 
Wilshere, the sub-committees and 
Susie (who does all the work). 
Thanks also to our Patrons for 
finding time in busy lives to guide 
the Group, including Alan Baxter 
for his generous support in making 
The Gallery available for our 
meetings and London events. 

Roger Evans 

At the A G M Marcus 
Wilshere was elected 
chairman and Alan Stones 
vice chairman of the UDG 
Here Marcus expresses his 
views 

The increasing prominence of 
urban design in national and local 
government policies, and the 
interest of the established 
professional institutions (as 
evidenced by the Urban Design 
Alliance) has called into question 
the role of the Urban Design Group 
- does urban design still need 
promoting? 

It would be too easy to think that 
this new found importance for the 
ideas which the UDG has been 
pursuing for over twenty years 
represents a conclusive victory. In 
fact, the arguments raging over 
many projects, and the lethargy of 
the Government's follow-up on the 
Task Force's report, demonstrate 
that the debate may never be laid 
to rest. Someone has to argue on 
behalf of the city and this is the 
UDG's mission. 

The last few years have indeed 
witnessed a rediscovery of urban 
living which may yet become an 
urban renaissance but it has largely 
been the property market rather 
than architects or planners who 
were first to recognise this trend (an 
ironic reversal in view of the charge 
of conservatism often levelled at 
developers). However, the 
revitalisation of our towns and cities 
cannot be left to the market alone. 
In London and elsewhere, huge 
rises in house prices put family 
accommodation beyond the 
means even of middle class 
families with good incomes. This, 
coupled with the apparent 
ambition of some local authorities 

to sell off as much housing stock as 
possible and move low-income 
families further out of the city, raises 
the spectre of inner city gentrified 
ghettos. Regeneration must be 
about more than cappuccino 
culture and the cities we enjoy are 
those which thrive on their diversity. 

The UDG is just one of many voices 
clamouring for action on the Urban 
Task Force's ideas. In its response 
to the problems faced by our cities, 
the government has been long on 
promises and short on delivery. 
Clear and decisive leadership is 
required and the much vaunted 
'joined up thinking' must be shown 
to involve all the relevant 
departments - including the 
Treasury. 

The success of many inner city 
projects in recent years suggests 
that in many ways, the inner city is 
not the most intractable problem. 
Distinctive character, varied and 
interesting architecture, cultural 
centres, employment and historic 
interest all provide effective anchors 
for improvements. In contrast, the 
suburban areas surrounding these 
centres, especially the vast areas of 
housing built in the post-war years, 
now represent our greatest 
challenge. Here the problems of 
economic, social and 
environmental sustainability are 
most pressing specifically: 
declining industry; large areas of 
land-intensive and mono-culture 
uses; lack of access to employment 
and facilities; and a wholesale car-
dependency. 

If the issues of sustainability are to 
be given the importance they 
deserve, then they will undoubtedly 
become the driving force for 
change in our cities. The quest for 
sustainable development must 
recognise the impact of every 
aspect of our human ecology. For 
the professions, this requires more 
than just a concern for energy 
efficiency in the design of buildings 
or for habitats and bio-diversity in 
our landscapes. Recent 
developments held up as models 
for sustainable development have 
incorporated numerous 
architectural innovations yet failed 
to address the wider issues of land 
use, density or transport. 

It is this requirement for an holistic, 
interdisciplinary approach which is 
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able to connect with the design of 
all these interdependent levels 
which is the hallmark of the 
approach to urban design which 
the UDG is championing. It is the 
ability to connect with professionals 
involved in the design and 
planning of our cities, whether in 
research, education, or in practice, 
which is the Group's great strength. 
Now more than ever, there is a 
need for an active and vocal 
Urban Design Group. 

Treasurer's Report 

The Income and Expenditure 
Account for the year ended 29 
February 2000 shows a surplus of 
income over expenditure of just 
over £9,000. Income from 
subscriptions, which is our most 
important source of income, at 
£37,946, is broadly similar to the 
previous year, showing a slight 
increase of about £700. The 
income from publications is only 
about half of the previous year, 
because the Sourcebook and the 
research on Public Participation 
were both published in the previous 
year, bringing in additional income. 

For the first time in the presentation 
of our annual accounts, and in 
accordance with proper 
accounting practice, the full income 
from tours, and the full expenditure 
are entered separately. From this it 
can be seen what a significant 
proportion of the UDG annual 
account is taken up by income and 
expenditure on tours. By presenting 
the annual accounts in this way, a 
direct comparison with 1998-
1999 cannot be made, without 
making adjustments. The income 
and expenditure on tours provided 
a net surplus of almost £4,170. 

On the entries for expenditure, 
printing and publications, wages 
and salaries, rent, administration 
and accountants fees all show 
some increases, but postage and 
stationery, bank charges and 
advertising all show decreases. By 
comparison with the previous year, 
there is a very significant difference 
on expenditure, in that there were 
virtually no costs incurred on 
mailshots. The bottom line shows 
that we have continued to make a 
reasonable surplus of income over 
expenditure. 

Because of the fairly large transfers 
of money into and out the UDG 
bank account, a decision was 
made at the end of last year to form 
a separate trading company to 
handle incoming and outgoing 
funds associated with tours, 
conferences and events: Urban 
Design Services Limited was 
registered in February in time for 
the beginning of the new financial 
year. 

John Peverley 

Secretary to the Urban 
Design Group 

The Group is seeking a part-time 
Secretary / Director whose role 
will be to develop the influence 
and profile of the UDG, prepare 
policy statements and responses 
and, where appropriate, raise 
funds to develop initiatives. 

Application forms are available 
from Susie Turnbull at the UDG 
office. 

Balance sheet as at 29th February 2 0 0 0 

FIXED ASSETS 
Computer at cost 1,474.64 
Less Depreciation 644.74 830.00 

CURRENT ASSETS 
Cash at Bank - Current Account 2,459.67 

- Tours Account 469.81 
- COIF Account 30,208.05 
-COIF (Pubs) Account 205.10 

Cash Float 50.00 33,392.63 

34,222.63 

Represented by: 
Retained Surplus b/ f 25,119.44 
Surplus for the year 9,103.19 

34,222.63 

Income/expenditure summary for 1 9 9 9 / 2 0 0 0 

INCOME 

Interest received 
Subscriptions 
Publications 
Conferences and Events 
Tours 

1,432.81 
37,946.40 

7,669.65 
2,525.25 

29,294.88 

Total Income 78,868.99 

EXPENDITURE 

Tours 
Printing of Publications 
Wages and Salary 
Rent, rates, light, heat, insurance, telephone 
Postage and Stationery 
Administration 
Printing of UDG brochure and mailshot 
Bank Charges 
Repairs 
Advertising 
Accountants Fees 
Equipment Repairs 

25,125.07 
24,669.35 

8,565.75 
4.038.09 
3,771.35 
2.129.10 

113.49 
600.34 
105.76 
477.50 
170.00 
105.76 

Total Expenditure 69,765.80 

SURPLUS for the year 9,103.19 
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T O P I C : R I C H A R D COLE A N D J O H N B I L L I N G H A M 

The 
Nearly Good Place 
Guide 
W h y the near ly good place guide ....? Firstly, 
some of the places featured in this issue do 
not meet all the criteria that w e r e originally 
set out, a n d secondly you , the members , 
hopeful ly the readers, m a y have different 
v iews about the places that have been 
included. If that is the case w e w a n t to hear 
f rom y o u - n o w - so put pen to paper or send 
your comments to the UDG e-mai l address or 
the websi te discussion page . 

The Process 

When John Worthington first suggested a guide to 
good places over ten years ago it seemed a simple task. 
Al l that had to happen was to contact the Regional 
Convenors and suggestions would come pouring in. 
Instead questions started to raise themselves. What 
makes a place? How does one know if a place is good 
enough for inclusion? Should the guide cover all the 
UK. Should we aim for equal numbers of places in each 
region? Should we aim for a target number of say 100 
places? After a long gestation period and many false 
starts it was decided that we couldn't really do justice 
to Ireland, so this guide is limited to England, Scotland 
and Wales. 

We concluded that the intrinsic quality of place should 
determine whether a place is included in the guide. As a 
result the spread of places is not even. That left - what is 
a place and how can you judge its quality? There was 
also the subsidiary question of spaces versus places. We 
concluded that the concept of a space focused on the "bit 
in-between" whereas a place included the surrounding 
buildings. It was that inter-relationship between buildings 
and space that was the hallmark of urban design. 

Another potentially contentious decision was to 
exclude historic places. There is much to learn from 
historic places like Bath, Oxford and Edinburgh and 
they are an important part of our urban design 
heritage, but they cannot be seen as promoting the 
skills of today's urban designers. As a result delightful 
places such as Mousehole and Blanchland have been 
excluded but where a historic place has been the subject 
of recent intervention then this has been considered as 
in the case of Edinburgh's Royal Mile or Chichester. 

Criteria 

Having narrowed our field of search we focused on the 
question of what exactly made a place good. We 
published out working criteria in the October '98 issue 
of UDQ. They were that a place should be identifiable 
(with clear and significant entrances, boundaries, edges 
and relating to its context; memorable (different, 

distinctive, idiosyncratic); 
enjoyable (warm, safe, human, 
with a variety of uses, humour 
and contrasts) and accessible. 
Such criteria can only be a 
guide. Rigid application would 
have excluded any place that 
focused mainly on a single use 
such as Byker and Lillington 
Street. And if single use places 
were included why not the 
Jubilee Line Extension and its 
fine stations? Why not Tyneside 
Metro and the significant 
contribution it has made to the 
urban environment. Though 
well designed it was felt these 
transport corridors could not be 
included in a guide to places. 

What about easy access? 
Generally this requirement was 
firmly applied but there are 
some like Victoria Arcade in 
Leeds which is closed at night 
and Portmeirion which not only 
closes but also charges for entry. 
Both these were felt to be of 
such significance that it would 
be inappropriate to exclude 
them. This flexibility did not 
extend to the inclusion of 
Bluewater Park or Meadowhall 
as they were seen as having 
been too damaging to 
surrounding areas and 
undermined the mixed use 
character that is so important to 
successful urban fabrics. A 
strong case was made for the 
green spaces of Gillespie Park 
and Harringay Parkland Walk 
but in the end it was felt that, 
special and significant that 
those places were, they raised a 
whole new set of questions and 
should probably be the catalyst 
for the production of another 
form of guide. Finally there was 
the question of locations that 
developed around a single 
specific feature. "The Angel of 
the Nor th" was a case in point. 
Certainly such locations play an 
important part in signposting 
an area and form an important 

reference point within a region, 
but in the end we felt that they 
could not truly be called places. 
In this issue we have presented 
the bulk of the places that have 
met the criteria. The constraints 
of space have however 
prevented us from presenting all 
the potential entries. Among 
those omitted are those places 
described in the 1998 taster 
with the exception of St 
Augustine's Reach in Bristol as 
some changes have occurred 
there since then. Finally we 
have referred to designers in 
only a few cases but this is 
something we want to rectify 
before any further publication; 
it is likely that only the lead 
designer wil l be mentioned 
which may present problems 
because of all the professionals 
involved in a project. 

Selection 

There would never have been a 
guide without the help and 
suggestions from over a 
hundred members or 
correspondents who are listed 
on page 2 of this issue. Richard 
Cole and John Billingham 
coordinated the identification 
of places from around Great 
Britain and eventually 
assembled about 180 places for 
consideration. A panel 
consisting of Monica Pidgeon, 
Roger Evans, Lora Nicolau, 
Alan Stones and Matthew 
Carmona selected about 90 
places which form the basis of 
this publication. 

Next Stage 

What follows this special issue? 
Essentially we wi l l be looking 
for sponsors or a publisher to 
enable the material to reach a 
wider audience in a pocket book 
size - about one third A4 in size. 
To do that there wil l need to be 
a fuller introduction written and 
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List of Places 
London 
1 Battersea Square 
2 Bluebird: Kings Road 
3 Broadgate 
4 Covent Garden 
5 Camden Lock 
6 China Town: Gerrard St 
7 Comyn Ching 
8 Crossharbour: Docklands 
9 Ealing Broadway Centre 

10 Gabriel's Wharf 
11 Greenland Dock 
12 Hay's Galleria 
13 Lillington Street 
14 Richmond Riverside 
15 St Christopher's Place 
16 St Katherine's Dock 
17 Tower Bridge Piazza 
18 Westminster Cathedral 

a more structured foreword to 
assist the lay user and hopefully 
it wi l l include a bibliography. 
There wil l be corrections to be 
made and links between places 
to be identified. But we still 
depend on your knowledge and 
sharp eyes to bring errors and 
omissions to our notice. 
Comments requested. 
The aim is to include 100 places 
in the stand alone publication so 
you wi l l be able to suggest 
places for inclusion either as 
additions or as replacements if 
you feel some places should not 
be included at all. We look 
forward to your comments and 
these can be sent via letter, 
e-mail or direct to the discussion 
page which wil l be opened up 
for all members to access. Why 
not let us know your thoughts 
now! 

South East 
19 Brighton: The Lanes 
20 Chichester: pedestrian area 
21 Hastings: Priory Meadow 
22 Horsham: Carfax 
23 New Ash Green: Centre 
24 Whitstable: Harbour 
East 
25 Basildon: Noak Bridge 
26 Cambridge: Quayside 
27 Chelmsford: High Street 
28 Colchester: Culver Square 
29 Harlow: Old Town 
30 Hertford: Parliament Square 
31 Norwich: Elm Hi l l 
32 South Woodham Ferrers: 

Town Centre 
South 
33 Mi l ton Keynes: Queens 

Square 
34 Mi l ton Keynes: Theatre 

Square 
35 Oxford: Gloucester Green 
36 Portsmouth: Old Town 
37 Reading: Oracle Centre 
38 Winchester: High Street 
39 Windsor: Central Station 
South West 
40 Bournemouth: The Square 
41 Bristol: St Augustine's Reach 
42 Cheltenham: The Courtyard 
43 Dorchester: Poundbury 
44 Exeter: Quayside 
45 Gloucester: The Docks 
46 Newton Abbot: Courtenay 

Street 
47 Plymouth: The Barbican 
48 Teignmouth: The Triangles 

Wales 
49 Cardiff: Waterfront 
50 Portmeirion 
51 Swansea: Maritime Quarter 
Midlands 
52 Birmingham: Victoria 

Square 
53 Birmingham: Chamberlain 

Square 
54 Birmingham: Centenary 

Square 
55 Birmingham: Gas Street 

Basin 
56 Chesterfield: Market Place 
57 Nottingham: Castle Wharf 
North West 
58 Bolton: Victoria Square 
59 Chester: The Cross 
60 Liverpool: Albert Dock 
61 Liverpool: Concert Square 
62 Liverpool: Derby Square 
63 Liverpool: Pier Head 
64 Manchester: Albert Square 
65 Manchester: Castlefields 
66 Manchester: Exchange 

Square 
67 Preston: Market Square 
68 Runcorn: Halton Brow 
69 Wigan: Market Place 
North 
70 Hull: Market Square 
71 Leeds: Victoria Arcade 
72 Sheffield: Peace Gardens 
73 Wakefield: Kirkgate 
74 York: St Mary's Square 
75 Durham: City Centre 
76 Newcastle: Byker 
77 Newcastle: East Quayside 
78 Sunderland: St Peter's 

Riverside 
Scotland 
79 Dundee: Pedestrian Area 
80 Edinburgh: Royal Mile 
81 Edinburgh: Water of Leith 
82 Glasgow: Buchanan Street 
83 Glasgow: Cathedral 
84 Glasgow: Italian Centre 
85 Glasgow: Royal Exchange 

Square 
86 Irvine: Harbourside 
87 Kilmarnock: Town Centre 
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1 London - Battersea Square 

"....won back from wall-to-wall roadway, the recovered square provides a truly 
enjoyable setting for restaurants, cafe and a new fountain...." 

Since the eighteenth century this site has been known as Battersea Square and 
housed the Village pump. Derelict since the 1970's, reconstruction of its surviving 
early and mid nineteenth century buildings was conceived and guided by a 
conservation brief prepared for Wandsworth Council. Residents and businesses 
were consulted on proposals which included permissions for restaurants and cafes 
to spill onto the square, a new fountain, stone paving, new lighting and well 
positioned trees which form a canopy over the square in summer, all won back 
from wall-to-wall roadway. This is one of the rare situations where a local 
authority has successfully sponsored an emergent public realm. This project has 
made a piazza that is truly enjoyable to be in and prompted the regeneration of the 
whole surrounding area. 

Location: No Underground station nearby, mainline Clapham Junction is to the 
south. Take Falcon Road and Battersea High Street to the square. AtoZ: IB 92. 

2 London - Bluebird - Kings Road 

The Bluebird Garage, located at 350 Kings Road, has been converted to provide a 
lively mix of restaurant and retail space. 

The garage was built in 1923 and at that time was Europe's largest facility. The 
fabric and structure of the building have been sensitively restored with 
contemporary elements inserted with care.The forecourt has been repaved in setts 
and stone and a sleek steel and glass fruit and vegetable stall gives a flamboyant 
focus to the attractive courtyard. The multiplicity of activities and the positive use 
of the forecourt adds liveliness to one of London's interesting streets where design 
shops, antiques and fashion outlets rub shoulders with trendy cafes and 
restaurants. A clear example where design quality of the glazed canopy adds value 
to the space it occupies. As a result Bluebird has enlivened and enhanced the 
amenities of Kings Road. Battersea Square can be visited by walking across 
Battersea Bridge and along by the new Montevetro apartments. 

Location: North side of Kings Road, west of Beaufort Street.Tube Sloane Square 
and then Bus or long walk from South Kensington station. 
AtoZ: 6B 76. 

3 London - Broadgate 

"....few contemporary developments in Britain offer such a generous and well 
designed public realm...." 

Few developments in Britain offer the quality of the public realm in the way that 
Paris or New York do. It is therefore particularly gratifying to find not one but two 
such places on a site with some of the highest land values in the country. Completed 
in the mid-80s, it must be the only new good development in the City of London of 
that depressing decade. The fact that Stuart Lipton was the commissioning 
developer is reassuring vis-a-vis the Commission for Architecture and the Built 
Environment of which he is the first chairman. The central circular space is 
surrounded by a series of office buildings with terraces and glass atria with 
abundant vegetation inside and out. Some of the ground floor is occupied by shops 
and restaurants. The central space can be used as a skating rink in the winter and 
for a variety of events for the rest of the year; it is well used particularly at lunch 
time. The articulation between this space and the adjacent ones follows more 
closely the city's historic pattern than other post-war developments (eg the nearby 
Barbican). A large modern sculpture marks the entrance from the Liverpool Street 
Station side whilst to the north west the link to another public space, Finsbury 
Pavement, is at right angles thus providing a surprise when walking from one into 
the other.. Both spaces are pedestrianised. The materials used are of high quality 
and the public art is neither token nor condescending. Nearby is the recently 
redeveloped Liverpool Street Station; former Spitalfields market to the east; 
Richard Rogers' Lloyds Building in Leadenhall Street to the south and Soane's Bank 
of England to the west. 

Location: Liverpool Street main line and Underground stations; AtoZ: 6G 145. 
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4 London - Covent Garden 

"....a prime example of a vibrant urban environment...." 

People who are allergic to crowds should avoid Covent Garden since it is a prime 
example of a vibrant dense urban environment. The history of the area started in 
the 17C with the development of the square designed by Inigo Jones for the Duke 
of Bedford. Right from the start a market settled on the square and grew ever since. 
The subject of one of the great planning battles of the early 70s when the historic 
fruit and vegetable market moved out of the area, it was saved from redevelopment 
and transformed into one of London's main attractions by the Greater London 
Council. Market buildings have been restored and converted to retail and 
entertainment uses: to some extent the present uses are not so different from those 
shown in Hogarth prints. The central area and some of the surrounding streets 
have been pedestrianised and give the impression of a Mediterranean city though 
critics may find similarities with a theme park. The recently reopened Royal Opera 
House, another planning battlefield, completes once again the original Inigo Jones 
square and whilst the quality of the scheme can be debated, it offers a new 
pedestrian link to the east and stunning views from its public terraces. Visitors 
should not miss the garden on the west side of St Paul's church known as the actor's 
church), one of the few quiet oases in the area. A bit further north and still in what 
is known as Covent Garden, Neal's Yard is another lively public space which 
acquired its character spontaneously, without a "design". 

Location: Covent Garden is accessible by underground, bus, on foot and bicycle; 
parking is virtually impossible. AtoZ: 2F 149. 

5 London - Camden Lock 

A vibrant area containing crafts, artists, workshops, cafes and restaurants adjacent 
to the double locks on the Grand Union Canal. 

The Camden Lock Centre was opened in 1973 when what had been Dingwall's 
Timber Wharf and Dock was refurbished to provide space for new uses. The 
converted stables building, known as Dingwall's Gallery, formed the first part of 
the development and new buildings including a glazed atrium space have been 
added between this and Chalk Farm Road which is a continuation of Camden High 
Street. A performance and seating area overlooks the canal and on adjacent sites 
many existing warehouses have been converted to residential use. At weekends 
there is a very popular market with open air stalls and in the evenings a stand-up 
comedy venue. The canal-side walk connects through to Regents Park and to the 
Kings Cross area and a canal boat service connects westwards to Little Venice. 
Further north along Chalk Farm Road is the Roundhouse, originally an engine 
shed for Euston Station and now being used as an Arts venue. 

Location: Walk north up Camden High Street from Camden Town Tube. 
AtoZ: 7F45. 

6 London - China Town - Gerrard Street 

London's Chinatown is the encapsulation of the mixed-use environment par 
excellence. 

Small businesses ply their trade, with restaurants not merely confined to ground 
floors, but sometimes rising up four storeys. Elsewhere there are music shops, 
fishmongers, travel shops, booksellers, supermarkets, hairdressers, solicitors, 
Chinese herbal chemists, public houses, as well as residential accommodation to 
many upper floors. Three Chinese 'gateways' mark the entrances to Gerrard Street 
from the east, west and north. Through traffic was excluded from the street and its 
repaying and furnishing created a pedestrian ambience. The rather kitsch street 
furniture exudes a Chinese signature. Street names are in both English and Chinese 
characters. Two Chinese dragon sculptures 'guard' the street commemorating the 
scheme. These symbolic cues add layers of visual and cultural interest contributing 
to its 'sense of place'. However, it is the people and their activities that really 
characterise Chinatown. Nowhere else in London is there such a concentration of 
oriental peoples going about their everyday business, buying oriental foodstuffs 
from the local supermarkets, or simply eating 'Dim Sum' or other exotic delicacies. 
The area is now a popular tourist destination attraction. At Chinese New Year 
(around January or February) and Moon Cake Festival (August) Chinatown is the 
focus of festivities and activities. Flags and banners are draped across the street and 
adorn buildings. 

Location: Underground to Leicester Square, north up Charing Cross Road, left into 
Little Newport Street and on to Gerrard Street. AtoZ: 2D 148. 
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7 London - Comyn Ching Triangle 

"....an idyllic spot nestling within the rich relics of three historic facades...." 

Protected from the bustle of Covent Garden, Comyn Ching is an idyllic spot 
nestling within the rich relics of three historic facades. The scheme is a public 
courtyard that gives a specific identity and focus of activity to an urban block. 

The main feature of the redevelopment for Comyn Ching, the ironmongery 
company, was the carving out of a new public courtyard, Ching Court, from a 
dense triangular site. The rear elevations of the buildings had to be transformed 
into suitable backdrops for the new public space. Entrances were established to 
attract the public into and through an area that had previously been private - the 
courtyard provides a diagonal public route from Seven Dials to Shelton Street. 
Concern with detail was intensified by the scale and enclosed nature of the 
courtyard. A series of features was used to generate interest at ground level, and 
reduce the potentially oppressive effect of the narrow courtyard space: three office 
entrances with large projecting porches arranged against the rear of Monmouth 
Street, inspired by 18C design; a rear passage entrance from Shelton Street flanked 
by large rear windows of shop units; two trees; and Lutyens' seat on Mercer Street. 
Existing terraces were restored and three new corner buildings constructed. The 
scheme contains the traditional diversity of uses found in the city, with one side for 
residential use, one side for offices and the third with shops on the ground floor and 
residential use above. Close by are Covent Garden and Neal Street. 

Location: Underground to Covent Garden north up Neal Street, left into Shelton 
Street, the Comyn Ching Triangle is to the right. AtoZ: IE 148. 

8 London - Crossharbour -Glengall Bridge 

An intimate waterfront with tantalising views of the old Mi l lwal l Inner Dock. 

Descend from the Crossharbour station, in the heart of the Isle of Dogs, turn west 
into Pepper Street and providing there is not an event on at the adjoining "London 
Arena" you have entered a haven of quiet. The almost fairground-like cacophony 
of the former Enterprise Zone recedes. There is a colonnaded walk, small shops, 
several bars, offices and tantalising views of the old Mil lwal l Inner Dock. This is an 
intimate environment where in spite of the occasional delivery van, pedestrians and 
cyclists rule. Glengall Bridge links either side of Mil lwal l Dock and Pepper Street re-
establishes a strategic cross-island route both for pedestrians and, almost uniquely 
in Docklands, for cyclists. Small plane trees soften the scene and a spritsail barge or 
two delight the nautical eye. Only when the eye turns north and heavenwards does 
the bulk of Canary Wharf stand out as a reminder of the harsh commercial world 
nearby. 

Location: Crossharbour station on the Docklands Light Railway. AtoZ: D3 80. 

9 London - Ealing Broadway Centre 

"....Ealing Broadway Centre is nominated for inclusion, on the simple fact that it 
works...." 

The Centre was completed in 1984 and comprises two enclosed shopping malls 
leading from existing streets to a large open courtyard, "Town Square." 
An earlier proposal in the late 1970's was rejected following opposition by 
numerous local groups under the "Ealing Alliance" umbrella. Their objection 
related to the scale, design and consequent destruction of Ealing's close-knit 19C 
townscape. The local council then prepared a planning brief in consultation with 
the Ealing Civic Society and other local associations. The brief set out the principle 
to be followed, which included a more modest development, provision of an open 
square, no "relief road" and the use of brick and slate in order to blend with the 
surrounding style. The outcome is a deliberately "picturesque" design. The Town 
Square and street frontages are faced with brick and the scheme includes 
decorative iron work to the openings in the multi-storey car park and to the 
staircase which rises between twin towers. Town Square is on two levels with the 
main public library reached by staircase to the upper level. There is thus a very 
simple combination of commercial space and public space that attracts huge 
numbers of people every day, and especially at weekends, and that people clearly 
feel comfortable in. The central square is thronged with people standing, sitting or 
talking, whenever the weather is reasonable. Sometimes the space gets let to small 
stall traders, selling craft items and on occasions there is entertainment. 
Architecturally it isn't at all bad, because the themes pick up the architecture of The 
Broadway outside, and it feels right. 

Location: Ealing Broadway Underground and Mainline station. AtoZ: 7D 56. 
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10 London - Gabriel's Wharf 

A lively area containing a mix of shops, studios, bars and restaurants directly 
accessible from the riverside walk and managed by the local community. 

The Coin Street Community Builders were formed in 1984 as a not for profit public 
service to seek improvements to the South Bank that would benefit the community 
rather than the alternative private development scheme of offices, shopping and 
private apartments that was being proposed. They bought 13 acres of land 
occupied by derelict buildings and now manage Gabriel's Wharf, Oxo Tower 
Wharf, Bernie Spain Gardens and a section of the riverside walk. Although only 
seen as a temporary development, Gabriel's Wharf has become a highly popular 
venue for local workers, residents and visitors. The blank wall of the London 
Studios, which forms the western edge to the site, was painted like a screen set to 
provide an interesting backdrop.The design of the individual units is poor but the 
mixture of uses - crafts, bars and restaurants with a lot of outdoor dining is 
compelling- when the weather is good. Adjacent to this, the nine storey Oxo Tower 
Wharf was completely refurbished to provide shops and craft outlets at ground and 
first floor with a rooftop restaurant and brasserie. Further west along the riverside 
walk is located the National Theatre where a new entrance space has been created 
as part of work to improve front of house facilities. What was previously part of a 
service road dividing the Theatre from the riverside has now been closed and the 
area provides extended box office facilities and bookshop and externally a new 
public space emphasised by lighting, seating and people- friendly materials. 

Location: To the east of the National Theatre accessible from the riverside walk. 
Tube: Waterloo or Southwark. AtoZ: 4J 149. 

1 1 London - Greenland Dock 

"Housing, leisure and other uses in a public waterside setting" 

Established in 1699 as the Howland Great Wet Dock, Greenland Dock was one of 
the first parts of the London Docklands Development area to be brought forward 
for redevelopment.. The objective in 1981 was to transform 36 ha. of apparently 
hopeless dereliction in an unfashionable part of London. After having dealt with 
methane contamination and repaired the dock structures the area now has fine 
waterside vistas and views to Canary Wharf to the east and Greenwich to the 
south. As well as 1200 houses, the area now contains a water sports centre, shops, 
a pub and a new marina. The housing includes groups of distinctive character, each 
defining new streets and public areas. Water plays a significant part in the character 
of the site from the bustle of the marina to the quiet waterside walks. In the Finland 
Quay area, Norway Dock has been developed as an ecological park. With 27 
development sites a strong urban design framework was needed and this was 
provided by a clear master plan and the consistent use of paving and landscaping; 
special concrete block paving was developed for the site and this was used with 
granite setts and Yorkstone paving. It is encouraging that almost half of the housing 
is occupied by people originally from the area. Nearby is Canada Water station on 
the Jubilee Line opened in 1999; Greenwich is about two miles east. 

Location: Surrey Quays Underground, then Redriff Road (A2202) around the 
north or Plough Way around the south of the area. AtoZ 3 A 80. 

1 2 London - Hay's Galleria 

"....created by the simple yet inspired device of erecting a soaring barrel roof 
spanning a gently curving space between existing 19C buildings...." 

It is more than ten years since the Galleria opened. Created by the simple yet 
inspired device of erecting a soaring barrel roof spanning between the curving 19C 
buildings on either side, it has made a year-round ordered space, comparable, 
though without the baroque carved stone embellishment, to that of its Italian 
namesake. Combining historic architecture on an heroic scale with innovation in its 
adaptation, the high quality of both the new work and the restorations together 
with an engaging range of uses makes for an experience which can delight worker, 
cultural tourist and foodie. You can browse the attractive shops and market stalls, 
enjoy lunch, and admire the panoramic river views. At the central plaza stands the 
Navigator, a magnificent 18m high kinetic sculpture by David Kemp. A hypnotic 
combination of moving parts, water jets and grand fountains. Hay's Wharf is part 
of the London Bridge City commercial riverside development and provides office 
space, a landscaped riverside walk, tourist information office and pier, all of which 
give it a steady and sizeable visitor base. Nearby the Tower of London, Tower 
Bridge, HMS Belfast, the Design Museum, Southwark Cathedral and the Tate 
Modern gallery at Bankside. The Galleria is only open Monday to Friday 9 am to 
6.30 pm, Saturday 9 am to 5 pm and Sunday 11 am to 5 pm. 

Location: Underground or rail to London Bridge Station. From Westminster Pier by 
boat, taking in many other riverside attractions en route. AtoZ 4G 151. 
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1 3 London - Lillington Street 

".... the most interesting recent housing scheme in London ...." 
Pevsner 1973 

One of the largest comprehensive redevelopments in post war London, Lillington 
Street provides 945 dwellings for over 2000 residents. Although predominantly 
housing, Lillington Street (also known as Longmore Gardens Village), contains 
delightful tree filled public spaces, a parade of shops, three pubs, a medical centre, 
branch library, tennis courts, playgrounds, community facilities and an old people's 
home. Access to the "village" is provided by five bus stops on its periphery and the 
nearby Pimlico underground station. Integrated into the scheme is the Victorian, St 
James-the-less church. The church's red brick provides the cue to the aesthetic that 
guides the whole 4.5ha estate. The scheme derived from a competition in 1961 won 
by John Darbourne. There were three phases which won RIBA and government 
awards. The three phases are linked by an overall impression of small scale, and the 
use of a restrained palette of materials. The housing blocks define the external 
streetscape and the internal green courtyards. The blocks have a varied roof line 
and planting is provided on high level walkways softening the appearance of the 
internal areas. The area was designated a "conservation area" in 1990 and the 
majority of the buildings are listed as Grade I I* . This may control individual 
expression now that 30% of the estate is "owner-occupied". Nearby is Churchill 
Square Housing (Powell and Moya 1949), Tate UK half a mile south east. 

Location: Underground to Pimlico, several bus services, including 24 running down 
adjoining Vauxhall Bridge Road. AtoZ: 4B 154. 

14 London - Richmond Riverside 

"....an opportunity taken as the cue for a relevant and striking exercise in Thames 
side urban design...." 

This redevelopment occupies a major site in a historic town next to the Thames. 
Success must therefore be measured in terms of the fact that such an opportunity 
was not lost but taken as the cue for a relevant and striking exercise in urban 
design. Respectful of the street pattern, the layout presents an appropriate scale 
along Hi l l Street and facing the Thames and on the links between them. A 
particular feature is the way a series of individual buildings are expressed by 
changes in design and facing materials. This and respect for the urban grain ensures 
that the surviving buildings from the past blend with their new surroundings. In 
turn, the development relates well to the town centre, reinforcing its character. 
Another feature is the mixed range of uses, including shops, offices, residential, 
public houses and a small cinema. There is also a large landscaped area overlooking 
the river. The detailed design is based, not without criticism, on a variety of neo-
classical themes, generally handled in a sensitive and articulate way and responding 
to the context. The requirements of servicing and car parking do not detract from 
the overall quality. It connects well into Richmond's structure and it can be 
approached from a number of directions including the route from Richmond 
station via George Street and the riverside which forms part of the Thames Path. 
Kew Botanical Gardens are about a mile north as are Syon Park and Richmond 
Park. 

Location: Underground and main line stations at Richmond. AtoZ: 5D 89. 

1 5 London - St Christopher's Place 

"....on entry, sheer delight unveils itself...." 

St. Christopher's Place runs north to south from Wigmore Street to Oxford Street 
and was developed in the mid-late 19C. The entrance from Oxford Street is so 
narrow, that its discovery is a surprise. On entry sheer delight unveils itself. This is 
Gee's Court. The four-storey mixed-use buildings create a strong sense of enclosure 
The space gradually widens then narrows before emerging into Barrett Street with 
its shops, restaurants and apartments. Piers define the entrance from James Street 
and a William Pye sculpture forms the focus of the street which was landscaped in 
1993. The footway has been extended for alfresco eating and even in winter, tables 
and chairs outside are occupied. North of Barrett Street, Victorian terraces flank St. 
Christopher's Place. The view northwards is framed by a taller building in Wigmore 
Street. Back from this the entrance to St. Christopher's Place is defined by an arch. 
The street is paved with Yorkstone. At Christmas time the area is festooned with 
lights and decorations. A Jazz Festival, runs from July to September. Nearby are 
The Wallace Collection in Manchester Square and Saarinen's USA Embassy in 
Grosvenor Square 

Location: Between Oxford Street and Wigmore Street. Bond Street underground 
station is on the opposite side of Oxford Street AtoZ: 7H 141. 
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16 London - St Katherine's Dock 

"....it is one of the best public spaces in the London Docks area and centres on the 
presence of water...." 

This proves the point that a place can be good even though the large majority of 
buildings that enclose it are mediocre or simply awful. Only two, Ivy House 
(Thomas Aitcheson, 1854,) converted to mixed uses and the Dockmaster's house 
(1828) at the side of the lock remain from the original enclosed dock developed 
between 1824 and 1828, when some 1200 homes were demolished and 11,000 
people made homeless. Never very successful, the docks closed in 1966 and the 
area converted for a yacht marina, a business and tourist centre and some housing. 
The original scheme, which preceded the creation of the London Docklands 
Development Corporation by more than ten years, was prepared under the aegis of 
the GLC and included some social housing. The paving and street furniture retain 
the original marine and industrial character of the dock and some public art 
attempts to emphasize the same theme. The much photographed Dickens Inn is a 
new construction using part of the timber structure of an adjacent warehouse 
which was demolished. Other buildings vary from brutalist to abysmal post-
modern. In spite of the architectural jumble, the area is lively, arguably because its 
main attraction, the water, is also the most genuine. People like wandering at the 
water's edge, observing the craft going through the lock or getting refreshments in 
the theme park atmosphere of the Inn and other establishments which overlook the 
marina. The mix seems to work better than in most London Docklands public 
spaces. 

Location: Underground to Tower Hil l . St Katherine's Dock is sign posted. 
AtoZ: 4K151. 

1 7 London - Tower Bridge Piazza 

A mixed use development with an attractive public space containing an active 
water feature. 

The scheme, sometimes known as Horselydown Square, is entered from the 
junction of Horselydown Lane and Shad Thames, a short distance from the 
southern end of Tower Bridge. The three new buildings around the square 
accommodate shopping, a gallery and cafes at ground floor and the two 5 storey 
buildings provide 4 storeys of flats above this. A higher building of 7 storeys 
includes a first floor of commercial and office uses with flats above this. A fourth 
side to the square consists of the refurbishment of an existing structure to provide 
mainly residential accommodation. The angled entry to the square from Shad 
Thames with its rounded features and red render encourages people to move into 
the space. The main material is brickwork and the floorscape is simply designed 
with a central water feature, complete with nymphs, and seating that complements 
the building design. The adjacent street of Shad Thames retains its Victorian 
character of a narrow street with walkways above that were used to connect 
together the original warehouses. Today the buildings contain a new range of uses 
with restaurants, galleries and shops mainly at ground level with housing above. 
The Design Museum is located further down Shad Thames and the riverside walk 
continues beyond this point connected across an inlet dock to New Concordia 
Wharf and points east. 

Location: Junction of Horselydown Lane and Shad Thames. Tube: London Bridge 
or Tower Hil l . AtoZ: 6J 151. 

1 8 London - Westminster Cathedral Piazza 

A new square formed by opening up Victoria Street to reveal Westminster 
Cathedral. 

When the redevelopment of the Victoria Street frontage occurred in the late 1970s 
the opportunity was taken to open up a view of the north front of the Catholic 
Cathedral with its exuberant and exotically striped facade and campanile. The 
Cathedral completed in 1903 was designed by J F Bentley in the Byzantine style at 
the request of Cardinal Vaughan, possibly to avoid competition with Westminster 
Abbey. The interior includes stations of the cross by Eric Gill. The flanking 
development with its bold crystalline shapes steps down towards the piazza but the 
microclimate is still affected adversely. There are views from the Cathedral's 
campanile which is open from 9.30 to 5.00. The piazza provides a simple stone 
paved area with well designed bollards and lighting but it could be vastly improved 
if appropriate uses at ground level could use the outdoor space. "At night when the 
Cathedral is floodlit the square takes on an Oriental glamour - a romantic relief 
from the noisy dullness of Victoria Street". 

Location: Southern side of Victoria Street next to Ambrosden Avenue. Tube: 
Victoria. AtoZ: 2A 154. 



SOUTH EAST 

19 Brighton - The Lanes 

"....Though it's nearly all been rebuilt or redeveloped the change is virtually 
seamless...." 

The Lanes basic pattern is of a narrow grid into which have been inserted 
developments of shops and flats. Recently a pseudo-baroque office development 
and bland but monstrous council offices and hotel have rather marred the scene. 
The Lanes have a clear identity wi th a difference between the pattern of spaces in 
the original grid and later streets and squares, and the older cottage scale of 
buildings. The 19C buildings here -Town Hall, chapels, pubs, and some elegant 
town houses provide the accent. Of the modern developments, Brighton Square is a 
text book of 1960's townscape, its larger windows and regular plan hardly 
noticeable (the new fountain is too big and too exactly centred); Dukes Lane is 
more recent repro-chic. The 1980's Regency Arcade has lost its faded air in a glossy 
refit and gained a new connection into The Lanes. The two modern monsters are 
easy to spot. Bartholomew Square is cold, shadowed and nearly always empty, 
while Nile Street's concrete baroque seems hard to let. The identity of The Lanes 
comes as much from the uses and the street activity as the spaces themselves. The 
narrow passages, the scale and complexity of the spaces serve to emphasise the 
shop displays. There is pavement dining and street musicians creating a textbook 
serial vision. There is little sense of urgency, most people there have time and money 
to spend. Pubs, restaurants and clubs extend these patterns into the night. Brighton 
Sea Front recently upgraded; Brighton Pavilion; Regency Hove (west); Kemptown 
(east); are all worth a detour. 

Location: From Brighton Station, down Queens Road towards the sea, past the 
Clock Tower, left from West Street into Dukes Street and the Lanes are ahead. 

2 0 Chichester - Pedestrian Area 

"....many pedestrianisation schemes have been spoiled by a superfluity of signs, 
Chichester has escaped this...." 

Past decline left Chichester wi th a heritage of quiet domestic architecture. Roman 
origins bequeathed a simple cross-roads plan. But a market cross at the crossing 
point presented a car-borne problem. Pedestrianisation was a solution and 
Chichester has escaped the superfluity of signs that have spoiled many good 
schemes. The buildings that frame the streets are a muddle of ages and styles. Most 
are despoiled by standardised corporate shop fronts. Near the Cross are two late 
20C examples. At the corner of North Street and East Street is one, spoiled by a 
"new" shop front. Opposite, where South Street and West Street meet, is a more 
strident example. West Street's cobbled carriageway and Yorkstone footways is an 
area where some vehicles are permitted. Facing the cathedral are converted 
buildings, the former Dolphin and Anchor Hotel, now shops, pub and a 
controversial fast food outlet. A department store occupies a former school and a 
chapel now echoes to beer drinking in a contentious pub. In East Street the surface 
is mainly Yorkstone. There are ample cycle racks but pedestrians rule during the 
day. In the evening cyclists may use this area - time zoning that encourages "out-of-
hours" use. Cobbles and a pinch point mark the car's return. Entertainers perform 
in the four main streets and cafes use the paving. What was a congested traffic route 
is a lively place in which to stroll. Chichester Festival Theatre; "The Pallants" 
including Pallant House Gallery. Singleton Open Air Museum, 6 miles north on the 
A286; Fishbourne Roman Palace, 1 mile west on the A259 are within easy reach. 

Location: From Chichester Station turn north up South Street By car there are 
ample peripheral car parks off the A27. 

21 Hastings - Priory Meadow 

".... complements the original town centre wi th an attractive "seaside" feel..." 

The original Priory Meadow was a County cricket ground and in recent years it 
was the only open space in the town centre. Its loss was strongly resisted by many 
residents but it was the only possible location for new development close to the 
town centre. Priory Meadow is a town centre development built in the mid 1990's 
comprising a naturally lit enclosed shopping mall, wi th multi-storey car park and 
creche above, and a large open pedestrian arena, Queen's Square. It is Queen's 
Square that provides the focus for this place and it is flanked by shops and 
department stores, seating, landscaping, and a sculpture of a cricketer having just 
batted. From the square a narrow pedestrianised street leads to the mainly 
pedestrianised Victorian town centre. Here five streets meet at a large concourse 
still known to some as The Memorial (demolished following a fire in the 1960s). 
Buildings around the town centre have been restored and although a number of 
retail units have relocated to Priory Meadow, new uses have taken their place and 
the pedestrianised or partially pedestrianised streets have been sensitively paved 
and new lighting, street furniture, planters and landscaping have greatly enhanced 
the town centre so it has in no way been weakened by the new development 
adjacent to it. Priory Meadow thus complements the original town centre, wi th an 
attractive 'seaside' feel to its design, including circular slate capped rendered 
towers, and light buff brick elevations. The De la Warr Pavillion by Eric 
Mendelsohn at Bexhill 4 miles east and Battle Abbey site of 1066, 6 miles north on 
A2100. are worth a detour. 

Location: From Hastings station take Station Road to Priory Meadow and 
Queen's Square. 
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22 Horsham - Carfax and West Street 

"....Thoughtful townscape design has transformed this area into a pleasing and 
lively urban space " 

For many years Horsham was known as a rather scruffy market town beset by 
traffic congestion. 60s ring roads and 70s shopping and office insertions seemed 
merely to accentuate this image. Thoughtful townscape design has transformed this 
image into a pleasing and lively urban place. In a bold step the District Council 
closed West Street, a shopping street, to traffic. This was part of a plan to give a 
new identity to the whole town centre. Perhaps the most significant part of this plan 
was to create a new wholly pedestrian area based around the Carfax into which a 
fanciful bandstand has been inserted. From the Carfax radiate a number of 
alleyways, a remnant of the ancient heart of the town. Colletts Alley and Crown 
Alley both lead south to Middle Street and thus to West Street. At its western end is 
a new feature, the notorious Shelley Fountain. Installed at considerable expense to 
celebrate the poet Shelley, this sculptural fountain lifts its bronze sphere 
heavenward on a column of water every few moments. It's a pity that the buildings 
surrounding the space do not reflect the quality of effort that has clearly been put 
into the floorscape and sculpture. The prosaic Swan Walk with its standard shops 
leads back via Swan Square and Swan Walk into Carfax with its trees and 
idiosyncratic street furniture. Nearby is Crawley New Town, second of Britain's 
first generation of new towns, showing signs of age. 

Location: From the station, Carfax is west down North Street; by car A264 from 
the M23, ample town centre car parks. 

23 N e w Ash Green - Village Centre 

" An irregular grouping of buildings which aims to capture the spirit of a 
traditional village..." 

New Ash Green is one of the most interesting and unconventional housing 
developments of the 1960s. Conceived by Span (Kent) Ltd, the vision was for a self-
contained community with housing, industry, schools and a local centre, all for a 
large village of 4000 homes. It is set in rolling Kent countryside and the landscaping 
within the scheme was designed for a high-level responsibility for maintenance 
from local residents. Completed in the mid-1980s, the village, covers 174 hectares 
of which 65 ha is public open space. The village centre, contains some 35 shops, a 
health surgery, office, studios and workshops, junior and secondary schools, a 
library and restaurants. The mainly three storey village centre provides a vehicular 
free shopping street with an informal grouping of buildings some including arcades. 
The architecture of New Ash Green is among the best of the 1960s domestic design 
using a limited palette of local yellow stock bricks, artificial slates and stained 
boarding and cladding. The layout is unusual, not least for its sense of very low 
density with segregated vehicular circulation and a network of pedestrian routes. 
Nearby are Rochester approx 12 miles to east; Gravesend north; Bluewater Park 
monster shopping centre 5 miles to north. 

Location: The nearest rail station is Longfield, just under 2 miles north. By car the 
A2 then A227 south, New Ash Green is signposted to the west. Some persistence 
and good map reading is needed for the last leg. 

24 Whitstable - Fishermen's Buildings 

"....Whitstable's Fishermen's buildings express the salty maritime character of 
North Kent, despite increasing suburban blandness elsewhere in SE England...." 

Whitstable Harbour is compact, accessible, with a relaxed and friendly 
atmosphere, and a bracing climate. During the last 25 years the harbour has been 
enhanced by the introduction of groups of elegant unaffected black painted and 
stained timber Fishermen's buildings, integrated with the existing small scale 
buildings of the harbour. These gable-ended working houses, were designed using 
external timber staircases and balcony access. They can double-up as fishermen's 
stores, holiday accommodation and warehousing. Their scale is just right and has 
added character and vitality. Whitstable must have one of the longest High Streets 
of any small seaside resort in south-east England, but the Harbour is definitely its 
focal point and it is close to the station and car parks. Whitstable has a pleasantly 
laid-back feel with a good variety of shops and the famous "Wheeler's Oyster Bar," 
known for its cosy atmosphere and good value. In addition, Whitstable has both a 
museum and castle. Canterbury and its Cathedral are 7 miles to south on the A250; 
Faversham historic town is 11 miles to west on A299. 

Location: From Whitstable station,take Railway Avenue 50m west then Cromwell 
Road north to the Harbour. By car use the A299 but parking is limited. 



EAST 

25 Basildon - Noak Bridge 

" a housing development that changed ideas about reinterpreting the traditional 
form of the street...." 

In the early 1970's Noak Bridge was the last phase of Basildon New Town to be 
built. It marked a departure from the design of the rest of the town and is generally 
regarded as the best late-20C housing development in Essex. Separated from the 
rest of the town by the A127, Noak Bridge presented the opportunity to create a 
self-contained village based on local vernacular architecture and laid out on the 
principles set down in the Essex Design Guide. The site was attractive, well-treed 
on the edge of the Green Belt and insulated from the A127 by an anti-noise bund. 
Enormous variety was created, using 32 house types, flats and sheltered units, and a 
wealth of varied detail. The layout is apparently simple, but by using a sinuous 
alignment and varying width it yields an unfolding sequence of views. Houses are 
sometimes set back to accommodate parked cars, others set forward to frame the 
view. Shared driveways give access to the rear of back gardens for extra parking. 
Flats are used to turn corners. The first phase of Noak Bridge became the most 
popular rented neighbourhood in Basildon. The contractors then asked the 
architects to design a second phase of housing for sale. Grafted seamlessly onto the 
first phase, this area has a slightly lower density. Its more fanciful architecture, and 
the way in which the roads and houses are woven in amongst retained trees, 
hedgerows and ponds, create places of great individuality. Noak Bridge focuses on 
a well-wooded public open space, corner shops, primary school and community 
hall. Further phases, built by other developers, are not as distinguished as the first. 

Location: by Bus from Basildon mainline station or by car from the Billericay exit 
of the A127. 

26 Cambridge - Quayside 

"....a truly magical site...." 

Quayside is probably the most changed space in Cambridge, a truly magical site. It 
is the historic centre and is now the conjunction of town and gown. A point of 
restricted vehicular movement, river traffic and pedestrian routes, the latter 
transformed in the 1980s by the construction of a walk cantilevered from the 
buildings lining the river. This link is the most significant act of 20C improvement 
of public access in the city, reclaiming the river and redressing centuries of 
encroachment by colleges and university. The setting was so disregarded that in the 
1980's it was said that "....Quayside cannot seriously claim to be a major part of 
the City....". The redevelopment of 1984-90 enlarges the space by forming a three-
sided court open to the river. Located on the north side of eastern Magdelene 
Bridge, the riverside is practically taken up by bars, cafes and restaurants animating 
the space. The orientation is crucial to its public success, which both the tourist and 
Cambridge citizens can enjoy. On a hot day there are bicycles and punts and the 
animation of riverside activity. It is a place to take a punt tour or just watch and 
forms a lively setting for the workers surrounding the quay. The development 
provides links to Half Moon Court and Thompsons Lane and the links are another 
reason for the place's success. The architecture is not exciting but the variety of 
treatment and scale relates to Bridge Street and at the same time it provides an 
enclosure which frames and shapes this outstanding 20C enhancement of 
Cambridge. Al l of central Cambridge is a joy wi th high quality buildings of all ages. 

Location: Quayside is on the north eastern side of Magdalene Bridge. Parking is 
very restricted but there is a main line station south of the town centre. 

2 7 Chelmsford - High Street 

"....Remodelled in 1992, Chelmsford High Street is once again the focus of the 
town...." 

Chelmsford is the Essex county town. Its High Street is the focus of the town, and 
was remodelled in 1992. The High Street was the route leading north from the river 
crossing and was laid out wi th a triangular market place later infilled wi th 
development. It focuses on John Johnson's Shire Hal l of 1791 and is lined by a 
number of buildings from about 1800. In 1992 traffic was excluded from the High 
Street and it was repaved in yellow brick. This coincided with the opening of the 
Meadows covered shopping centre at the south end of the High Street to balance 
the existing Chelmer Precinct shopping centre off the northern end. This portion of 
the High Street, which is somewhat wider, is fronted by two department stores and 
has had trees and reconstructed stone benches introduced. A decorative town sign 
on the site of a former conduit acts as a focus, and pedestrians are encouraged to 
linger. Paradoxically, the street furniture and trees work against the wish of the 
Town Manager to organise events to attract more people to the High Street. 

Location: The railway station lies to the north west up Duke's Street. Chelmsford is 
off the A12. The High Street is easily reached by bus and on foot, and there is 
plenty of parking nearby. 
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28 Colchester - Culver Square 

"....an addition to the open-air civic spaces of the town...." 

Culver Square is a new retail square formed in 1987 within the historic street 
pattern of Colchester's town centre and is a unique addition to the open-air civic 
spaces of the town. The square is carefully located to form a focus at the western 
end of the town centre, and is linked to Culver Street West and Sir Isaac's Walk. The 
liveliness of the square is ensured by 'anchor' stores in opposite corners. The 
buildings are two or three storeys high, in keeping with heights nearby and the 
major department store rises considerably higher. There is a good proportional 
relationship between the width of the square and the height of its enclosing 
buildings, and most is sunlit for a good part of the day. The square focuses on a 
centrally placed fountain.. The architecture is in exaggerated post-modern of the 
80s, and the variety of building forms serves to emphasise the identity of the square. 
The totally retail character of the development has resulted in a lack of places to 
stop and eat or drink in an otherwise inviting space, and the square is dead after the 
shops have closed - at least it is not closed off after hours. The buildings are all 
serviced from the basement. No historic buildings were lost in the development 
which was preceded by an archeological dig during which foundations of a number 
of medieval houses were found. Colchester claims to be Britain's oldest recorded 
town and parts of the Roman city walls remain. 

Location: Colchester's St Botolph's station is to the south of Culver Street and is 
reached on foot from Queen Street then Culver Street West or Sir Isaac's Walk. 
There are plenty of car parks within the town centre. 

29 Harlow - Old Town 

.an early pedestrianisation scheme for the original village of Harlow...." 

Old Harlow was the original village before designation of the Harlow new town in 
1947. It had suffered from traffic problems before the construction of new roads as 
part of the build-up of the new town during the 1960s. The growth of the new 
town also drained Old Harlow of commercial activity, relegating its role to that of a 
neighbourhood centre. By the late 1960s it was in need of attention. Frederick 
Gibberd, Harlow's architect/planner created the first village pedestrianisation in the 
country and infilled vacant sites and derelict buildings with three new blocks with 
shops on the ground floor and flats above continuing the street frontage. The 
project was completed in 1970 and won a number of architectural awards. 
Gibberd's infill buildings are larger in scale than the existing adjoining buildings, 
and have an exaggerated first floor jetty uncharacteristic of historic buildings in the 
vicinity. However, their rendered facades and vertically proportioned windows, 
together with the fact that they constitute a relatively small proportion of the street 
frontage, ensure that they are not discordant. The original slab paving did not 
weather well, and has been replaced by brick paviors crossed by slab walkways and 
'conservation' lamp standards. In the town centre are Harlow Market and Broad 
Walk and the Civic Centre and gardens designed by Gibberd. About 10 miles north 
on the M i l is Stanstead Airport. 

Location: Old Harlow lies half a mile east of Harlow Town station and is accessible 
by bus from the town centre. 

3 0 Hertford - Parliament Square 

t "....The pedestrianisation and enhancement has quite transformed a smelly 
roundabout into a beautiful place to stroll and linger in (local resident) " 

The centre of the small county town of Hertford was, until March 1997, 
dominated by a traffic roundabout. All that changed with the introduction of the 
Parliament Square Scheme. The square has always been of great townscape interest, 
with a pleasant mix of listed buildings- some formal, some vernacular- and there 
are some interesting shopfronts and displays around the three sides of the space. 
The focal point is the listed War Memorial with its paved surroundings and life-size 
bronze sculpture of the eponymous hart. It is the new pedestrianised paved area 
and cafe that has changed the feel of the space. Gone are the earlier traffic fumes 
and now on a summer day the space is thronged with people just strolling or taking 
lunch of coffee at the open air tables. In addition to Parliament Square sections of 
Fore Street and Honey Lane together with parts of Market Place and Salisbury 
Square have been reclaimed for the pedestrian. High quality materials and selective 
tree planting have been used in combination with carefully selected street furniture 
to attract new users to the town centre.Hertford lies on the A414 midway between 
Welwyn Garden City and Hatfield new towns to the west and Harlow new town to 
the east. 

Location: There are two stations in the town; the West Station is served from Kings 
Cross, the East station from Liverpool Station. By road Hertford is on the A10. 
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31 Norwich - Elm Hill 

"....a series of carefully contrived spaces linked by the River Wensum...." 

This is not a 'place' in the conventional sense but a series of carefully contrived 
spaces linked by the River Wensum that passes between them. In the 1920s, Elm 
Hil l , with its mediaeval, narrow, curving, cobbled streets , was semi derelict, 
masking between it and the river outdated slum and industrial property that faced 
similar near dereliction on the opposite side of the Wensum. The Corporation 
decided to keep the property facing Elm Hi l l and to improve the area behind with a 
garden and riverside planting, a 1927 precursor of the Conservation Area of the 
Civic Amenities Act. It is now arguably the prime tourist attraction amongst 
Norwich Streets. In the late 1960s the declining industrial area opposite, between 
the Wensum and Colegate was purchased for residential development and in the 
early 1970s became the site for Friars Quay, a prize winning town house scheme. In 
brick and tile, it responds to the spaces and the mature planting behind Elm Hil l . 
Colegate itself has a number of old houses and churches and marks the boundary of 
the development. Norwich has a castle, cathedral and the largest market square in 
Britain. London Street was England's first pedestrianised street. Worth a detour is 
the University of East Anglia including the Sainsbury's Centre for the Visual Arts. 

Location: Norwich station is to the south east of Elm Hi l l and is reached by Prince 
of Wales Road, King Street and Wensum Street. 

32 South Wood ham Ferrers - Town Centre 

South Woodham Ferrers Town Centre is a rare example of a late 20C greenfield 
town centre which is a mixed-use centre, rather than shops fronted by car parking. 

The town is composed largely of houses for sale, laid out to Essex Design Guide 
principles between 1970 and 1990. The centre was to be an organic part of the 
town. Accordingly, the streets of the town centre are continuations of pedestrian 
routes leading from all quarters of the town. The buildings have the same spans and 
pitches as the residential areas. To provide a centre early on it was necessary to 
attract a major food retail store and in 1977 Essex County Council held a 
competition. Tenderers were to provide mixed use accommodation and the store. 
The winners, Asda, built a store, a square surrounded by shops, banks and 
workshop homes plus the first section of a pedestrian street joining a complex of 
schools, library, community hall and church. A feature is a building with shops on 
the ground and temporary classrooms on the upper floors which can be converted 
to flats and offices when the school population declines. All buildings have shops 
on the street with flats and other uses above. Design briefs required that buildings 
fitted with their neighbours. The brick streets link three squares: in front of the 
store, in front of the school and church, and a market square. The streets are well 
enclosed, spaces vary in character and are well-used by pedestrians. Evening 
activity is generated by pubs, clubs, restaurants and sports facilities. There would 
have been more pedestrian movement had Asda not insisted on the major car park 
being next to their store. 

Location: South Woodham Ferrers can be reached by half-hourly bus from 
Chelmsford. By car take the A130 off the A127. 

SOUTH 

33 Milton Keynes • Queen's Square 

Queen's Square provides an oasis of outdoor space within the enclosed Central 
Shopping Building. 

Mil ton Keynes City Centre provides a range of public spaces beginning with the 
often windswept Station Square outside the railway station. Three boulevards 
structure the city centre running east west to connect into Campbell Park. The 
Shopping Building located between Midsummer and Silbury Boulevards contains 
two public spaces, one covered and one that is open air - Queen's Square. Whilst the 
shopping centre is now regrettably closed outside shopping hours Queen's Square 
provides an attractive and popular counterpoint to the enclosed shopping building 
enhanced by its large pool of water, fountains, sculpture, pergola and cafes. 

Derek Walker in the 1982 book "The Architecture and Planning of Mi l ton Keynes" 
emphasised the objectives of considering the importance of designing the spaces 
between buildings. Traditionally...."a city's pride was in its squares, arcades, parks 
and boulevards, to which buildings added a complement. Mil ton Keynes, in this 
perspective, returns to this urban tradition by making infrastructure a positive 
contribution. In the central areas in particular, for the first time for many years, as 
much energy is being spent on the design of streets, boulevards and the spaces 
between buildings, as on the buildings themselves." 

Location: Midsummer Boulevard is the central street running eastwards from the 
station. Half a mile to the east is located the Shopping Building. 

« 
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34 Milton Keynes - Theatre Square 

A new place has been created between the new theatre, central art gallery and 
restaurant providing the opportunity for interaction between the separate uses. 

A small public space forms part of the new theatre complex on Midsummer 
Boulevard. The theatre provides more than an important cultural building - it also 
provides a place for people to gather and enjoy outdoor entertainment in a space 
defined by the separate small art gallery on one side and a restaurant on the other. 
The three separate elements are linked by a high level canopy which enables the 
space to be given a specific definition and to be enhanced by lighting. 

Location: Southern side of Midsummer Boulevard opposite to the end of the 
central shopping building closest to Campbell Park. 

35 Oxford - Gloucester Green 

A pleasant pedestrian square used as an open market and surrounded by mixed use 
buildings containing shops, restaurants, an arts centre and flats. 

The square is used as a market place on two days of the week which was one of the 
reasons for requiring this area of open space as well as the general lack of such 
amenities in the central area. Trees define the central market space and the 
occasional servicing route which runs in front of the retail uses and the Old Fire 
Station, now used as an arts centre. The adjacent bus station for longer distance 
routes is tightly planned to allow a further area of open space to be provided in 
front of the old school building, designed by Leonard Stokes, which is now used as 
a visitor information centre and a public house. A public car park is provided at 
basement level. Externally the buildings derive inspiration from the Arts and Crafts 
period although it can be argued that they are related to surrounding buildings. On 
the south side of the square an existing cinema presents a blank facade to the space 
but this has been partially relieved by the location of kiosks. 

Location: North west part of the city centre between George Street and Beaumont 
Street, east of Worcester Street. 

i 

3 6 Portsmouth - Old Town 

"....A mixture of water based bustle, speculators' development and maritime trades 
make this a unique place in an otherwise grim urban sprawl " 

Location: Portsmouth Harbour station is to the north of the Old Town and a short 
walk along Gunwharf Road. By road the A27 and A3 to the town centre. 

A visit to Portsmouth means leaving the comfortable folds of the South Downs and 
battling through the semi-urban dross of low rise wasteland that fills the coastal 
fringe. Past the sheds and terraces of this old Naval town and by what must be one 
of the worst pedestrian routes one finds Guildhall Square. A place which if a little 
less sterile might have formed a good place. Into Victoria Park, avoid the historic 
docks, probably the most dreadful and user unfriendly pieces of national heritage 
and we are in a mixture of stranded curios, tourist temptations and developer's 
vernacular. This fascinating blend of water and history, sail makers and fishing, 
pubs, tearooms, and housing makes King James Quay and its surroundings become 
an exciting place. Contrast the twee Broad Street with its Sallyport Tea Rooms and 
Fortitude Cottage with the busy ferries, chaotic fishing boats and yachts that 
dreams are made of. Take a drink in the Spice Island Inn and enjoy the views over 
the harbour to the Historic Dockyard and the promised renaissance of Gunwharf 
Quays. Newly installed sculptured seating allows the busy maritime scene to be 
enjoyed and this unique blend of old, new, workaday and fantasy to be seen as a 
good place in spite of doubts about the architectural style of recent additions. 
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3 7 Reading - Oracle Centre 

An exciting use of the riverside which flows between two parts of the development 
and which is overlooked by restaurants, bars, and an outdoor performance area. 

This development includes the River Kennet which flows between the Oracle 
Shopping Centre and its separate car park. The Riverside is one of the most striking 
elements of The Oracle with its attractive promenade and a venue offering alfresco 
dining, live entertainment, a multi- screen cinema and the space to sit, read or just 
watch the world go by. The Riverside houses a wide range of restaurants, cafes and 
bars that are good places to eat and also includes a wide range of entertainment. 
The performance area is located alongside the river, highlighted by an expressive 
canopy, with the restaurants and cinemas linked across the river by a welcoming 
bridge. 
Towards the rest of the town centre is located Broad Street which was 
pedestrianised in 1992 with a major streetscape project completed in 1994. The 
street was completely repaved with setts marking out delivery routes. Seating and 
tree planting are complemented by specially designed lighting columns, based on 
the old Tramways traction pole design and the whole design seeks to make 
historical links in order to enhance the sense of place. A forum area in the middle of 
the street with a raised circular plinth is designed to make good the lack of a town 
square in the town. 

Location: The Oracle Centre is on the southern side of the town centre directly 
accessible from the Inner Ring Road. Broad Street provides one access to the Oracle 
centre on its north east side. 

38 Winchester - High Street 

"....Carefully detailed resurfacing and sensitive insertion of new building...." 

Winchester is one of England's oldest cities and home to King Arthur's fabled 
Round Table. Today's functional demands have required changes which have 
been handled with sensitivity and care. The structure of the core is simple and its 
new pedestrian area climbs from the River Itchen via the Broadway to the fully 
pedestrianised High Street then up past the Law Courts to the Castle Hall. The 
High Street, heart of the city's pedestrianisation is showing some signs of wear. 
There has been work to improve the friction of the paving, especially important on 
a sloping and often shady surface. The pubs in the side streets provide good places 
for a pint, Great Minster Street is a good place to see the careful road detailing. 
Lower down the High Street, Silver Hi l l leads north to a street market and to the 
Brooks shopping centre. Unfortunately this interesting insertion into the city is 
closed at night. At the top of the High Street is Wallcote Place where a new shop has 
been sensitively added and a new space created. Elizabeth Frink's "man on 
horseback" can be seen across the old roadway. Up the hill the Castle Hall and Law 
Courts complex is worth a detour. A fine new County records Office is just off the 
top of the High street in Sussex Street. The Cathedral dates from Saxon times 

Location: The main line station is just north of the top end of the High Street off 
Jewry Street and City Road. Winchester is off the M3. There is a park-and ride 
system. 

3 9 Windsor and Eton - Central station 

" redeveloped station which is much more than a retail addition to the town - it 
has created a public place...." 

Windsor's central station has been a gateway to the town for millions of people. The 
quintessentially Victorian style and ornate detailing of the buildings was designed to 
welcome heads of state. Such heads of state don't come to Windsor by train now, but 
the station welcomes increasing numbers of tourists from London. In the mid 1990s 
the economic potential of redeveloping the station and its environs was recognised. 
The introduction of the retail units, cafes and restaurants could not fail to thrive from 
the passing tourists. The redeveloped station is, however, more than a retail addition 
to the town. It has created a public space which cleverly overcomes the town centre's 
distinct, but difficult, level changes and links Windsor's retail centre with the tourist 
dominated castle and riverside area. Until 1997 Windsor lacked a public space not 
under the ownership of the Crown. Now the 'back' of the town centre has been 
'opened up', enhancing safety and security. This combined with the successful 
pedestrianisation of Peascod Street to the south has quite changed the character of the 
town. The emphasis on quality materials has created a number of attractive spaces 
under the original glass roof of the station allowing 'people watching' to take place in 
any weather. Events are arranged and it is rare to visit the station without hearing the 
sounds of live music. The shops and cafes may not be to everyone's taste (or budget) 
but they help to radiate an up market atmosphere. You can't help but feel good even if 
you're just passing through. Windsor Castle can hardly be avoided and it does 
contain a notable art collection and some fine medieval architecture. 

Location: Windsor station is served by London's Paddington and by the M4 
motorway. 

« 
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4 0 Bournemouth - The Square 

" a lively thoroughfare for pedestrians that unites the town centre and creates a 
focal point...." 

Bournemouth Square is now a lively public space at the hub of the town's shopping 
centre. It used to be a crowded traffic intersection that divided the shopping centre, 
but gradual changes have removed traffic and transformed it into a safe pedestrian 
space that unites the centre and creates a natural focal point. In keeping with the 
image of Bournemouth, the Square pays homage to the sun, open to the south and 
forming a bright oasis between the shadowed streets. In the middle of the space, 
towards the north a free standing cafe with outside seating has been introduced. It 
is circular in shape wi th a smaller first floor housing a camera obscura. This extra 
height is vital to compete with the surrounding buildings whose style and gravitas 
confirm their town centre location. The Square is a lively thoroughfare for 
pedestrians as they cross between the two shopping streets or perhaps stop at the 
cafe. Only buses and taxis now reach the Square and the exotic landscaping and 
orientation hide them from view. The materials and planting are high quality and 
whilst the uses are limited, the area is fast acquiring restaurants and night life that 
extends the vitality of the Square beyond shop closing. In Bournemouth Square, 
careful exclusion of traffic and the prudent introduction of the right uses have 
transcended the architecture and openness to form a lively new asset to the town. A 
good example of the combination of urban design and engineering. 

Location: The Square is at the junction of Commercial Road and Old Christchurch 
Road. There is a main line station to the north up Lansdowne Road. Bournemouth 
is on the A338. There is a good supply of town centre car parks which can be 
crowded in the holiday season. 

41 Bristol - St Augustine's Reach 

Since John Cabot left from here to discover the New World, St Augustine's Reach 
has been at the heart of Bristol's seafaring heritage. Today that same tongue of 
water laps at the centre of a modern city, creating a fusion of bustling activity, 
tranquillity, safety and surprise. The busy and noisy road, at the north end has been 
replaced wi th a modern landscaped space. You can walk safely into the shopping 
"Centre" to the north and steps take you down to the water's edge. To the right a 
continental colonnade, and on the left a broad space wi th a line of trees. In the 
middle distance cranes and docks and beyond the Somerset countryside. Gone is 
the noise of traffic. Here is the smell of joss sticks, waterside coffee houses and 
flower sellers, all wi th the allure of glistening water. To the west of the Watershed 
new leisure buildings of spectacular architecture, are grouped around a modern 
plaza. Walking through Watershed you can look back into the city or out over the 
water. At the south west tip of the Reach a magnificent 360 degree view reveals the 
landmarks of the city. Across the water, the Arnolf ini Gallery commands the south 
east end of the reach. Outside eaters and drinkers invite you over the new and 
splendidly flamboyant, stainless steel footbridge. The newer buildings on the east 
side are dire, but saved by the trees and the burgeoning restaurants that face the 
water. There is a buzz at the Arnolf ini; boats moor at the quay wall, knots of people 
throng the water's edge and there is always the expectation that something unusual 
could happen. And there's that view again. 

Location: Take Redcliffe Way from Templemeads Station. The closest car parking is 
in Prince Street. 

4 2 Cheltenham - The Courtyard 

A traditional street enhanced by the addition of a glazed shopping pavilion fronting 
onto a courtyard containing restaurants and bars, shopping, offices and flats. 

Montpellier Street is a specialist shopping area to the west of the town centre and 
The Courtyard development is located on the north western side. The Courtyard 
extended the form of an 1840s terrace by adding five bays in a three storey pastiche 
style and then contrasting this wi th a glazed pavilion which has two storeys at street 
level and a storey below this, fronting onto a courtyard. Steps down from the street 
lead into this lower level space in which there are restaurants and shops and at first 
floor level are located other shopping and gallery uses linked by a glazed arcade. 
Offices and flats occupy the upper floors of the enclosing L-shaped building. The 
whole development is sympathetic to the existing area but expresses itself in a new 
form of space in a somewhat post-modern style. The Courtyard has tremendous 
potential for events such as music - which occurred in earlier years - and the 
introduction of more interesting planting. It needs to be seen within the context of 
the wider Montpellier area with the caryatids of Montpellier Walk close by and set 
within the character of the Regency town wi th its terraces and open spaces - "the 
essence of Cheltenham .. is a bracing mix of open air, trees, grass and breezy vistas 
across wide pavements".. The town received a Europa Nostra award for a decade 
of town regeneration an example of which is the completion of Queens Parade 
which replaced an earlier car park. 

Location: Montpellier Street, to the west of Cheltenham Town Centre. 
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43 Dorchester - Poundbury 

" A new community that challenges the basis of most suburban development..." 

The Duchy of Cornwall's development at Poundbury is one of the most influential 
pieces of urban design in Britain today. Poundbury challenges the basis of most 
suburban development and applies a set of urban design ideals to the creation of a 
new place. It reflects the compactness of traditional Dorset towns. Streets have 
continuous edges with no front gardens. Courtyards and alleys create a subtle 
network of spaces and routes. Landmark buildings act as markers and a variety of 
spaces is formed by the careful positioning of buildings along curving streets 
inviting you to walk around the next corner. The series of views, changing shapes 
and spaces provide a rich visual experience. The street is public space in Poundbury. 
Cars are slowed, children play in parking courts, overlooked by houses placed in 
the courtyards. On-street parking is encouraged. Spaces are calmed. The street 
recreated. The architecture is rich and varied (arguably too varied) and the use of 
local materials creates a warm, intimate environment. People used to older urban 
areas wi l l be aware of the controlled feel of the development. So far, there remains 
an unreal comfortableness. Uses other than houses are being introduced but have 
not had a major impact. These are early days and the next five years of expansion 
wil l be critical. The Master Plan for Poundbury was unveiled by Leon Krier in 1989 
and the first phase started in 1994. The houses were designed individually or in 
small groups by local architects.. 

Location: Poundbury is on the B3150, Bridport Road, west out of Dorchester. 
There is a local bus service and the nearest stations are Dorchester South and West, 
about 1 mile. 

44 Exeter - Quayside 

"....the quayside has been transformed from a neglected area into a pleasant place 
in which to walk and enjoy life...." 

Exeter is an ancient city, but it suffered heavily from war-time damage. The 
quayside has medieval origins, and the canal basin is 16C. Until the 70s it was 
surrounded by public housing and a boat museum. It was little used and a strategy 
drawn up to link the sides by a pedestrian bridge and remove car parking from the 
Quayside. New private housing on land owned by the City Council was used to 
help fund the improvements. Briefs were drawn up and progressively implemented, 
bringing empty buildings back into use. Warehouses on the Quayside were 
renovated by the Quay and Canal Trust for offices and a pub and the old medieval 
wharf, discovered at this time is now a visitor centre. Specialist shops have opened 
up in the ground floors of the old buildings. The suspension bridge encourages 
people to stroll around, and watch what is happening on the water. The new 
housing is of the right scale for a waterfront, and has stimulated others to be built. 
Today around the quay there are interesting examples of the adaptation of old 
buildings for new uses, introduction of high density housing and the provision of 
places to browse and drink in. At night the area becomes a lively night spot. 

Location: Exeter is served by St David's station in the north west of the city. The 
riverside is well-signposted and is just down the hill from the city centre. 
Alternatively it can be visited from the fine multi-storey car park, that is connected 
to the area by a bridge across the ring road. 

45 Gloucester - The Docks 

Excellent re-use of historic warehouses for offices with new glazed structures 
containing retail, restaurants and bars. 

Charles Dickens wrote "you wil l see, suddenly appearing, as if in a dream, long 
ranges of warehouses, with cranes attached, endless intricacies of docks, miles of 
tramroad, wildernesses of timber in stacks, and huge, three masted ships, wedged 
into little canals, floating with no apparent means of propulsion, and without a sail 
to bless themselves with." 

Today some of the warehouses have been restored to their former glory by contrast 
with the call for their demolition a number of years ago. Gloucester City Council 
gave major support to the regeneration of the city's docks by imaginatively 
converting a number of the substantial warehouses for their own use. The three 
buildings directly on the waterfront, the Herbert, Kimberley and Philpott 
warehouses have been linked together to create one building with steel and glass 
structures which cause minimal disturbance to those buildings. A pub and 
restaurant add waterside activity and an earlier glazed pavilion includes shopping 
and cafes. A further warehouse operates as an antiques centre and others contain 
office uses and a small museum. The National Waterways Museum is located in the 
Llanthony warehouse providing a unique experience of films and working models. 
Two quaysides with historic boats add colour to an attractive destination. It is 
perhaps surprising that little housing has been provided in the Docks area but there 
are still sites which could realise such an opportunity. 

Location: On south western side of the city centre to the south of the Cathedral 
accessible off the A40. 

t 
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4 6 Newton Abbot - Courtenay Street 

"Whatever the time of year people congregate around the tree at the entrance to the 
Market Walk in much the same way they might meet on a village green." 

Newton Abbot could be described as a "railway town" without the accompanying 
industrialisation. It is a flourishing market town with the legacy of its railway age, 
Italianate suburbs of genteel villas, scattered up the surrounding hills. At the end of 
Courtenay Street is St. Leonard's Tower of the 14th -15th century church that was 
demolished in 1836. This and the surrounding buildings can be viewed as the area's 
only quality townscape following the over enthusiastic town planning of the mid 
20C. Yet Courtenay Street rises above the mediocre architecture. Is it that people 
are the dominant element, given space to pause, chat or just window shop? Could it 
be the lush foliage that has transformed the street into a lush oasis, giving glimpses 
of buildings and vistas, while offering shade and a green lung right in the heart of 
the shopping centre? The history of the town is represented in the detailing of the 
street surfacing, where Dartmoor granite roundels give a timeline of influential 
historical and social events associated with the town. Isambard Kingdom Brunei 
brought his railway here in 1846. The Haytor Granite Tramway, opened in 1820, 
was used to transport granite from Dartmoor to repair London Bridge and in the 
building of the British Library and the National Gallery. The historical links are 
also maintained in the gates that provide an entry feature to the street which have 
been reclaimed and restored. 

Location: 12 miles south of Exeter on the A380. There is a station in the town 
accessible from Exeter and Plymouth. 

4 7 Plymouth - The Barbican 

" Every boy in England should be taken at least once to Plymouth. He should, if 
small, be torn away from his mother and sent out for a night with the fishing fleet; 
he should go out in the tenders to meet the Atlantic liners; he should be taken to the 
Barbican and told the storey of the Mayflower and the birth of New England 
H V Morton, In Search of England, 1927 

The Barbican is a 'living—working' place with a strong local community. Home of 
Plymouth's fishing industry and popular tourist area, it has a rich history which 
makes it an important place locally and internationally ...the "Mayflower" departed 
for America from the Barbican Quay. The historic townscape is centred upon Sutton 
Harbour. One of the first conservation areas to be designated in 1967 it was 
awarded the status of 'outstanding conservation area' in 1977. An Elizabethan 
suburb to medieval Plymouth,it is characterised by its maritime setting, irregular 
16C streets and variety of building styles. It has a mix of uses including; housing, 
shops, galleries and cafes which make it an active place day and evening. A Barbican 
Regeneration Package has invested in a programme of infrastructure improvements. 
New visitor attractions include the National Marine Aquarium and centre for 
Dartington Glass, good examples of 1990s architecture. Further enhancements are 
proposed as part of the 'Life Around the Harbour' Strategy, including a visitor 
centre to be completed in 2001. Abercrombie's town centre on either side of 
Armada Way was a classic of post war rebuilding and has been "refurbished". 
Jeremy Dixon's Sainsbury supermarket at Marsh Mills and Nicholas Grimshaw's 
Western Morning News building at Derriford are worth a detour. 

Location: South down Armada Way to Hoe Park, east along Citadel Road and 
Castle Street. 

48 Teignmouth • The Triangles 

What had been an area choked with traffic is now a focal point for the town. 

When is a Triangle a square? When for the first time a town has a focus where 
people can meet, sit and chat, enjoy a leisurely drink at one of numerous street cafes 
or listen to a salsa band as part of a regular arts programme. Teignmouth, a 
traditional south Devon "bucket-and-spade" resort with a working port, had 
experienced a spiral of decline. Yet today, a visitor from ten years ago, would find 
an entirely different place; enhanced pedestrian priority streets; a Lottery funded 
decorative lighting scheme, plus a newly created town square - The Triangles". The 
area had become choked with traffic and parked cars and the space now offers the 
opportunity to stroll and to have time to appreciate the 19C listed buildings 
flanking the space. Amongst these "The Royal Library", a former publishing house 
from which the first Teignmouth guide was issued in 1817. The fine facade echoes 
the style adopted by many cottage ornee that dot the countryside around the town. 
Public art has played an important part in reinforcing the identity of the area not 
"add-ons" but fully integrated art incorporated into seats, bollards and other items 
of street furniture; a pedestrian barrier, in the form of a fish screen where a curtain-
net holds a catch of stylised bass, mackerel and other fruits of the sea. The practical 
has been combined with humour and resulted in an area of which people are proud 
both to be associated with and to own, confirmed by the sponsorship of seats by 
the local community and businesses. 

Location: 12 miles south of Exeter and 6 miles north of Torquay on the A381. 
There is a local station. 
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4 9 Cardiff - Waterfront 

" A prime location on a changing waterfront...." 

The old harbour area has the world's second highest tidal range wi th over 16m 
difference between high and low water. Wi th the loss of trade, harbour 
maintenance declined, and the mud-flats revealed in low water levels became a 
feeding ground for migratory birds. In 1987 the Inner Harbour was identified as a 
prime location for regeneration and the old Pierhead Building, originally designed 
"combining muscular Gothic and French Renaissance elements" by Wil l iam 
Frame, was perceived as the flagship. The Inner Harbour was to be an arc of 
Entertainment. There are now three leisure activities in the Inner Harbour, a hands-
on Science museum, Techniquest, a Fish and Chip restaurant, and Visitor Centre. 
Of interest are the converted Norwegian Church, now a cafe/gallery, Britannia 
Park, wi th sculptured furniture, and a Sports cafe. Open-air concerts are often 
staged. A blow was the abandonment of the Welsh National Opera building; 
however preparations are proceeding on the Wales Mil lennium Centre and 
hopefully the National Assembly for Wales, both in the Inner Harbour. With the 
Cardiff Bay Barrage, the mud flats and migratory birds wi l l disappear. However, 
constantly changing weather wi l l still generate spectacular and constantly changing 
skyscapes. The Inner harbour, provides varied waterfront spaces for visitors, with a 
sculpture of a couple wi th a dog ,which is patted so frequently that it has developed 
a shiny metallic surface. Cardiff's Cathays Park civic centre and the Arcades are 
also worth a visit. 

Location: Cardiff's main Central Station is a mile, north west. 

50 Portmeirion 
"....a delightful creation in a superb setting...." 

The creation of an Italian village on the shores of a damp estuary in north Wales 
seems an unlikely occurrence. Portmeirion shows, however that imagination can 
triumph over reality. But to be successful that imagination must be strong and wise. 
The creator of Portmeirion, Clough Williams Ellis, was both a strong willed and 
forceful visionary. When considered against rational criteria Portmeirion is difficult 
to justify as a "Good Place". It is a new building in an area of outstanding natural 
beauty; it is exclusive and entry is both restricted and must be paid for. Yet once 
within the "village," the spirit soars, architecture and artefacts delight the eye. New 
and reconstructed buildings complement the landform, trees and planting 
complement the buildings. Far from damaging the sublime setting, the assembly 
enhances the scene. The village also includes a pottery and high quality hotel. A 
unique vision in an outstanding setting, Portmeirion is worth a journey through 
some of Britain's finest scenery. The splendid Snowdonia National Park surrounds 
Portmeirion. 

Location: Access is most convenient by car and the A387. But the energetic can 
travel by train to Porthmadog (Portmadoc) and from there by bus to Portmeirion. 

51 Swansea - Maritime Quarter 

The South Dock has been imaginatively redeveloped and re-used for housing, a 
marina, museum and restaurant uses and is notable for the integration of public art 
relating to the history of the area. 

The South Dock was opened in 1859 due to Swansea's importance as a major 
centre for smelting copper and eventually closed in 1969. The City Council 
assembled the land for development and produced imaginative planning briefs for 
disposal of individual sites and coordinated the hard landscaping and public art 
throughout the area, also ensuring that continuous public access was available to 
the waterfront. The northern side of the dock includes three and four storey social 
housing and private residential development on the quayside facing south and the 
re-use of the existing pumphouse and other structures for a restaurant and museum 
purposes. On the other side of the dock a deeper site has enabled a wider range of 
residential uses to be provided and the southern side of this site overlooks Swansea 
Bay where a new promenade has been created. Along this promenade are located a 
number of features such as a sea-gate and a viewing tower which reflects the history 
of the area and its navigational beacons. Much of the development adopts a post-
modern approach to its design. Throughout the development key locational points 
have been used to refer to the history of the area and these have been designed or 
coordinated by Robin Campbell to create a unique connection wi th the heritage of 
the area. 

Location: On the west bank of the River Tawe south of the city centre wi th parking 
available off Oystermouth Road. 
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52 Birmingham - Victoria Square 

"....a remarkable part of a chain of spaces that make Birmingham one of the 
country's civilised cities...." 

The four spaces that follow are linked together in a natural progression. There are 
three civic spaces and one revitalised area that itself forms a link to the fifth of 
Birmingham's new spaces, Brindleyplace Square. This description starts with Victoria 
Square as it is the closest to New Street Station the point at which many visitors arrive 
in the city centre. Victoria Square plays a classical tune but it is an irregular city space 
which throughout its life has been dominated by traffic, drawing attention away from 
the many fine listed buildings in eclectic Victorian "styles" - a Council House in the 
style of a Venetian 'palazzo', a Town Hall (concert hall) which replicates a classical 
temple, a former Post Office modelled on a French chateau. The pedestrianisation of 
Victoria Square in 1993 was the flagship project of Birmingham's efforts to "give the 
streets back to the people". True to the city's confident Victorian past all the shops 
were pulled out to remodel this steeply sloping site to create a public space matching 
the best in Europe. A huge fountain provides the centrepiece, cascading down the 
slope. Its location centred on the axis of the Council House facade with steps and 
stonework to either side presents a dramatic composition with the flavour of the 
Spanish Steps in Rome, particularly when seen as you move up New Street. Victoria 
Square is a truly great public place, historic buildings blend with confident 
landscaping and a busy pedestrian crossroads. If you believe we cannot create great 
city spaces in Britain; come here. If you cannot believe Birmingham can be an 
attractive city; come here. If you want to see the taciturn Brummies splash in a 
fountain, photographing each other as if on holiday in their own city; come here. 

Location: From Birmingham New Street station turn east up New Street. 
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53 Birmingham ~ Chamberlain Square 

Leaving Victoria Square on its north western side you enter Chamberlain Square. 
Although smaller in size Chamberlain Square has its individual role to play in the 
cityscape of Birmingham. 

It climbs steeply from the fine Victorian buildings of the Town Hall and the Council 
House to the concrete deck that carries the 1970s Central Library and School of 
Music over the Queensway. Its centrepiece, like all the best Birmingham squares is 
another fountain - in this case the restored grand Victorian monument to Joseph 
Chamberlain and his "civic gospel". The steep south facing steps below the library 
entrance make the square into an amphitheatre- a perfect way to fulfil l its role as a 
"speakers corner" and to accommodate street theatre. Another place to watch the 
world go by as they make their way by the curving ramp from the core of the city to 
Centenary Square and Broad Street beyond. Opposite above the main entrance to 
the Museum and Art Gallery the clock tower contains "Big Brum", Birmingham's 
answer to Big Ben. Passing into the Library you enter an interior public space with 
its cafes and shops. Leaving at the western end you enter Centenary Square. 

Location: From the east via Victoria Square from the west via the Central Library. 

m i fk 

54 Birmingham • Centenary Square 

Centenary Square, laid out in 1991 is a large (perhaps too large) and very open 
(perhaps too open) space. 

In the 1930's it was intended to be a grand civic area with classical Portland Stone 
buildings all around. In practice only the Hall of Memory, Baskerville House, the 
(former) Birmingham Municipal Bank and the (former) Masonic Temple around it 
were built to that vision. Birmingham's Repertory Theatre and the International 
Convention Centre, Symphony Hall and Hyatt Hotel have added culture and 
business. In front of the Convention Centre and the Repertory Theatre, Centenary 
Square provides an extensive brick paved space for exhibitions and events - open 
air concerts and arts festivals. This is the classic role of a big central public events 
square, so common in mainland European cities but rare in Britain and new to 
Birmingham, The richness of its multi-coloured brick paving, carefully detailed 
stonework and solid cast iron street furniture, plus its central fountain, combine to 
achieve a comfortable and welcoming public realm. The artists Tess Jaray and Tom 
Lomax collaborated with the city's architects on the design and detailing. The 
"Forward" statue by Raymond Mason still generates controversy. If it had been 
metal, rather than glass fibre, it might have been accepted easier in this metal 
bashing city. In the evenings when the bars and clubs of Broad Street and 
Brindleyplace are in full swing, Centenary Square is a place to meet and to 
promenade, 

Location: Accessed from Broad Street to the south; via the International 
Convention Centre to the west and The Central Library to the east. 
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55 Birmingham - Gas Street Basin 

Leaving Centenary Square through the semi-public internal space of the 
Birmingham International Convention Centre a new bridge leads across the canal 
to Brindleyplace Square. 

Both the Convention Centre and Brindleyplace developments make the most of 
their canalside setting, with restaurants, bars, bridges and sitting areas focusing on 
the canal with its frequent boat traffic. The canals themselves have been 
dramatically enhanced in recent years - with clean water, brick paved towpaths, 
and restored listed buildings encouraging exploration of the "secret world" of the 
maze of narrow canals that focus on Gas Street Basin. The grime of the industrial 
past has gone and some of the building details are dubious "modern heritage" but 
the overall effect is a vibrant and welcoming place at the heart of the activities of 
the Broad Street area, keeping enough of the old to connect the visitor with the 
history of these canals which kick-started Birmingham's rapid expansion as a 
Victorian industrial City. The canals do not just attract visitors - the network of 
canalside towpaths has become busy with joggers escaping an office routine and, at 
Brindleyplace and Gas Street, canalside housing has brought residents into the 
heart of Birmingham. 

Location: Gas Street basin can be accessed by canal, from the west from 
Brindleyplace Square, from Broad Street to the south and the International 
Convention Centre to the east. 

56 Chesterfield - Market Square 

A traditional market area maintaining its local importance through sensitive new 
development. 

Chesterfield's market square was threatened with comprehensive development in 
the early 1970s. This was successfully resisted and the open market square was 
retained and improved, together with an enlarged market hall and major 
development on the south side. The new development utilises existing properties on 
Low Pavement as part of additional shopping provision and this is linked to car 
parks across Beetwell Street. The Market Hall, originally built in 1857, has been 
refurbished and extended, the Market Place improved and a new shopping mall 
integrated with restored properties from different periods. Taken together these 
elements have contributed to the revitalisation of Chesterfield town centre whilst 
retaining the best from the past and ensured that the characteristic market square 
remains an integral part of Chesterfield's shopping experience. Don't forget to stroll 
along to see the leaning spire of St Mary's Church. 

Location: Car Parking accessible from Beetwell Street in the town centre. 

57 Nottingham - Castle Wharf 

"A good city is like a good party...people stay for hours" 
Gehl 

It follows therefore that a good place is like a good party...and in turn, people wi l l 
stay and use the place for hours. Castle Wharf has been hailed as a commercial 
success, spearheading a rejuvenated interest in Nottingham's 'southside' regarded 
as pleasing to some and less so by others. Castle Wharf is attractively designed and 
fits well into its location, relating well to the waterside and is a comfortable place to 
socialise in the evenings. The heart of the Wharf is centred around the British 
Waterways building, two new bar/eateries and a comedy club. The area has soared 
in popularity with twenty-somethings who frequent the bars in the evenings; 
spilling out onto the terraces during the warmer months. In contrast, the area is 
largely devoid of activity in the daytime with the exception of local office workers. 
Many would find it hard to fault the development and a lot of people enjoy 
spending time there with friends. However, such places can perhaps be criticised for 
being socially restrictive with its evening activity anchored upon young drinkers. 
There are no other uses to attract or cater for other sections of society. Castle Wharf 
is used almost exclusively by one section of society - is this the way to design good 
places? Elsewhere in Nottingham the Inland Revenue Headquarters in Wilford 
Street close to the Nottingham Canal and Nottingham's Castlegate Costume and 
Textile Museum in a well converted Georgian terrace, just to the north in Castle 
Road are worth a visit. 

Location: Castle Wharf is almost immediately north of Nottingham Midland 
station over the Carrington Street Bridge. 
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58 Bolton - Victoria Square 

Victoria Square forms the jewel in the crown of Bolton Town Centre. 

The Square and Town Hall, form the civic and physical heart of Bolton. It is the 
major node of the pedestrianisation network and reference point for the visual 
interpretation of the town. The refurbishment of the Square was completed in 
August 1999. The design philosophy was to create a public space in which people 
take pride and where they feel comfortable. It was important to create a dignified 
setting whilst simultaneously retaining a space which can accommodate events held 
within it. The Square's design uses high quality materials and by moving away from 
modern, man made materials, and by the incorporation of bold, simple styles, 
Victoria Square wil l be seen to be at the forefront of urban design. The natural 
stone flags complement the Town Hall and add warmth to the Square whilst the 
stainless steel and polished granite impart style and vision. Specially designed street 
furniture incorporates a town guide and street maps for both the visually impaired 
and blind. Bolton's Museum holds Samuel Crompton's "spinning mule" 

Location: Victoria Square is located in the centre of the town and is easily accessed 
from Bolton Station via Newport Street. Whilst the Square is pedestrianised, car 
parking is conveniently located and accessible from the M61. 

59 Chester - The Cross 

At the centre of Chester, the junction of Bridge Street and Eastgate Street provides 
one of the best urban spaces in England. 

The centre of Chester is of immense historical significance; it is near Chester 
Cathedral, within the ancient circuit of the city walls and at the heart of Chester's 
system of medieval Rows. Yet, this area around Bridge Street and Eastgate Street is 
also an enjoyable contemporary pedestrian shopping area. It is a perfect example of 
how preservation can work in tandem with economic development. The evocative 
environment of the historic cityscape increases the commercial viability of the town 
centre and, in turn, this commercial success provides the necessary capital for 
continuing urban preservation. The Rows are a system of 13C walkways on the 
first floor of the major streets in the centre of Chester, which facilitate shopping on 
two levels. In fact, many of the medieval timber-framed buildings in these streets 
are actually Victorian reinterpretations of the local vernacular black and white 
style. Despite their age, The Rows work as retail premises even today with cafes, 
shoe repair shops, bookstore and small offices. The double level of the Rows allows 
high turnover chain stores to exist directly below unique local shops. Chester's city 
walls are almost complete and provide a good perambulation from which to view 
the city. 

Location: Chester's station is rather remote from The Cross but the route is, down 
City Road and then west along Foregate Street and under the Jubilee Clock. The 
centre is pedestrianised but there are good peripheral car parks. 

6 0 Liverpool - Albert Dock 

The Albert Dock is an imposing icon of Liverpool's maritime heritage and 
engineering excellence. 

Now converted into a modern multi-use complex containing the Liverpool 
Maritime Museum, the Tate Liverpool Gallery, the Beatles' Story, Granada TV 
studios, apartments, offices, and shops, it has become a vibrant pedestrian space 
too. Designed in 1839 by Jesse Hartley the Albert Dock opened in 1846. It was 
designed to be secure and fireproof employing iron and brick construction and 
enclosing the central pool with warehouses. The functional architecture of the 
docks has it own beauty that impresses today. The five storey warehouses that 
surround the dock are supported on the ground floor by massive Doric cast iron 
columns. Other details of the dock's innovative construction can be seen in the iron 
cross braces on the upper floors and in the flat-arched brick floor supports. The 
dock was closed in 1972 and nearly demolished but by 1984 it was completely 
restored. The pool within the dock is often busy during the summer. Now, 
throughout the year residents and visitors stroll underneath the long, covered 
ground floor walkways. The Albert Dock is a truly successful example of the 
adaptation of historic buildings for modern use. Whilst in Liverpool the two 
modern cathedrals and the new Watersports Centre in the Queens Dock are worth 
a visit. 

Location: From Liverpool Lime Street station, Albert Dock is about 2 kms west on 
the waterfront. 
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61 Liverpool - Concert Square 
A previously derelict backwater has been transformed by refurbishment and new 
building to create a vibrant new public space. 

Concert Square is a mixed use development in Liverpool city centre. The scheme 
created a vibrant new public square adjacent to a high quality mixed use 
development. A previously derelict, hostile backwater has been transformed by 
selective demolition, refurbishment and new build which have reinvented the urban 
context of the site. The public square has become a focal point for the area and the 
scheme includes apartments, cafe, bars and restaurants, studio offices and a gallery. 
The main Concert Square buildings were acquired by Urban Splash in 1994 when 
what had been a chemical factory became vacant and derelict. The design team 
were asked to propose a comprehensive urban design solution which realised the 
potential of the area by creating a public space and an environment suitable for the 
uses including the city's first loft apartments. The scheme has been described as "a 
collaboration between a developer and the local authority., and is about making 
outside spaces; it is about modernity, consistency and solidity of detailing, it is 
about the integration of graphic design, landscape and architecture in a speculative 
market..it is above all providing good value for money, and above all it is about 
regeneration." 

Location: Between Wood Street and Fleet Street, south west of Bold Street and 
north east of Duke Street, on the eastern edge of the city centre. 

62 Liverpool - Derby Square 

The southern termination of Castle Street is defined by the Queen Victoria 
monument set within a large paved square. 

Derby Square formed part of the site of St George's Church and was used by John 
Foster as the centre of an imaginative plan to create a circus as a cross axis between 
the newly widened Lord Street and Castle Street which extended south to the 
monumental Customs House. The Customs House, Lord Street, St Georges 
Crescent and South Castle Street were destroyed in the war, the church having been 
demolished in 1897; the post-war replacements are a poor substitute for this grand 
conception. Castle Street is a major street in the city centre culminating at one end 
in the delicately scaled Town Hall (of 1749/1807 by John Wood, James Wyatt and 
John Foster) and at the other end in Derby Square within which is located the large 
scale Victoria monument. This forms a major element in the open space defined by 
the high Law Courts building and on the eastern and western sides by office 
buildings with commercial or army recruitment uses at ground level. The space 
would be immeasurably improved if more gregarious uses occupied the ground 
floor spaces and the paving outside - despite the often windy micro-climate. The 
monument, completed in 1906, is somewhat overscaled and some even consider it 
to be obscene although it is generally recognised as an "epitome of Victorian self 
confidence." Manchester has its Albert Memorial, Liverpool the Victoria 
monument. 

Location: Southern end of Castle Street. 

63 Liverpool - The Pier Head 

A Liverpool landmark which has been significantly improved by new landscape 
proposals. 

The Pier Head is a symbol of Liverpool history from which ferries crossed the 
Mersey seen against the icons of the "Three Graces," the Mersey Docks and 
Harbour Board, the Royal Liver Friendly Society and the Cunard buildings. The 
open space has been redesigned to provide an appropriate setting although the 
unattractive cafe building still remains. The growth of the docks on which 
Liverpool's wealth and trade were based was accompanied by the development of 
commercial premises in the older city centre. Liverpool's zenith was reached at the 
beginning of the century with the construction of the Pier Head group of three 
office buildings, in spirit profoundly expressive of the Imperial optimism of 
Edwardian enterprise. It is these three buildings that form the spectacular backdrop 
to the Pier Head urban space. The Pier Head was constructed on the land gained by 
filling in the Georges Dock and gave Liverpool her world famous skyline, 
reminiscent of the great North American cities with which her principal trade was 
then carried out. For a long time the Pier Head was used as the city's bus depot but 
this was removed in 1992 and a 3 ha. public space laid out with lawns ,walkways 
and a bandstand and providing a proper setting for the equestrian statue of Edward 
VII. John Lennon is supposed to have stood at the Pier Head, looking westwards, 
dreaming of going to New York. 

Location: Waterfront to the north of Albert Dock and at the foot of Dale Street. 
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64 Manchester - Albert Square 

Civic square given added importance by the closure of the street in front of the 
magnificent Waterhouse Town Hall and improved by new paving and some 
treeplanting. 

Albert Square is Manchester's principal civic space and demonstrates the value of 
simple but robust design principles in accommodating a diverse range of public 
events and activities. The layout of the square in its present form is about 15 years 
old although the basic form was determined over a century ago when Alfred 
Waterhouse won the competition for the Town Hall in front of which had already 
been built the Albert Memorial, designed by Thomas Worthington. For most of the 
20th century, roads dominated the square, providing vehicular circulation around 
the perimeter and leaving only a meagre central island for pedestrians. Major 
public events such as rallies and reception of sporting champions have traditionally 
taken place in Albert Square but involved temporary road closures and crowd 
control measures. The design solution to this was the closure of the section of road 
outside the Town Hall, which was accompanied by complete repaving, replacement 
of underground toilets by new accessible facilities in the Town Hall Extension, a 
new lighting system and a small number of very carefully located trees. Granite 
setts are used for the central portion of the square to meet the intense pressures of 
usage expected in the central performance part of the space which was laid to falls 
without steps for safety and flexibility of use. York stone flags are used for the 
perimeter helping all users to gain easy access to the space. 

Location: To the north of the Town Hall adjoining Princess street. Closest Metro 
stop - St Peter's Square. 

65 Manchester - Catalan Square 

Catalan Square provides a focus for restaurants and bars in the centre of the 
Castlefields Urban Heritage Park linked by an imaginative curved pedestrian 
bridge. 

The wider Castlefields area demonstrates the selective restoration and 
redevelopment of an area of exceptional heritage value. The heritage status is worthy 
of special mention because of its remarkable layering in land uses and urban form 
over time. Whereas many other heritage sites are notable for a specific period of 
history or a particular type of land use, Castlefields has been the scene of successive 
waves of redevelopment including a Roman Fort, river and canal navigation and 
warehousing, the world's first passenger railway station, on Liverpool Road, and 
various 20C interventions. The formal designation of the Urban Heritage Park has 
helped in focusing an identity for the area which has paid dividends in terms of 
marketing Castlefields as an educational facility, leisure destination and in 
commercial and residential regeneration re-using the canal warehouses and railway 
arches in new ways. The City Council led the initial planning vision which was 
supported by Greater Manchester County Council together with substantial 
investment from the Central Manchester Development Corporation who also 
established a management company. For those wishing to walk across the City 
Centre, the Rochdale Canal provides an interesting cross section running from 
Dukes 92 pub, behind G-Mex, the former Central Station, alongside Canal Street, 
the lively centre of the gay community, to the basin beyond Piccadilly Station. 

Location: West of Deansgate and south of Liverpool Road. Metro stop - G-Mex. 

66 Manchester - Exchange Square 

A controversial new square using imaginative changes in level and good quality 
materials to spark off this phase of regeneration. 

The bomb in Manchester City Centre in 1996 gave the opportunity to replan the 
area between the Cathedral and St Ann's Square and provide a continuation of 
urban form that did not exist in the previous redevelopment. A new triangular 
space has been provided between the old Corn Exchange and the new Marks & 
Spencer development. This uses parallel ramps defined by walls which also serve as 
seating. A long water feature runs through the space following the line of Hanging 
Ditch, a famous medieval Manchester landmark. Additional seating is shaped to 
appear like railway bogies - a reference to the city's industrial past and a series of 
angled windmills are placed in front of the M & S building. One critic commented 
about it being insensitive to "context and shows signs of lack of understanding 
between designers and realisers in much of the detail. On the other hand, a 
landscape architect with a track record of original and provocative schemes has 
brought a refreshingly playful and dynamic approach to a Mancunian public 
space." A new pedestrian street links the new square through to St Anns Square, an 
area formerly congested by traffic seeking somewhere to park. This specialist 
shopping area, together with the adjacent King Street, connected through St. Ann's 
Passage provides a civilised shopping environment with well considered hard 
landscape. See also Barton Arcade on the northern side of St. Ann's Square. 

Location: South of Victoria Station and Manchester Cathedral adjacent to 
Corporation Street. Metro stop at Victoria Station. 

B P • "T 
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6 7 Preston - Market Square 

Why Preston? Too often considered a music-hall joke of a place, it is full of pleasant 
surprises.. 

Preston has a long history, but is now essentially a Victorian town, a strategically-
placed junction of several transport systems. The North West's third city, it has had 
'new town' treatment, and is now well looked after. But that is only the beginning. 
The Market Square has for centuries been Preston's central space. Dramatic 
enclosing buildings combine with upgraded paving and street furniture such as 
bollards, seats and lamps, to make it an enjoyable and largely pedestrian area. The 
ancient market cross survives, and there is a fine war memorial. Impressive 
buildings surround the square: the Harris Museum and Art Gallery dominates it to 
the east; this is a splendid Late Classical building (look inside, too.) On the north 
side is the equally sophisticated County Sessions House. Closing this vista, down 
Harris Street, is The Guildhall. The south side is a sad pile of 60s offices on the site 
of the burned down Gothic Revival Town Hall. To the west remains a hint of the 
smaller-scale buildings. To the north is the large main Post Office, no more than an 
acceptable enclosing block. The battle of the styles raged here, but since the 
buildings are of similar stone, mellowed with age, it seems now all of a piece, 
Preston Docks regeneration by the river Ribble, with a new locomotive shed, is 
nearby. 

Location: The Market Square is about a mile east of Preston Station up Fishergate 
and Birley Street. The bus station is just to the east of the square and there is a direct 
if rather gloomy link into the Market square area. 

68 Runcorn - Halton Brow 

Set in one of Britain's second generation of new towns, the Halton Brow 
neighbourhood marks a radical change in the layout of public housing. 

The layout demonstrates a reaction against both the industrialised high rise systems 
popular in the mid sixties and the Radburn pattern, with its separation of cars and 
pedestrians.. When completed in 1967 it represented a pioneering attempt to 
subordinate the motorcar. This is a place in which children can play and elderly 
people can move around in safety. Here footpaths are more important than roads 
and garage courts are replaced by "parking squares". These squares are heavily 
mounded and planted to provide a green outlook from the surrounding houses, but 
casual supervision is still possible. The layout is a grid of footpaths and roadways. 
Sightlines and road widths are deliberately restricted and radii kept tight to reduce 
speed. After a decade of use the only recorded accident involved a drunken 
pedestrian colliding with a stationary car! Emergency services, ambulances and fire 
engines, reported that access through the site was easier than in traditional housing 
areas. The houses in "rationalised traditional" style may appear gloomy on a dull 
day. Using mellow brown brick and concrete roof tiles the development reflects the 
sandstone used in the original Halton village. Generously planted the scheme has 
matured well. The local centre, pub and sheltered housing have survived less well. 

Location: From Runcorn station, buses run on the town's busway system to 
Halton. Car access is good to Runcorn via the M 56 and Halton Brow is accessed 
from the "Central Expressway" at its junction with Halton Road. 

6 9 Wigan - Market Place 

The objective was to create a high quality space which would restore its status as 
the civic heart of the town. 

The Market Place and Parish Church forms the core of historic Wigan, in the past it 
was the focus of a daily market and the site of regular fairs. The opening of the 
Market Hall last century and the Galleries Shopping Centre in the late 1970's 
removed the Market Place's commercial role. In spite of a partial pedestrianisation 
the fine quality buildings around the square were becoming under-used. An urban 
design strategy was prepared that sought not only to create a high quality space but 
would also encourage increased use and investment in the area to restore its status 
as the civic heart of the town. The key element in the new square is a slightly 
elevated platform which creates a sheltered pedestrian area where people can relax 
on benches in the sun. A large mosaic forms the centrepiece and commemorates 
Wigan's 13C Royal Charter. The now limited carriage way has been narrowed to 
ensure that the pedestrian can enjoy free movement. Already the usage of 
surrounding buildings is improving but there is some way to go before Market 
Place becomes the vibrant area it must once have been. Wigan Pier, icon of Orwell's 
book, is to be found on the banks of the Leeds Liverpool Canal as it passes through 
Wigan. Canalside buildings have been converted to new uses and a museum, pub 
and restaurant attract many visitors to this landmark site. 

Location: Market Place lies to the north of both Wigan's North Western and 
Wallgate Stations, up Wallgate. 
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70 Hull - Market Square 

An important public space given new life through the closure to traffic and the use 
of high quality materials and civic sculpture. 

The Market Square was redesigned to celebrate the city's 700th anniversary in 
1999 largely because the original paving scheme from the early 1980s had become 
unattractive and unsuitable. The earlier scheme had not excluded traffic from the 
square, allowed vehicles to cross in a random fashion and created danger for 
pedestrians. The square was partially occupied by stalls on market days but 
business had declined because of the distance from the main shopping areas. The 
new scheme excluded traffic from the square but access had to be maintained to 
the Parish Church so part of King Street a Georgian thoroughfare built originally in 
1771 was reintroduced next to the churchyard. The existing space was relatively 
large and bare and to make it more intimate,a statue of Andrew Marvel, the 17th 
century poet born in Hull, was placed within the space. A second line of trees was 
introduced on the southern side of the square to link up with a long term idea to 
plant trees in the churchyard. The statue was located in the south east corner of the 
square to visually close the corner as well as to be next to the Old Grammar School 
which he had attended. A local artist was commissioned to provide a feature on the 
northern side of the square where two metal banners identify Hull's association 
with fishing and ships. More pavement space was provided to accommodate 
outdoor seating and encourage the emerging cafe society to develop. 

Location: In the heart of Hull's Old Town Conservation Area on the eastern side of 
the city centre, to the east of Prince's Dock. 

71 Leeds - Victoria Quarter 

"....Run down Arcade to Prime Retail Quarter ...." 

By far the most sumptuous of the arcades in Leeds is County Arcade. Completed in 
1904, it was designed by Britain's most prolific theatre architect Frank Matcham.A 
Byzantine level of embellishment in terracotta, green-glazed faience, cast iron, 
mosaics and mahogany draped over every surface. By the mid-1980's County 
Arcade was aging and overlain with plastic and neon shop fascias. The owners, 
Prudential decided it was time for a revamp. Their architect chose to continue in 
Leeds' tradition and create a new arcade along adjacent Queen Victoria Street by 
securing its pedestrianisation and roofing it over in glass. The renamed Victoria 
Quarter links the office area to the markets and bus station. The new arcade 
encourages passers-by to linger by protecting them from the elements and uses such 
as wine bars and restaurants spill out into the arcade. By adding contemporary 
craft objects in sympathy with the original, a chore is transformed into a delight for 
the senses. Unmissible is Brian Clarke's stained-glass roof to the arcade. The 
arcades merge into the city fabric and contribute to the regeneration of the area. 
The Quarter has now attracted major retailers and is at the heart of city centre 
activity. What a pity that today's fixation with security means that the arcades are 
closed at certain times. Closeby is the recently converted Corn Exchange with shops 
and cafes and the Calls area by the River Aire contains new restaurants, bars, 
housing and offices, many in converted warehouses. 

Location: From Leeds City station take Boar Lane then left into Vicar Lane, the 
Victoria Quarter is to the left. 

72 Sheffield - Peace Gardens 

A grassed area in central Sheffield that has been radically changed into a new urban 
place which is an integral part of new development proposals. 

"Peace Gardens has has been transformed into an exciting, memorable, people-
friendly space which attracts hundreds of visitors and residents...raised lawns are a 
honeypot for picnickers and sunbathers while the fountain attracts young bathers 
in the summer. The area has become Sheffield's beach". What was previously an 
area of soft landscape separated from the adjacent footpath on Pinstone Street has 
now been integrated into the new plans for developing the area to the east of the 
Town Hall for retail uses, a hotel, an art gallery and a winter garden. A new curved 
line of paving provides a new direction for pedestrians and a series of fountains step 
down to a spectacular water feature attracting people to experience the new facility. 
The success of the public realm can also be measured by the interest taken by 
private developers including the provision of new flats in a refurbished building 
overlooking the Peace Gardens. 

Location: South of the Town Hall, east of Pinstone Street. 
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73 Wakefield - Kirkgate 

The shopping area of Kirkgate and the Cathedral precinct have been unified by an 
integrated paving scheme of high quality. 

Kirkgate was pedestrianised in the early 1970s and paved with standard concrete 
slabs. In 1989 the Council decided that a total replacement should be undertaken 
rather than mere repair and it appointed Tess Jaray, an artist and designer who had 
already been involved in Centenary Square, Birmingham. Tess Jaray responded by 
redefining the brief and extending its possibilities - "this was a good opportunity to 
shape the precincts, to unify the city and the cathedral, thereby giving it the centre it 
so badly needed". Crucial to her plan is the integration of the Cathedral with the 
surrounding streets and the creation of an aesthetic unity between the various 
elements. A low wall and grassy bank along the cathedral's south side were 
removed and replaced with a sweep of three paved terraces linked by a series of 
Yorkstone steps. Design motifs are inspired by the Cathedral and a simple design of 
blue paviors repeated against a background of buff paviors in a herringbone 
pattern makes a subtle reference to the Trinity. On the three terraces the basis of the 
design is the cross in buff against blue and the cross is also featured in the design of 
planters. The tracery of the Cathedral is repeated in the cast steel bins, bollards and 
lighting columns. The section of the pedestrianised area down the sloping street 
uses a further variation of the buff and blue herringbone pavior pattern with a solid 
blue central pathway flanked by a line of pleached trees, alluding to the aisle of the 
Cathedral. 

Location: In the centre of the city to the south of the Bull Ring adjacent to the 
Cathedral Church of All Saints. 

74 York - St Mary's Square 

Informal and lively place enhanced by the retention of a mature tree and its 
relationship to St. Mary's Church. 

This space was created in 1984 as part of the Coppergate development and it 
provides a connection to various pedestrian routes to other parts of the city centre. 
The enclosure of the square is achieved by a series of buildings at different angles to 
each other, creating a space which is both informal and lively. Although the scale of 
the place changes from the small scale pedestrian street of shops (with residential 
over) to the larger scale of the square itself, the spaces retain a human scale. This is 
helped by the glazed canopy that surrounds the space and gives shelter to shoppers 
and visitors. There is a large old horse chestnut tree which has been retained in the 
centre of the square with new tree planting next to it adding a human scale and 
informality to the space. The Yorvik Viking Centre contained within the 
Coppergate development creates large queues which encircle the square during 
holiday periods. Generally the space is busy with buskers, music and an outdoor 
cafe. 
It is also worth walking along Stonegate. It is one of the main approaches to the 
Minster and is one of the city's finest streets, with many Georgian and Victorian 
shopfronts, some masking medieval structures. It was closed to traffic in 1971 after 
a lot of campaigning by the Civic Society and was paved in Yorkstone in 1975 as a 
European Architectural Heritage Year project. 

Location: In the southern part of the city centre to the south west of Parliament 
Street with access off Coppergate. 

75 Durham - City Centre 

"Durham's Centre changed over five years from a dangerous, highly congested and 
environmentally decadent area to one where, on the peninsula and its bridges and 
the new shopping centre, it is a delight to walk, shop and admire a townscape of 
distinction." 

A new road scheme which bypassed the historic centre of the city was completed in 
1975 and provided the opportunity to remove vehicular traffic together with the 
signs, traffic lights and bus shelters. The floorscaping scheme set out to establish a 
high quality of design using traditional materials imaginatively employed to suit 
today's needs. The scheme involved the repaving of 10,000 sq.m. of streets and 
spaces at the core of the "outstanding conservation area"- part of North Road, 
Framwellgate Bridge(shown in the photograph) Silver Street leading up the hill to 
the Market Place and Elvet Street - and was completed in 1978. Three materials 
were used: Yorkstone paving flags for predominantly pedestrian areas, Yorkstone 
setts for pedestrian streets and the Market Place service area, and asphalt with a 
Yorkstone chipping finish for traffic streets. A distinctive detail is the use of parallel 
tracks or wheelers within the setted area to define routes for service vehicles - a 
detail that is found in many historic streets, but often excluded today as being 
impractical. The final result has stood the test of time and in gaining a Civic Trust 
Award it was commented that Durham had become "a richer, safer place". 

Location: From the Millburngate Shopping Centre over Framwellgate Bridge into 
the historic centre up to the Market Place and into Elvet Street. 
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76 Newcastle - Byker 

"One of the most architecturally and socially successful examples of urban 
reconstruction to be found anywhere"., and..."possibly the most brilliant solution 
to the problem of modern urban mass housing" 

The estate was designed by Ralph Erskine who set up an office in the centre of the 
redevelopment area and participated with residents in the design. The layout is 
organised around a pedestrian network which provides a fascinating variety of 
spaces, including tightly constrained narrow alleyways and intimate courtyards. 
Car parking is mainly confined to the perimeter in order to ensure safe places for 
children to play and a quiet atmosphere for families. The most celebrated feature is 
the Byker Wall: a series of long terraces of maisonettes from six to twelve storeys in 
height which snake their way around the north and east sides of the area. These 
were designed to exclude the noise from a motorway that was never built and also 
provide protection from cold north-easterly winds The Wall is finished with multi-
coloured brickwork in large patterns on the outside, while on the sides facing the 
sun there are access decks and balconies with stained balustrading in a variety of 
colours. Although the Wall is the dominant element, the larger part of the area 
consists of two storey houses and flats with gardens and balconies which are 
designed in a variety of forms, materials and colours. In January 2000 English 
Heritage included Byker on its list of buildings of architectural and historic interest 
after the City Council threatened to demolish some of the blocks. Byker was 
awarded the Harvard University Urban Design Award in 1988. 

Location: On the A187 about one mile east of the City Centre. 
Metro stop: Byker, on the line to the coast. 

77 Newcastle - East Quayside 

Newcastle East Quayside has been changed from a derelict environment with little 
housing and few uses into a lively mixed use area. 

A masterplan was produced for the area in about 1990 within which individual 
architects have worked on particular projects. The area now includes office 
accommodation, the law courts which were relocated to a quayside site, private 
housing and ancillary restaurants, bars and a hotel. The riverside walk and the 
main street, set back from the water's edge, have created a linear district which is 
well integrated with the rest of the city. A pedestrian link is provided up Sandgate, 
celebrated in song. Considerable attention has been paid to the detail of the public 
realm and the way in which public art has been integrated in the proposals. Existing 
buildings have been converted to new uses such as the Cooperative warehouse 
imaginatively converted to the Malmaison Hotel. A Piano and Pitcher wine bar is 
located directly on the quayside and behind this Keelman Square provides a further 
space for outdoor dining enlivened by sculpture. All this wi l l be further enhanced 
by the completion of a new Millennium footbridge linking Newcastle's quayside to 
Gateshead's where the conversion of the Baltic Flour Mil ls into the Centre for Arts 
and the construction of the Regional Centre for Music and the Arts wi l l provide a 
new vision for the Tyne. 

Location: Northern side of the Tyne east of the Tyne Bridge. 

78 Sunderland - St Peter's Riverside 

"....one of the show pieces of the new city...." 

Less than a mile from the city centre on the banks of the River Wear is one of the 
show pieces of the former Tyne and Wear Development Corporation. The work of 
the corporation was instrumental in breathing confidence into an area that had 
declined together with the heavy engineering and ship building industries of the 
north east. St Peter's Riverside forms part of the national cycle route, next to the 
impressive bridges and industrial heritage of the Wear. The heavy use of the 
riverside cycle route provides both connectivity and activity - the Sustrans route 
helps to set a high standard of public art along the riverside and reconnects the city 
to the river. The qualities of location and sense of place has attracted the University 
of Sunderland to establish a new residential teaching campus at St Peter's. The 
National Glass Centre has become an important new landmark on the north bank 
of the river as well as providing a business and national tourist attraction. The 
centre demonstrates the potential of glass as building material - linking inside and 
outside horizontally and vertically. You can go into the restaurant, sit back with 
your coffee, look out to the city backdrop, bridges and the river and literally look 
up to the people of the city as they walk over your head. 

Location: Take Fawcett Street north from the main station to North Bridge Street 
follow the Sustrans signs down to the south bank of the Wear and "Riverside". 



SCOTLAND 

79 Dundee - Pedestrian Area 

Dundee's High Street formed the original medieval heart of the city and retains 
much of its irregular plan, intimate character and core functions. 

In the early 20C the High Street was supplemented with the more formal and grand 
City Square which now forms the southern termination of the Georgian vista down 
Reform Street. In the 1990s this whole area was completely refurbished to provide 
a pedestrian environment using a range of natural materials and incorporating 
innovative artworks. Three new focal points have been created in the area; outside 
Arnotts and the Clydesdale Bank, at the end of Murraygate; at the junction of High 
Street and City Square and at Boots where a quiet oasis has been created. The 
resulting scheme won the 1998 Town Centre Environment Award. A contribution 
to this success has been the use of high quality materials including Caithness stone, 
granite and whin (a dark basaltic rock) and by the introduction of street furniture , 
specially commissioned from local artists. A unique feature is a "l i fe sized" bronze 
dragon forming the focus of a space in the High Street. These works have been 
complemented by the restoration of historic frontages and the development of 
contemporary buildings to create one of the most attractive city centre 
environments in Scotland. 

Location: Dundee High Street can be accessed by taking the covered walkway from 
Dundee Station to Nethergate and High Street. 

80 Edinburgh - Royal Mile 

The Royal Mile is Edinburgh's most historic street and the public realm has 
justifiably been improved by new ground surfaces and street furniture. 

The existing pavements, road surface and street furniture have been replaced by 
high quality materials and some areas have been prohibited to traffic providing an 
appropriate setting for important civic and national buildings. "The Royal Mi le is a 
meandering river of city life - adjusted, dignified and monumentalised by a classical 
overlay with its medieval underlay of closes and wynds... The activity of the street is 
a brill iant cacophony... The majority of the buildings are ordinary, working simply 
together to achieve richness, a sense of history and a special place... The brief was 
to widen the footpath, to accommodate the pedestrian, to reduce the impact of 
vehicles while allowing them to continue where essential ".The proposal was to be 
seen to be doing as little as possible and not to design a "Royal Mile style". A black 
stone was selected for the floor surfaces - Caithness stone - "the stone is magical 
and when it rains, it smiles!" Stone was traditionally used in most Scottish cities 
until replaced by concrete in post-war years. The redesign uses stone in many forms 
for setts, kerbs and paving and at times the road level is raised to pedestrian level 
wi th some simple elements used to define spaces and capable of removal for 
ceremony and performance. 

Location: In the old town running from the Castle to Holyrood House. 

81 Edinburgh - The Water of Leith 

"....a remarkable corridor giving the contemporary a presence, rivalling the 
historic...." 

The Water of Leith Walkway traverses architectural configurations and landmarks 
of central Edinburgh and is a remarkable corridor for giving the contemporary a 
presence, rivalling the historic. At Roseburn, wil lows mingle with the Waterside 
architects studios as the Walkway passes under Coltbridge Viaduct. Further on, a 
wide meadow forms the foreground to the classical facade of the Gallery of 
Modern Art in the former merchant school (Will iam Burn, 1928). Across Belford 
Road is Thomas Hamilton's Baroque set-piece of 1833; reopened in March 1999 as 
the Dean Gallery for Surrealism, Dadaism and Eduardo Paolozzi works. Paths link 
the galleries to the Walkway at Bells Brae as Dean Bridge soars overhead (Thomas 
Telford, 1832). A path follows alongside bluebell woods below Moray Place. The 
Walkway continues to Stockbridge, passing nineteenth century worker's Colony 
Houses near the Botanic Gardens. At Canonmills, the dome of the Standard Life 
building marks an outcrop of modern serviced premises spilling out from the New 
Town. 

Location: to walk or cycle the Walkway you wi l l need a gazetteer of Edinburgh 
which indicates off-road routes. 
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82 Glasgow - Buchanan Street 

High quality paving in natural stone enhanced by a new lighting scheme. 

The southern section of the street involved the replacement of unsatisfactory brick 
paviors and in the northern section the completion of the Buchanan Galleries 
adjacent to the Concert Hall provides the total street scene envisaged in earlier 
plans. The design emphasises the clarity of the form of Buchanan Street by 
removing clutter and revealing the richness and elegance of its architecture. New 
columns of light are ranged along the eastern side of the street identifying a zone for 
cafes, canopies and performance spaces. The geometry of the lighting columns is 
reinforced in the way the surface of the street is paved in natural stone and a 
window shopping zone runs along the east and west sides of the street leaving a 
central passage for service access. The Buchanan Galleries have a large Habitat 
store containing a restaurant at first floor level which provides a good view of the 
scurrying pedestrians. In the southern part of Buchanan Street it is well worth 
visiting Princes Square where an internal courtyard has been transformed to 
provide a three storey atrium space with a diverse range of uses. The Lighthouse, 
Glasgow's Design Centre, is located on a pedestrian way off the west side of this 
part of the street. 

Location: North-south street to the east of Central Station running between Argyle 
Street and Sauchiehall Street. 

This building contains a courtyard which includes retail uses, cafes, offices and flats 
in a rich architectural mix, integrating art in many forms. 

The Italian Centre enriches the life of the Merchant City both by the pedestrianised 
John Street and activities that front onto it and a new urban space within the 
development. The centre involved the conversion of a classical building originally 
containing shops and warehouses into a complex of shops, restaurants, offices and 
flats - a mix of uses that would promote Italian goods and design and also evoke to 
a certain extent the culture and atmosphere of Italy. The exterior facades were 
retained and enhanced by plinths and new elements and a main entrance placed on 
John Street with an inner courtyard used almost as an Italian piazza. The facades of 
the courtyard are all treated individually reflecting the walkway that runs around 
three sides, a large bay is provided to one of the restaurants and within this space 
the levels are used imaginatively including water and sculpture. Whilst the 
courtyard is closed outside trading hours the centre makes a positive contribution 
to the regeneration of the Merchant City. 

Location: South east of George Square fronting onto Cochrane street, John Street 
and Ingram Street. 

83 Glasgow - Cathedral precinct 

An unsatisfactory approach to the Cathedral split up by roads has been 
transformed into a meaningful place using street furniture, planting and 
appropriate materials. 

In 1984 a competition was held by the District Council to put forward ideas for 
improving the setting of the Cathedral, whose civic prominence had ben adversely 
affected over the years by the way the Royal Infirmary had increased its 
development on the adjacent site. The winning scheme sought to extend the 
gardens of the Cathedral and the adjoining Necropolis towards Castle Street which 
became foot streets i.e. the means of approaching the Cathedral. Alongside this on 
the southern side a new visitor centre has been constructed in a Scottish vernacular 
style more in keeping with the Provands Lodgings, a historic building which is on 
Castle Street. The general objective was to bear some relationship not only with the 
Cathedral but also with the Infirmary. A series of trees and seats define the edge of 
the approach to the Cathedral and Jack Sloan, an artist, designed a number of 
features within the scheme including the lighting columns. While here do not forget 
to visit the amazing Necropolis set on an adjacent hill. 

Location: On the eastern side of the city centre at the end of Cathedral Street where 
it joins Castle Street. 

84 Glasgow - Italian Centre 
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85 Glasgow - Royal Exchange Square 

An urban design set piece vastly improved by the removal of most traffic and the 
use of high quality paving materials and street furniture. 

A new public realm strategy was devised for the city centre in 1995 and the second 
of the demonstration projects was the redesign of Royal Exchange Square which is 
probably the most elegant example of urban design in Glasgow. The Royal 
Exchange was originally the site of a merchant's mansion and garden which was 
remodelled to provide the city's new Exchange building and around which the 
square was laid out. It was converted to a public library in the 1950s and 
subsequently became the city's Gallery of Modern Art in 1996. The space around it 
was repaved in 1996 as a pedestrian priority area, the key principle being to restrict 
the use of vehicles to taxis, cyclists, service and emergency vehicles. The space was 
extensively redesigned as a concept of "a gallery within a gallery" with the 
emphasis being placed on a simple elegant treatment and the use of quality 
materials. Traditional Caithness flagstones were used with Cornish grey granite 
steps and the footpath around the gallery was raised by two steps to provide a 
plinth for display of outdoor exhibits whilst protecting the gallery's basement area. 
A smooth continuous area has been created in front of the shops and restaurants to 
encourage the use as an outdoor eating space. A special range of street furniture 
was designed for exclusive use in the square and the gallery and buildings around 
the square have been floodlit and rows of uplighters supplement this lighting. 

Location: East of Buchanan Street with the Royal Exchange on the axis of Ingram 
Street. 

86 Irvine - Harbourside 

Sensitive new development has enhanced the environmental qualities of a waterside 
setting. 

Irvine served Glasgow and its hinterland as a port in the time of Robert Burns but 
its historic harbour had lost most of the original buildings by the time Irvine 
Development Corporation was established under the New Towns Act in 1968. 
Sensitive infill development was originally carried out in the 1970s together with 
the building of a leisure centre and the reclamation of derelict land to form a Beach 
Park. However the existence of a nearby quay serving Nobel's Explosives prevented 
further development until this use ended which enabled extensive additional 
housing to be added to the area. New housing along the harbour front designed by 
the Development Corporation defines a hard edge and at the same time provides a 
sophisticated articulation including Mackintosh inspired details. The harbourside is 
enlivened by such uses as pubs, an arts centre, crafts workshops, a watersports 
centre and a maritime museum and the housing extends behind the frontage to 
enable more people to enjoy the adjacent facilities. A new facility - "The Big Idea" -
has been developed on the Ardeer site which tells the tale of Nobel's inventions and 
other inventors and is accessible across a footbridge from the Irvine side of the river. 

Location: West of Irvine Town Centre and the rail station. Car Parking available by 
the Beach Park. 

87 Kilmarnock - Town Centre 

The pedestrianisation of Kilmarnock's main street, King Street, is a classic example 
of how to improve a local shopping environment. 

What was once heavily used by traffic is now an attractive people-friendly oasis 
enabling people to enjoy shopping without pollution and danger. High quality 
materials, carefully rethought street furniture and the inclusion of street sculpture 
in a joyful way provide essential lessons in what can so easily become a tawdry, cut 
price exercise in the exclusion of vehicles. A central space provides a location for 
major sculpture, a visual connection to the Laigh Kirk, a historic building, and the 
re-use of a landmark bank building as a surprising outlet for Ladbrokes! The 
pedestrianisation of King Street formed one part of the regeneration project for 
Kilmarnock which also included the rebuilding of the central bus station and the 
restoration of the Laigh Kirk. The three elements have created a new civic presence 
for the town. The scheme won the major Civic Trust Award for 1997. 

Location: King Street, centre of the shopping area. 
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BOOK REVIEWS 

Urban Conservation 
Nahoum Cohen 
The MIT Press, Cambridge, 
Mass. 1999 

The book's stated purpose is to 
discuss the issues of "the emerging 
discipline of urban conservation" 
as a crucial force for the future of 
urban planning and a source of 
survival strategies for cities, by 
presenting new tools and methods 
to save the structure and history of 
cities. A worthy aim. It follows 
previously published World City 
books on the history of urban form 
and structure: Lewis Mumford, 
Leonardo Benevolo, and Spiro 
Kostof, to mention some in the 2 
page bibliography. It has a more 
difficult aim to fulfil: to take the 
exposition beyond recording 
history. We are not given 
information on the author's 
background, but I conclude that 
Nahoum Cohen is a practitioner in 
Israel and in the USA. 

The main text is in seven chapters 
covering the principles of 
conservation, archaeology, 
principal and secondary urban 
elements, natures role, 
methodology, (some useful tables 
and check lists), and examples of 
city conservation. The discussion is 
interspersed with pictures and 
captions, which are a visual feast. 
These portray the 'grain' and 
morphology of cities, using aerial 
views, axonometrics, street views 
etc of different city districts, from 
both the developed and less 
developed world: Athens, 
Budapest, Istanbul, Jerusalem, 
Paris, Rome, Sofia, and Vienna, as 
well as Middle Eastern, 
Mediterranean, and European 
archaeological sites. 

Getting this kind of material 
together is a labour of love, but I 
did not always understand the 
captions, which are often long 
winded and sometimes appear 
irrelevant to the flow of text. There 

are too many typos and a number 
of non sequiturs. The layout would 
have been easier to follow if the 
book had been structured so that 
all the material on a selected city 
was brought together, and the 
various points of principle related 
directly to it. At the end of the book, 
the case studies (based on the 
author's planning advice?), of Jaffa, 
Capua, San Francisco, and Tel 
Aviv, the discussion is easier to 
follow. Yet some of the pictures of 
parts of cities are dropped into the 
text somewhat randomly, and 
although of general interest, do not 
reinforce the narrative. 

I feel that the author has not been 
served well by his publisher: the 
illustrations are often too small, the 
tinting of some of the photographs 
and maps are harsh with some 
failure of register, and with some 
missing titles and keys: eg the area 
of Santa Croce in central Firenze is 
captioned as London (p 291), 
Berne is titled Basel, (sic p 309). 
Some city districts or buildings are 
unattributed which weakens the 
value of the book, although for 
seasoned city watchers they 
provide happy puzzle solving. It 
would have helped if more maps 
had been reproduced to larger 
and common scales, so that 
comparisons between cities could 
have been made. I would have 
liked information on densities of 
people living and working and 
special uses within specified areas. 

I remained unclear of what the 
book's audience of city decision 
makers should do on the basis of 
the analysis. The disparate 
managements of buildings and 
execution of policies for the 
conservation of cities are complex. 
The purpose of the book as a 
source of survival strategy for urban 
culture is opportune but the tools 
promised in the publisher's blurb is 
disappointingly unclear. There is 
much analysis, some of which is 
repetitive, but guidelines are not 
drawn together into a clear 
agenda. A concluding series of 
processed steps and 
outline management plans for 
typical situations would have been 
useful. I ended up with a 
pleasurable armchair excursion into 
recognising old urban favourites 
and being introduced to some 
equally intriguing new places. 

Peter Eley 

Architecture interieure des 
villes 
Interior Urban Design 
Jean-Michel Vilmotte 
Le Moniteur, Paris, FF270 

Here is a new concept: urban 
design as interior architecture of a 
city, the latter being considered as 
a unit with rooms, corridors, doors, 
windows, staircases, etc. which 
have to be adapted to their uses 
without losing the sense of the 
whole. Vilmotte is an architect who 
has realised a large number of 
urban schemes at all scales, 
ranging from the design of street 
furniture through the rehabilitation 
of a square, to a master plan for 
the regeneration of a river front. 
This book shows his designs, 
competitions entries and realised 
works between 1991 and 1999. 

A few articles at the beginning 
summarise the philosophy of 
Vilmotte and his partners. He tells 
us about walking in the city and 
using common sense to find simple 
solutions to its problems There is no 
need for grandiose gestures". 
Charles Moliner and Marie-Noel 
Gailland add that "public spaces 
are both the city's showcase and 
the part of the urban framework 
that means the most to inhabitants". 
They also recognise the need to 
involve the population not only to 
achieve the desired results but to 
ensure that the spaces are used 
and respected. 

The rest of the book displays the 
practice's work divided in four 
groups: urban spaces is the first 
and the largest: it includes a 
number of public spaces 
redesigned following the removal 
of cars and shows how these 
spaces have to be rethought in 
order to bring life to them. Each 

example is introduced with a short 
text explaining the brief and 
outlining the main elements of the 
scheme.The second part deals with 
transport including schemes to 
integrate a new tram line into the 
existing environment, the design of 
bus or tram stops and the whole 
range of street furniture related to 
them. The third part is specifically 
about street furniture and signage; 
the final part deals with lighting 
from a public square to a 
Mediterranean front promenade. 
At the back the schemes are listed 
in chronological order, with their 
client and associated firms; 
mention is also made here of the 
projects that were only competition 
entries and not implemented. It 
might have been more useful to 
have that information with the 
description of the scheme. 

As can be expected the book is 
lavishly illustrated. The text is in both 
English and French. It provides a 
stimulating catalogue of ideas and 
reflects the enlightened policies of 
the clients; many are relatively 
small local authorities willing to 
invest into quality of the public 
realm, without resorting to "lottery" 
type "grand projets". 

Sebastian Loew 
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3 0 3 Arts, Recherches et 
Creations 
La revue des Pays de la 
Loire/ Issue 62 
FF150 

The Loire Valley Regional 
government, which covers an area 
of 32,000 sq. kms and has a 
population of over 3M inhabitants, 
publishes a high quality quarterly of 
over 200 pages to disseminate the 
cultural achievements of its people 
and its local authorities. The current 
issue produced in collaboration 
with the Culture Ministry, is 
dedicated to architecture , urban 
design and the environment. It is a 
collection of articles reflecting 
current concerns: An Introduction to 
a Citizen's Architecture, Some 
Thoughts on Architectural 
Competitions, the Lycees, Social 
Housing, Urbanisme in the Loire 
Valley, Public Spaces in Rural 
Areas, to name a few. One 
recurring element is the importance 
of the client and in particular the 
public sector as client. French Law 
gives the responsibility to anyone 
commissioning a building to ensure 
its "general interest". In other words 
the client has a public responsibility 
in relation to its scheme. This means, 
in the case of the public sector, that 
the feasibility and the validity of a 
scheme have to be justified: there is 
a parallel here with the concept of 
best value but it is given a wider 
context in that financial 
considerations are not the only 
criterion and the quality of the 
public investment has equal 
weight. On the other hand greater 
participation and greater 
transparency in the decision making 
process are required. Perhaps for 
this reason the chapter on pubic 
housing includes a series of 
interviews with residents of the 
schemes described, not all of them 
complimentary. 

The magazine is lavishly illustrated 
with a wide range of examples of 
schemes recently implemented in 
the region. These are also shown 
on an accompanying CD-ROM. 
Although not all 1500 schemes are 
wonderful - and how could they 
be - the amount of public 
investment seen from this side of the 
Channel, seems unbelievable. The 
largest group of buildings are for 
educational purposes (31 %) or 
health related (26%), followed by 
cultural and sport structures. Of 
particular interest to urban 
designers may be the chapter on 
public spaces in small towns and 
villages which discusses the 
problems to be faced (a 
shopkeeper fighting for the 
retention of a parking space) and 
the importance of mediation 
between the various partners, of 
letting the site speak for itself and of 
attending to detail. Other articles 
deal with the way different parts of 
the region should develop 
according to their specific tradition, 
with different ways of treating 
roundabouts, with the use of colour 
and materials and with public art. 
Altogether this is a stimulating and 
enviable publication, which can be 
enjoyed through its images even if 
the French text is not understood. 

Sebastian Loew 

Cities in the Pacific rim 
James Berry and 
Stanley McGreal (eds) 
E & FN Spon 
£75 

This book looks at a number of 
tiger economy cities in Eastern Asia 
plus cities in Australia and on the 
west coast of North America. It 
looks at their planning systems and 
property markets. It considers the 
events that led to the economic 
downturn of 1997 and looks to the 
future of these cities. 

The book comprises chapters on 
Beijing, Shanghai, Hong Kong, 
Taipei, Tokyo, Bangkok, Kuala 
Lumpur, Singapore, Manila, 
Sydney, Melbourne, Vancouver, 
San Francisco and Los Angeles. All 
have boomed, some more recently 
than others. Most were affected by 
the downturn, some more painfully 
than others. The common 
denominator in all the cities except 
Tokyo has been the contribution to 
the economy made by the Chinese 
population. The main conclusion of 
the book is that the Japanese 
economic power around the 
Pacific has peaked and begun to 
decline and the Chinese influence 
is increasing. 

Each chapter is written by a 
different contributor who tells their 
story in a different style, some 
being university academics, others 
being property consultants 
including several from Jones Lang 
LaSalle. An introductory chapter 
discussing the globalisation effects 
on the cities is written by the co-
editors who are both academics 
from the University of Ulster. A 
concluding chapter which looks at 
the climate of change and gazes at 
crystal balls is written by John 
Ratcliffe, well-known guru in urban 
planning and real estate 
development with academic 
positions in Hong Kong, Singapore 
and China as well as in the UK. 

The stories of each city are different 
but there are certain similarities. All 
cities, it seems, have development 
plans and zoning regulations 
governing land use, densities and 
building heights. Some city 
governments have seen the need 
for major intervention in ensuring 
that plans are implemented; Hong 
Kong and particularly Singapore 
have assembled land, relocated 
industry and built roads and LRT 
systems. Others have been more 
reactive hoping that any 
improvements to the infrastructure 
will be funded by the private sector, 
e.g. Bangkok. All cities (but not yet 
Beijing) have witnessed massive 
increases in office floorspace with 
dramatic changes to their skylines. 
In some cities these developments 
have been phased over several 
decades while in others they have 
occurred in a remarkably short 
period of time. Bangkok and Kuala 
Lumpur, which fall into the latter 
category, were badly hit by the 

economic downturn of 1997. 
Large numbers of unfinished high 
rise blocks, especially in Bangkok, 
have now been moth-balled. 

Urban design is mentioned in 
certain chapters. In Taipei and 
Bangkok land development does 
not require planning permission if it 
conforms with the development 
plan and zoning regulations; it only 
requires building permits. In Taipei, 
large-scale developments have to 
be reviewed by an Urban Design 
Review Committee before a 
building permit is obtained. Not so 
in Bangkok which is noted for its 
architectural anarchy with all 
manner of different styles ranging 
"from Victorian Italianate to 
Hollywood Gothic". 

The chapter on Bangkok is 
certainly the most enjoyable read 
in the book. The city gives the 
appearance of having no plan at 
all with high-rise office blocks 
juxtaposed with industrial 
workshops and residential villas. 
The author states: "Bangkok seems 
to resist order, taking its charm 
instead from the Thai people's 
carefree acceptance of life with all 
its idiosyncracies." In actual fact 
Bangkok seems to me to have 
become the world's most 
sustainable city by default: the 
traffic does not move, ergo zoning 
is abolished and all areas in the 
city have become mixed use. 

In conclusion, it has to be said that 
this is not a book about urban 
design but one that should be of 
great appeal to urban designers 
who are interested in the cities of 
the Pacific Rim, how they have 
mushroomed in the late 20th 
century and how they will cope 
with a doubling of populations in 
the first quarter of the new 
millennium. The book needs a 
sequel which looks at the urban 
design issues complete with plans 
and illustrations. I would suggest 
that Seoul and Jakarta are 
included, particularly the latter as it 
has a most impressive modern 
urban design set piece which 
could only have been facilitated by 
a ruthless dictatorship. Is anyone 
out there prepared to rise to this 
challenge? 

Tim Catchpole 
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VERNACULAR MATRIX 

B O O K REVIEWS 

The Metropolis a n d its 
image: constructing 
identities for London 
c. 1 7 5 0 - 1 9 5 0 
Dana Arnold (ed) 
Blackwell Publishers, 
£ 1 4 . 9 9 

Clearly, someone thought that an 
urban design journal should review 
this collection of essays that 
discusses such topics as the way 
attitudes to old buildings in London 
are reflected in the way they are 
illustrated, the conflicts of urban and 
rural life in suburban expansion, the 
symbolism of new Thames bridges, 
the concept of a 'capital city' in the 
design of new government offices, 
the role of new bank buildings in 
the architectural language of the 
City, and of the images of London 
in terms of cinematic and 
psychoanalytic theory. But perhaps 
no-one noticed the date in the sub-
title, or the publishers note that this is 
also Vol. 22,No. 4 of Art History. I 
am sure that they would not have 
bothered if they had realised that its 
span is from Wenceslas Hollar's 
etchings London Before and After 
the Great Fire (1666) to Alexander 
Mackendrick's film The iadykillers 
(1955). 

It would have been urban design's 
loss, because as the list of themes 
shows the same topics that absorb 
professional and sometimes 
popular debate today are by no 
means new. Aestheticising the 
Ancestral City, for instance, is 
about the way interest in historic 
buildings shifted from isolated 
views of individual historic 
monuments to views of historic 
townscapes as they became 
increasingly threatened by 
modernisation - at the start of the 
nineteenth century. Peripheral 
Visions discusses the way 
recreation displaced agriculture in 
the rural fringes of London - in this 
case the theatres and ballrooms 
and waters of Hampstead and 
Islington in the eighteenth century. 
And the planning of government 
offices is not about the shift from 
Lionel March's 60's megastructure 
to Hopkins new offices, but 19th 
century criticism of failure even then 
to create a grand plan of public 
works to match those of Vienna or 
St. Petersburg. So it is no surprise at 
all to discover that the new bridge 
over the Thames is not about any of 
the recent projects (or fantasies of 
Living Bridges, even) but debates 

about rebuilding London Bridge 
and whether it should be a 
grandiose architectural scheme, 
rather than Rennie's plain and 
functional structure of 1 825, and 
that the bank architecture discussed 
is the transformation that took place 
between 1919 and 1939 
culminating in Herbert Baker's 
replacement of Soane's Bank of 
England, not a discussion of the 
impact of Terminal Architecture. 

Though Adrian Rifkin's essay 
Benjamins Paris, Freud's Rome : 
Whose London? includes such 
suitably contemporary reference 
points as Patrick Kieller's London 
(1994) and Lacanian 
psychoanalytic theory, even he 
sees symbolic London as 
belonging to Mrs Wilberforce, the 
leading character in The Ladykillers 
a film made nearly 5 0 years ago. 
Dana Arnold concludes her 
Introduction with a swingeing 
topical barb to deflate the "hollow 
counterpoint" (to St. Paul's) of the 
"self-consciously constructed image 
of space and time" in The 
Millennium Dome. Urban designers 
will do well to humble themselves 
and their own contemporary self 
importance by leaving aside 
Blueprint or Wallpaper and 
reading these carefully and 
minutely researched historical 
essays and realising that little has 
changed except the architectural 
fashions and the names of the 
politicians. 

Maybe sending this to me to 
review was no mistake after all. 

Bob Jarvis 

The Green Imperat ive 
Victor Papanek 
Thames and Hudson 
£ 1 4 . 9 5 

Victor Papanek, former student of 
Frank Lloyd Wright, and author of 
"Design for the Real World" 
(1971), consistently followed his 
mission to revolutionise design 
priorities from micro to macro 
scale. In The Green Imperative the 
agenda is simply "It is vital that we 
all - professionals and end 
users - recognise our ecological 
responsibilities"; Papanek 
summarises his ideas, now widely 
accepted as design philosophy. 
The first three chapters are mainly 
introductory. Much of the narrative 

relates to USA. W e are reminded 
how much energy is wasted in 
heating and cooling buildings. 
Dramatic climate changes have 
occurred during the late 20th 
Century with such environmental 
disasters as the raising of tropical 
rainforests. 

So what can be done? Avoid toxic 
materials, minimise over-packaging 
and the use of plastics, encourage 
"Green Design", use solar-power, 
wind turbines, etc. "Use Less" 
should be our watchword. 
Papanek believes that the 
designer's intent is of spiritual value; 
the first priority should be whether 
the design aids sustainability. 

In chapter 4, we are told that only 
since 1945 have the majority of 
people moved indoors; most of us 
live in highly artificial environments 
such as enclosed shopping malls, 
that dull all our natural senses. 
Instead, we should remember the 
beauty of natural light, that both 
traditional Japanese Architecture 
and the great pioneer modern 
architects (Aalto, Frank Lloyd-
Wright and Corbusier) understod 
so well. Spritual energy flows in 
circles and spirals - hence the need 
for the organic geometry that 
Wright and his followers believed 
in. Papanek cites Hassan Fathy's 
villages in Egypt, Christopher Day's 
Steiner Schools, and Keith 
Critchlow's work as architecture 
that stimulates our imagination and 
sense of mystery. 

In "Biotechnology of Communities", 
Papanek suggests that it is vital for 
people to meet for the sake of the 
good life, satisfying four basic 
social desires:conviviality, religion, 
artistic and intellectual growth, and 

politics. Cities have been 
destroyed by traffic planners with 
their racetrack scale road schemes. 
"Nearly all good cities exist where 
traffic was bound to stop; at the 
base of mountains or at their top; 
on the bend of rivers, lake shores or 
oceans, canals or lagoons." 

Papanek's view of vernacular 
architecture is that it is based on a 
knowledge of traditional practice, 
reveals craftsmanship, uses local 
materials, is ecologically apt, and 
relates well to local climate, 
ecology, site and surroundings. He 
cites log cabins in Scandinavia 
and USA, Russian wooden 
churches, circular yurts in central 
Asia, the Arabic arch, and the 
Pueblo of Taos in New Mexico. 

The Green Imperative also deals 
with such diverse topics as "Form 
follows fun", "Is Convenience the 
enemy?", "Sharing not Buying", 
and "The Best designers in the 
World" - a fascinating account of 
the Alaskan "Inuit" people. Finally, 
the Japanese Ise Shrine is praised 
for being ceremonially rebuilt every 
twenty years with immaculate 
craftsmanship, an example of 
creative conservation. 

Although many of the ideas in this 
book are not revolutionary as they 
were thirty years ago, they remain 
as valid as ever. The ecological 
dimension is too easily lost in the 
plethora of technical jargon and 
legal detail that plague design. The 
Green Imperative is impressive 
both in its depth and breadth of 
approach, and more than worth its 
modest price. 

Derek Abbott 
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religion - morality 
work and leisure 
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Evolution 
historical 
typological 

Method 
material 
tool 
process 
scale 
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Directory of practices and 
urban design courses 
subscribing to this index 
The following pages provide 
a service to potential clients 
when they are looking for 
specialist professional 
advice on projects involving 
urban design and related 
matters and to students and 
professionals considering 
taking an urban design 
course 

Those wishing to be 
included in future issues 
should contact the 
UDG office 
6 Ashbrook Courtyard, 
Westbrook Street, Blewbury, 
Oxon OX11 9QH 
Tel: 01235 851415 
Fax: 01235 851410 

Architecture & Design 
Partnership Ltd 
Hophouse, Colchester Rd, 
West Bergholt, Essex C06 3TJ 
Tel: 01206 242070 
Fax: 0870055 7797 
Contact: Brian Morgan RIBA MRTPI 

Specialisms: Master planning, civic 
design, integrated mixed use 
developments and community design. 

W S Atkins Planning Consultants 
Woodcote Grove, Ashley Road 
Epsom, Surrey KT18 5BW 
Tel: 01372 726140 
Fax: 01372 743006 
Email: wsainfo@wsatkins.co.uk 
Contact: Joanna Chambers 
BA BTP MRTPI 

Specialisms: Multi-disciplinary practice of 
urban planners, landscape designers, 
transport planners, urban designers, 
architects and environmental planners, 
specialising in Master Plans, 
Development Frameworks and Concepts, 
Development Briefs, Environmental 
Assessment, Environmental 
Improvements, Town Centre renewal, 
Traffic Management and Contaminated 
land. 

Michael Aukett Architects 
Atlantic Court 
77 Kings Road, London SW3 4NX 
Tel: 020 7376 7525 
Fax: 020 7376 5773 
Email: aukett@aukett-consultancy.com 
Contact: David Roden RIBA 

Specialisms: Architectural, urban design 
and masterplanning services. 
Regeneration and development 
frameworks for mixed use, commercial, 
retail, residential, leisure, cultural, 
transport and business park 
developments. 

Austin-Smith:Lord 
Architects Designers Planners 
Landscape Arcn itects 
5-6 Bowood Court Calver Road 
Warrington Cheshire WA2 8QZ 
Tel: 01925 654441 
Fax: 01925 414814 
Also in London Cardiff & Glasgow 
Contact: Andy Smith 

Specialisms: Multi-disciplinary national 
practice with a specialist urban design 
unit backed by the landscape and core 
architectural units. Working with public 
and private clients on a wide range and 
scale of projects providing briefing, 
concept development, masterplanning, 
design guidance, implementation ana 
management. 

Babtie Group 
Shinfield Park 
Reading, Berks. RG2 9XG 
Tel: 0118 975 8844 
Fax: 0118 931 0268 
Contact: Bettina Kirkham Dip TP BLD MLI 
Paul Townsend BSc (Hons) 
CEng MICE MCIT MIHT 

Specialisms: Multi-disciplinary practice 
with urban designers, architects, 
landscape architects, transportation and 
environmental planners, specialising in 
urban design strategies, urban 
regeneration, conservation, 
masterplanning, village, town and city 
centre environmental improvements, EIA, 
implementation and expert witness at 
public inquiries. 

Alan Baxter & Associates 
Consulting Engineers 
75 Cowcross Street, London EC 1M 6EL 
Tel: 020 72501555 
Fax: 020 7250 3022 
Contact: Alan Baxter FIStructE 
MICE MConsE 

Specialisms: An engineering and urban 
design practice with wide experience of 
new and existing buildings and complex 
urban issues. Particularly concerned with 
the thoughtful integration of buildings, 
infrastructure and movement, and the 
creation of places which are capable of 
simple and flexible renewal. 

Baleen Associates 
The Old Post Office 
9-11 Church Road 
Wootton, Beds. MK43 9EU 
Tel: 01234 765 567 
Fax: 01234 768 245 
Contact: Susan M. Gabrielsen MRTPI 
IHBC or Stephen Gabrielsen MSc CEng 
MICE MIHT FFB 

Specialisms: The special combination of 
tra n sportation/traffic eng i neeri ng 
expertise with conservation and urban 
design skills enable the practice to flexibly 
apply highway and other standards to 
achieve a sense of place in context with 
the locality. Specialist advice to public 
bodies and other consultants. Preliminary 
highway advice available by telephone. 

Barton Willmore Partnership 
Beansheaf Farmhouse, Bourne Close, 
Calcot, Reading, Berks RG31 7BW 
Tel: 0118 9430000 
Fax: 0118 9430001 
Email: 
Architects@reading.bartonwillmore.co.uk 
Contact: David Richards Dip Arch Dip TP 
RIBA MTPI 

Specialisms: Town Planning, Architectural 
and Environmental Consultancy, 
Masterplanning, Development Briefs, 
Design Statements, Landscape 
Appraisals, Environmental Assessments, 
Promotion of land through the 
development plan process, Urban 
Regeneration 

The Bell Cornwell Partnership 
Oakview House, Station Road 
Hook, Hampshire RG27 9TP 
Tel: 01256 766673 
Fax: 01256 768490 
Email: info@bell-cornwell.co.uk 
Contact: Simon Avery 

Specialisms: Specialists in urban and 
master planning and the coordination of 
major development proposals. Advisors 
on development plan representations, 
planning applications and appeals. Act 
as professional witnesses at Public 
Inquiries. 

Bell Fischer 
Landscape Architects 
160 Chiltern Drive 
Surbiton, Surrey KT5 8LS 
Tel: 0181 390 6477 
Fax: 0181 399 7903 
Email: landscape@bellfischer.co.uk 
Contact: Gordon Bell DipLA ALI 

Specialisms: Landscape architects with 
specialisms including urban design, 
urban regeneration and environmental 
planning throughout the UK and 
overseas. Quality assured to BS EN ISO 
9001. 

Blampied & Partners Ltd. 
Areen House 282 King Street, 
London W6 OSJ 
Contact: Clive Naylor 
Tel: 020 85639175 
Fax: 020 85639176 
Email: clive@blampied.co.uk 

Specialisms: Architects and 
Masterplanners. Members of the Ageen 
Group, active in Hotel, leisure, residential 
and education work. Current projects in 
London, Oxford, Lebanon and 
Caribbean. 

Chris Blandford Associates 
Lafone House 
11-13 Leathermarket St, London SE1 3HN 
Tel: 0207 403 2211 
Fax: 0207403 7333 
Contact: Chris Blandford 
Also at Cardiff, Chester and 
Middlesborough 

Specialisms: The skills of CBA's multi-
disciplinary team embrace the core 
disciplines associated with development 
planning, urban design, landscape 
architecture, environmental assessment 
and management. Particular strengths 
include urban regeneration and 
enhancement, master planning, 
environmental strategies and 
implementation. 

Trevor Bridge Associates 
7-9 St Michaels Square 
Ashton-under-Lyne, Lanes OL6 6LF 
Tel: 0161 308 3765 
Fax: 0161 343 3513 
Email: info@tbridgea.co.uk 
Contact: Trevor Bridge Dip LA 
DA FFB Ml HortALI 

Specialisms: Landscape Architecture, 
Urban Design, Environmental Planning, 
Ecology, expert witness. From inception 
to completion the practice is committed to 
maintaining high standards and meeting 
the needs of the client. 

Colin Buchanan & Partners 
Newcombe House, 
45 Notting Hill Gate, London W11 3 PB 
Tel: 020 7309 7000 
Fax: 020 7309 0906 
Email: cbp@cbuchanan.co.uk 
Contact: Kevin McGovern BA (Hons) Dip 
TP MRTPI AMTS 

Specialisms: Planning, regeneration, 
urban design, transport and traffic 
management and market research from 
offices in London, Edinburgh, Bristol and 
Manchester. Specialism in area based 
regeneration, town centres and public 
realm design. 

Building Design Partnership 
PO Box 4WD 
16 Gresse Street 
London W1A 4WD 
Tel: 020 7631 4733 
Fax: 020 7631 0393 
Email: rg-saxon@bdp.co.uk 
Contact: Richard Saxon BArch (Hons) 
(L'pool) MCD MBIM RIBA 

Specialisms: Planning policy and area 
regeneration studies. Development 
frameworks for mixed-use, commercial, 
residential, sports, leisure, educational 
and industrial development. Transport 
and public realm design. International 
practice with offices in London, 
Manchester, Sheffield, Glasgow, Belfast, 
Dublin, Grenoble, Berlin, Frankfurt, 
Madrid. 

B3 Burgess Partnership Limited 
Castle Buildings, Womanby Street 
Cardiff CF101RG 
Tel: 029 20 342688 
Fax: 029 20 384683 
Email: paulvanner@b3.co.uk 
Contact: Paul Vanner 

Specialisms: Architecture, planning, 
urban design, environmental and 
economic regeneration; site appraisals, 
master plans, context studies, urban 
frameworks, development briefs and 
implementation strategies. Offices in 
Cardiff, Basingstoke, Newtown and 
Newcastle upon Tyne. 

Burns + Nice 
15 Greenham Road 
London N101LN 
Tel: 020 8883 9908 
Fax: 020 8374 9301 
Contact: Marie Burns BA (Hons) MAUD 
DipLA MLI FRSA or Stephen Nice BA 
(Hons) MAUD Dip LD MLI 

Specialisms: Urban design, 
environmental planning and landscape 
architecture. Masterplanning, design and 
public consultation for town centres, 
public open spaces, education, residential 
and retail schemes, commercial, 
industrial and tourism developments and 
infrastructure projects. Experience of 
public and private sectors in the UK, 
Europe, Middle East and Far East. 

mailto:wsainfo@wsatkins.co.uk
mailto:aukett@aukett-consultancy.com
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Burrell Foley Fischer 
York Central, 70-78 York Way 
London N1 9AG 
Tel: 020 7713 5333 
Fax: 020 7713 5444 
Contact: John Burrell MA AADip 
RIBA FRSA 

Specialisms: Urban regeneration and 
Arts and Cultural buildings - Museums, 
Galleries, Theatres, Cinemas. 
Redevelopment of Redundant Estate 
Land, Urban housing. New settlements. 
New design in Historic Contexts. 
Waterfront buildings and strategies. 
Innovative Urban Design and Planning 
approaches. 

Business Locations Services Ltd 
2 Riverside House, Heron Way 
Newham, Truro, Cornwall TR1 2XN 
Tel: 01872 222777 
Fax: 01872 222700 
Email: blsltd@globalnet.co.uk 
Contact: Russell Dodge BSc(Hons) MRTPI 

Specialisms: Business Location Services 
Ltd was formed in 1987 and provides a 
multi-disciplinary approach to town 
planning, urban regeneration, grant 
funding and viability appraisals, building 
design, project management, economic 
development and property consultancy. 

Philip Cave Associates 
5 Dryden Street Covent Garden 
London WC2E 9NW 
Tel: 020 7829 8340 
Fax: 020 7240 5800 
Contact: Philip Cave BSc Hons 
MA (LD) MLI 

Specialisms: Design led practice with 
innovative yet practical solutions to 
environmental opportunities in urban 
regeneration, town centre projects, urban 
parks, communily art, public participation. 
Large scale site/master planning through 
to small scale detailed design, from 
studies to constructed projects. Specialist 
expertise in landscape architecture. 

Civic Design Partnership 
22 Sussex Street 
London SW1V4RW 
Tel: 020 7233 7419 
Fax: 020 7931 8431 
Contact: Peter J. Heath Architect 
and Town Planner 

Specialisms: Led since 1990 by architect 
and town planner Peter Heath, the 
practice undertakes all aspects of public 
realm projects throughout the UK for 
public and private sectors. Recent London 
projects include proposals for the setting 
of Parliament, regeneration in Fulham 
and pedestrianisation, plans for Trafalgar 
and Parliament Squares. In addition to 
the integrated services of planning and 
design, specialisms include lighting 
strategies, product design, street furniture 
manuals and design guides. 

Clarke Klein & Chaudhuri 
Architects 
5 Dryden Street, London WC2E 9NW 
Contact: Wendy Clarke 
Tel: 0207 829 8460 
Fax: 0207 829 8352 
Email: info@ckcarchitects.com 

Specialisms: Architecture, planning and 
urban design analysis, framework 
proposals. 

Richard Coleman Consultancy 
Bridge House 
181 Queen Victoria St 
London EC4V 4DD 
Tel: 020 7329 6622 
Fax: 020 7329 6633 
Email: r.coleman@2000.co.uk 
Contact: Lewis Eldridge 

Specialisms: Independent advice on 
architecture, urban design, conservation, 
historic buildings, design assessments, 
commissioning of architects, planning 
issues and how most effectively to 
approach the local and national bodies 
involved in these fields. 

Conservation Architecture 
& Planning 
Wey House, Standford Lane 
Headley, Hants GU35 8RH 
Tel: 01420 472830 
Fax: 01420 477346 
Email: cap@capstudios.co.uk 
Contact: Jack Warshaw, BArch Dip TP 
AADipCons ARB RIBA RTPIIHBC 

Specialisms: CAP connect urban design 
and conservation of good places. CAP 
are government approved. CAP's clients 
cover all sectors nationwide. CAP accept 
historic areas, regeneration, topic studies, 
buildings, settings, new design, 
conservation solutions and expert witness 
commissions. 

Edward Cullinan Architects 
1 Baldwin Terrace 
London N1 7RU 
Tel: 020 7704 1975 
Fax: 020 7354 2739 
Email: cullinan@cullinan.demon.co.uk 
Contact: Peter Inglis 

Specialisms: Designing buildings and 
groups of buildings within urban or rural 
contexts. The relationship to existing 
buildings and the making of spaces 
between buildings is of particular 
importance to us, in the struggle to re-
establish the civic place. 

DEGW pic Architects & 
Consultants 
8 Crinan St 
London N1 9SQ 
Tel: 020 7239 7777 
Fax: 020 7278 3613 
Contact: Lora Nicolaou 

Specialisms: Development planning and 
briefing. Masterplanning and urban 
design. Strategic briefing and space 
planning. Architecture and interiors. 

Eardley Landscape Associates 
25 Achilles Rd London NW6 1DZ 
Tel/Fax: 020 7794 9047 
Email: 
JEardley@EardleyLandscape.co.uk 
Contact: Jim Eardley BA, BLA, FLI 

Specialisms: A landscape design practice 
with particular interest in the use and 
design of urban spaces. Specialisms 
include visual impact assessments, tree 
surveys, and expert witness. 

EDAW Planning 
1 Lindsey Street, London EC1A 9HP 
also at Glasgow and Colmar, France) 
Tel: 020 7674 0700 
Fax: 020 7674 0799 
Contact: Bill Hanway BA M Arch AIA or 
Jason Prior BA Dip LA ALI 

Specialisms: Part of the EDAW Group 
providing urban design, land use 
planning, environmental planning and 
landscape architecture services 
throughout the UK and Europe. Particular 
expertise in market driven development 
frameworks, urban regeneration, 
masterplanning and implementation. 

Entec UK Ltd 
Northumbria House, Regent Centre, 
Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne NE3 3PX 
Tel: 0800 371 733 also Leamington Spa: 
01926 435 990 
Fax: 0191 202 8399 
Email: marketing@entecuk.co.uk 
Contact: Peter Owens or Clive Harridge 

Specialisms: Urban design,planning, 
landscape architecture, traffic 
management, engineering, risk 
assessment and contaminated land 
remediation. Sustainable development, 
town centre renewal, new settlements, 
development planning, urban capacity 
studies and environmental assessment. 

Roger Evans Associates 
59-63 High Street 
Kidlington Oxford OX5 2DN 
Tel: 01865 377 030 
Fax: 01865 377050 
Email: urbandesign@rogerevans.com 
Contact: Roger Evans MA (UD) RIBA 
MRTPI 
Chris Odgers BA Hons DipUD DipUP 
MRTPI 

Specialisms: A specialist urban design 
practice providing services throughout 
the UK and abroad. Expertise in urban 
regeneration, quarter frameworks and 
design briefs, town centre strategies, 
movement in towns, master planning and 
development economics. 

Terry Farrell and Partners 
7 Hatton Street 
London NW8 8PL 
Tel: 020 7258 3433 
Fax: 020 7723 7059 
Contact: Julian Tollast/Martin Evans 

Specialisms: Architectural, urban design 
and planning services. New buildings, 
refurbishment, restoration and 
interiors,masterplanning and town 
planning schemes. Retail, Conference 
Centres, Exhibition Halls, Offices, 
Railway infrastructure and Railway 
Development, Art Galleries, Museums. 
Cultural and Tourist buildings, Television 
Studios, Theatres, Housing, Industry. 

FaulknerBrowns 
Dobson House Northumbrian Way 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE12 0QW 
Tel: 0191 268 3007 
Fax: 0191 268 5227 
Email: info@faulknerbrowns.co.uk 
Contact: Andrew Macdonald BA(Hons) 
Dip Arch (Dist) RIBA 

Specialisms: Architectural design services 
from inception to completion: Stages A-M 
RIBA Plan of Work. Expertise in transport, 
urban design, masterplanning, 
commercial and leisure projects. Interior 
and furniture design. CDM-planning 
supervisors. 

Ferguson Mann Architects 
Royal Colonnade, 18 St George Street, 
Bristol BS1 5RH 
Contact: George Ferguson 
Tel: 0117 929 9293 
Fax: 0117 929 9295 

Specialisms: Design led masterplanning, 
design of public spaces, urban design, 
architecture, historic buildings, 
conservation, regeneration. 

4D Landscape Design 
PO Box 554, Bristol, BS99 2AX 
Contact: Michelle Lavelle 
Tel: 0117 942 7943 
Fax: 0117 914 6038 
Email: 4DLD@4DLD.com 

Specialisms: Our design decisions are 
not based on any systematised approach, 
rather a considered response to the client, 
brief, site and budget. We endeavour to 
create spaces that make people feel 
special. 

Gillespies 
Environment by Design 
GLASGOW Tel: 0141 332 6742 
Fax: 0141 332 3538 
MANCHESTER Tel: 0161 928 7715 
Fax: 0161 927 7680 
OXFORD Tel: 01865 326789 
Fax: 01865 327070 
Email: 
Gillespies.Glasgow@dial.pipex.com 
Contact: Brian M Evans 

Specialisms: Urban design, landscape 
architecture, architecture, chartered 
planners, environmental assessment, 
planning supervisors and project 
management. 

Greater London Consultants 
127 Beulah Road, 
Thornton Heath, Surrey CR7 8JJ 
Tel: 020 8768 1417 
Fax: 020 8771 9384 
Email: jpa@btinternet.com 
Contact: Dr John Parker Dip Arch ARIBA 
DipTP FRTPI FRSA 

Specialisms: Town planning, architecture, 
urban design and conservation related 
to: traffic schemes, pedestrians, 
townscape, security, town centres, master 
plans, marina development and 
environmental impact assessment. 

G M W Partnership 
PO Box 1613, 239 Kensington High 
Street, London W8 6SL 
Tel: 020 7937 8020 
Fax: 020 7937 5815 
Email: info@gmw.co.uk 
Contact: Terry Brown 

Specialisms: Land development 
appraisals. Urban planning and 
regeneration strategies. Formulation of 
development and design briefs including 
packaging to suit appropriate funding 
strategies. Master plan design studies. 
Architecture, the ability to follow through 
to construction including the design of 
commercial elements to institutional 
standards. Design management skills 
relevant to project partnering, framework 
agreements and multi-disciplinary 
teamwork. 

mailto:blsltd@globalnet.co.uk
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Halcrow Fox 
44 Brook Green 
Hammersmith, London W6 7BY 
Tel: 020 7603 1618 
Fax: 020 7603 5783 
Email: shaheed@halcrow.com 
Website: http://www.halcrow.com/ 
Contact: Asad A Shaheed BA Arch 
MArch 

Specialisms: Urban design, development 
planning, masterplans, town centre 
renewal, waterfront regeneration, 
transport and traffic planning, economic 
appraisal and environmental impact 
assessment. 

Hankinson Duckett Associates 
Landscape Studio, Reading Road 
Lower Basildon. Reading RG8 9NE 
Tel: 01491 872185 
Fax: 01491 874109 
Contact: Ian Hankinson Dip Arch 
Moira Hankinson B Sc(Hons) DipLD FLI 
Brian Duckett B Sc(Hons) M Phil MLI 

Specialisms: An environmental planning 
consultancy consisting of landscape 
architects, architects and ecologists, 
providing a comprehensive approach to 
project work which adds value through 
innovative and appropriate solutions. 
Development planning, new settlements, 
environmental assessment, re-use of 
redundant buildings. 

Holmes Partnership 
89 Minerva Street, Glasgow G3 8LE 
Tel: 0141 204 2080 
Fax: 0141 204 2082 
Email: glas@holmes-p.co.uk 
Contact: Harry Phillips 

Specialisms: Urban design, planning, 
renewal, development and feasibility 
studies. Sustainability and energy 
efficiency. Commercial, industrial, 
residential, health care, education, 
leisure, conservation and restoration. 

Huntingdon Associates Ltd 
50 Huntingdon Road, London N2 9DU 
Tel: 020 8444 8925 
Fax: 020 8444 9610 
Contact: Neil Parkyn MA Dip Arch RIBA 
Dip TP (Dist) MRTPI FRSA 

Specialisms: Civic Design, public realm 
lanning, feasibility studies, development 
riefs, masterplanning, site assessment 

and presentation, technical reports and 
design journalism, backed by 30 years of 
consultancy experience in 15 countries. 

Hyder Consulting Ltd 
29 Bressenden Place 
Victoria London SW1E 5DZ 
Tel: 020 7316 6000 
Fax: 020 7316 6138 
Contact: Phil Bonds BA Dip MA (UD) MLI 

Specialisms: Urban design and 
regeneration expertise within a multi-
disciplinary infrastructure engineering 
consultancy. Specialists in strategic plans, 
streetscape and public open space 
design and implementation, impact 
assessments, consultation and action 
planning, introducing legibility, 
connectivity and sustainability. Related 
services include landscape architecture, 
ecology, transport and economic 
planning, highway, structural and traffic 
engineering. 80 offices in 23 countries. 

Hyland Edgar Driver 
Furzehall Farm, Wickham Road, 
Fareham, Hants, P016 7JH 
The Timberyard, Arley Hall, Northwich, 
Cheshire, CW9 6LZ 
Tel: 01329 826616 
01565 777424 (Cheshire office) 
Fax: 01329 826138 
01565 777478 (Cheshire office) 
Email: hed@heduk.com 
arley@heduk.com(Cheshire office) 
Contact: J Hyland 

Specialisms: Hyland Edgar Driver offers 
innovative landscape design where 
innovation implies value-engineered 
creativity combined with an idea edge as 
seen in our work at Heathrow Airport. 

M a r y Kerrigan & Frank Harkin 
18a Queen Street, Derry BT48 7EF 
N. Ireland 
Tel: 02871 261510 
Fax: 02871 279613 
Email: marykerrigan@compuserve.com 

Specialisms: Architecture, project 
management, conservation, visioning 
processes through cross-sectoral 
participation - identifying imaginative 
concepts for the repair of towns/cities 
and creation of habitable public spaces. 

Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates 
(London) 
13 Langley Street, London WC2H 9JG 
Tel: 020 7836 6668 
Fax: 020 74971175 
Email: info@kpf.co.uk 
Contact: Marjorie Rooney, Duncan 
Bainbridge 

Specialisms: Architecture, urban 
lanning, space planning, programming, 
uilding analysis, interior design, graphic 

design. 

Landscape Design Associates 
17 Minster Precincts 
Peterborough PE1 1XX 
Tel: 01733 310471 
Fax: 01733 53661 
Oxford: Tel: 01865 887050 
Fax: 01865 887055 
Email: 
landscape_design@compuserve.com 
ida_Oxford@compuserve.com 
Contact: Roger Greenwood 
Dip LA ALI MILAM 
Robert Tregay BSc (Hons) Dip LD FLI 

Specialisms: Environmental investment 
strategies, urban design, landscape 
architecture, development planning, 
urban regeneration, town centres and 
traffic calming. 

Latham Architects 
St. Michael's, Queen St 
Derby DEI 3SU 
Tel: 01332 365777 
Fax: 01332 290314 
Email: Enquiries@dereklatham.co.uk 
Contact: Derek Latham Dip Arch RIBA, 
Dip TP MRTPI, Dip LD, MLI, IHBC, IHI, 
FRSA 

Specialisms: Specialists in the creative 
reuse of land and buildings. Planning, 
landscape and architectural expertise. 
Town and city centres, national parks, 
conservation areas, listed buildings, 
combining the new with the old. Master 
planning, development proposals, ElAs. 

LEITHGOE Landscape Architects 
and Environmental Planners 
6 Southernhay West 
Exeter EX 1 1JG 
Tel: 01392 210428 
Fax: 01392 413290 
Also in London tel: 0171 229 6469 
Email: leithgoe@dial.pipex.com 
Contact: Andrew Leithgoe DipLA FLI 

Specialisms: Landscape Assessment, 
Planning, Design and Maintenance. 
Hard and soft Landscape solutions. 
Experienced in working with Architects 
and Engineers. Clients include PSA/DoE, 
Local Authorities, Property Institutions, 
Universities, Private clients. 

Land Use Consultants 
43 Chalton Street, London NW1 1JD 
Tel: 0171 383 5784 
Fax: 0181 383 4798 
Contact: Simon Michaels (Bristol office) 

Specialisms: A multi-disciplinary 
environmental planning and design 
practice, based in London, Bristol and 
Glasgow. Work on sustainable cities, 
environmental improvement projects, 
urban regeneration for English Heritage, 
urban capacity studies and design 
projects for town squares, parks and 
cycleways. 

Nathaniel Lichfield 
& Partners Ltd 
14 Regent's Wharf, All Saints St 
London N1 9RL 
Tel: 020 78374477 
Fax: 020 7837 2277 
(also in Newcastle upon Tyne) 
Contact: Nicholas Thompson BA BPI MA 
(UrbDes) MRTPI and lain Rhind BA MPhil 
DipUD (Dist) MRTPI 

Specialisms: Independent planning, 
urban design and economics 
consultancy, combining analysis with 
creativity. Masterplans: all sites, all uses. 
Residential schemes. Urban regeneration. 
Town centres. Visual appraisal. 
Conservation. 

Arnold Linden: Chartered 
Architect 
54 Upper Montagu St, London W1H 1FP 
Tel: 020 7723 7772 
Fax: 020 7723 7774 
Contact: Arnold Linden RIBA 
Dip Arch Dip TP 

Specialisms: Integrated regeneration, 
through the participation in the creative 
process of the community and the public 
at large, of streets, buildings and places. 

Livingston Eyre Associates 
35-42 Charlotte Road, London EC2A 
3PD 
Tel: 0207 7391445 
Fax: 02077729 2986 
Email: LEA@livingstoneyre.co.uk 
Contact: Georgina Livingston 

Specialisms: The design of space 
between buildings in urban or rural 
contaxts; master planning and feasibility 
studies and regeneration 

Llewelyn-Davies 
Brook House, 2 Torrington Place 
London WC1E 7HN 
Tel: 020 76370181 
Fax: 020 7637 8740 
Email: ld@easynet.co.uk 
Contact: David Walton BA 
MRTPI FIHT 

Specialisms: Architecture, planning, 
urban design, development and 
masterplanning; urban regeneration, 
town centre and conservation studies; 
urban design briefs, landscape and 
public realm strategies. 

David Lock Associates Ltd 
50 North Thirteenth Street, Central Milton 
Keynes, Milton Keynes MK9 3BP 
Tel: 01908 666276 
Fax: 01908 605747 
Email: dla@dlamk.co.uk 
Contact: Will Cousins DipArch 
DipUD RIBA 

Specialisms: Planning, urban design, 
architecture, land use and transportation 
planning. Urban regeneration, urban 
and suburban mixed use projects 
including town and city centres, urban 
expansion areas, new settlements and 
historic districts. Strategic planning 
studies, area development frameworks, 
development briefs, design guidelines, 
masterplanning, implementation 
strategies, environmental statements and 
public inquiries. 

Derek Lovejoy Partnership 
8-11 Denbigh Mews 
London SW1V2HQ 
Tel: 020 7828 6392 
Fax: 020 7630 6958 
Also in Edinburgh Tel: 0131 226 3939 
and Leicester Tel: 0116 255 7414 
Email: m.kelly@dlp-plc.co.uk 
Contact: Martin Kelly Dip LA Dip UD 
MAUD FLI FIHT/Jessica Beattie BA Dip 
LA MLI/Matt Quayle BA (Hons) Dip LA 
MIA 

Specialisms: Specialist international 
masterplanning, planning, landscape 
architecture and urban design practice, 
creating value by offering a 
comprehensive, imaginative and 
sustainable approach to public and 
private urban regeneration projects. 

Lyons + Sleeman + Hoare 
Nero Brewery, Cricket Green 
Hartley Wintney, Hook 
Hampshire RG27 8QA 
Tel: 01252 844144 
Fax: 01252 844800 
Contact: Andrew J Aldridge BA Dip Arch 
RIBA or Colin Darby BSc DipTP 
Dip Urban Design MRTPI 

Specialisms: Architecture, planning, 
master planing, urban design -
commercial practice covering broad 
spectrum of work - particulany design of 
buildings and spaces in urban and 
historic contexts. 

MacCormac Jamieson Prichard 
9 Heneage Street 
Spitalfielas, London El 5U 
Tel: 020 7377 9262 
Fax: 020 7247 7854 
Email: mjp@mjparchitects.co.uk 
DipArch (Lond) RIBA 

Specialisms: Master-planning, 
development briefs, urban regeneration 
studies, land use studies, rural 
settlements. Planning in historic and 
sensitive sites. 
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Andrew Martin Associates 
Croxton's Mill, Little Waltham 
Chelmsford, Essex CM3 3PJ 
Tel: 01245 361611 
Fax: 01245 362423 
Email: Richardh@amaplanning.com 
Contact: Andrew Martin 
Richard Marr Richard Hall 

Specialisms: Inter-disciplinary practice of 
urban designers, planners, 
environmental planners. Masterplanning, 
development briefs, extensive experience 
of institutional land redevelopment (eg 
Health, MoD), comprehensive and 
integrated planning of new and 
expanded communities (eg Great Notley 
Garden Village). 

Mason Richards Planning 
155 Aztec West, Almondsbury 
Bristol, BS32 4NG 
Tel: 01454 853000 
Fax: 01454 858029 
Email: planning@bristol.mrp.co.uk 
Contact: Roger Ayton 

Specialisms: Sustainable strategies for 
residential and commercial development: 
brownfield regeneration, site promotion, 
development frameworks: detail design 
and implementation: development 
guides, design statement and plan 
enquiries. 

Tony Meadows Associates 
40-42 Newman Street, London W1P 3PA 
Tel: 020 7436 0361 
Fax: 0207436 0261 
Email: tma@tmal .demon.co.uk 
Contact: Tony Meadows 

Specialisms: TMA specialise in resolving 
the urban design implications of transport 
infrastructure projects, enhancing the 
existing and integrating the new in an 
appropriate and contemporary way. 

Willie Miller Urban Design 
& Planning 
20 Victoria Crescent Road 
Glasgow G12 9DD 
Tel: 0141 339 5228 
Fax: 0141 357 4642 
Email: mail@williemiller.com 
Contact: Willie Miller Dip TP Dip UD 
MRTPI 

Specialisms: Conceptual, strategic and 
development work in urban design, 
masterplanning, urban regeneration, 
environmental strategies, design and 
development briefs, townscape audits 
and public realm studies. 

NJBA Architects & Urban 
Designers 
4 Molesworth Place, Dublin 2 
Tel: 00 353 1 678 8068/678 8066 
Fax: 00 353 1 678 8066 
Email: njbarchitects@eircom.net 
Contact: Noel J Brady Dip Arch 
SMArchS MRIAI 

Specialisms: Design guidelines, 
environmental urban design, integrated 
landscapes, masterplans and strategic 
urban design. 

N O V O Architects 
2 Meard St., London WIV 3HR 
Tel: 020 7734 5558 
Fax: 0207734 8889 
Contact: Tim Poulson 

Specialisms: Urban design and 
masterplanning, creative and innovative 
design solutions for brownfield and other 
complex sites to realise single or mixed 
use development opportunities. 

Oldfield King 
Lone Barn Studios, Stanbridge Lane, 
Romsey, Hants S051 OHE 
Tel: 01794 517333 
Fax: 01794 515517 
Email: 
melvyn@oldfieldkking.demon.co.uk 
Contact: Melvyn King MA (Urban 
Design) MSAI MCIOB FRSA 

Terence O'Rourke pic 
Everdene House 
Wessex Fields, Deansleigh Road 
Bournemouth BH7 7DU 
Tel: 01202 421142 
Fax: 01202 430055 
Email: tor.pll@pipex.com 
Contact: Terence O'Rourke 
DipArch DipTP RIBA MRTPI 

Specialisms: Town planning, 
masterplanning, urban design, 
architecture, landscape architecture, 
ecology, environmental assessment. 
Specialising in landscape planning, new 
settlements, urban regeneration, town 
centre studies, airports and individual 
developments. 

Ove Arup & Partners Scotland 
Scottstoun House, South Queensferry, 
Edinburgh EH30 4SE 
Contact: Gavin Dunnett 
Tel: 0131 331 1999 
Fax: 0131 331 3730 
Email: gavin.dunnett@arup.com 

Specialisms: Multidisciplinary consulting 
engineering practice with offices in 
Aberdeen, Dundee, Edinburgh and 
Glasgow, providing services in Transport 
and Environmental Planning, 
Infrastructure Planning and Design, Civil 
and Building Engineering 

PMP 
Wellington House, 8 Upper St. Martins 
Lane, London WC2H 9DL 
Tel: 020 7836 9932 
Fax: 020 7497 5689 
Email: mail@pmp-arch.co.uk 
Contact: Tessa O'Neill 

Specialisms: Medium sixed practice 
specialising on retail and urban 
architecture, interior design and project 
management. 

Pringle Brandon 
10 Bonhill Street, London EC2A 4QJ 
Tel: 020 7466 1000 
Fax: 020 7466 1050 
Email: post@pringle-brandon.co.uk 
Contact: Alison Anslow 

Specialisms: Offices, hotels, workplace 
design. 

PRP Architects 
Ferry Works Summer Rd 
Thames Ditton Surrey KT7 0QJ 
Tel: 0208 339 3600 
Fax: 0208 339 3636 
Email: prp@prparchitects.co.uk 
Contact: Peter Phippen 

Specialisms: Multi-disciplinary practice of 
architects, planners, urban designers and 
landscape architects, specialising in 
housing, urban regeneration, health, 
special needs, education and leisure 
projects. 

Quartet Design 
The Old Village School, Lillingstone 
Dayrell, Bucks MK18 5AP 
Tel: 01280 860 500 
Fax: 01208 860468 
Email: quartet@qdl.co.uk 
Contact: David Newman 

Specialisms: Landscape Architects, 
architects and urban designers with wide 
experience of masterplanning, hard 
landscape projects in urban areas and 
achieving environmental sustainability 
objectives. 

Randall Thorp Landscape 
Architects 
105/7 Princess St., Manchester M l 6DD 
Tel: 0161 228 7721 
Fax: 0161 236 9839 
Contact: Edward Thorp 
B Arch Dip LD FLI 

Specialisms: Masterplanning for new and 
existing settlements, infrastructure design, 
design guides and design briefing. Public 
participation and public inquiries. 

Anthony Reddy Associates 
The Malt House, Grand Canal Quay 
Dublin 2 
Tel: 00 353 1 6704800 
Fax: 00 353 1 670 4801 
Contact: Anthony Reddy BArch FRIAI 
RIBA DipPM MAPM / Paul Duignan 
BArch FRIAI 

Specialisms: Architecture, planning, 
urban design, project management. 
Masterplanning, Development 
Frameworks, Urban Regeneration, Town 
Centre Renewal, Residential, Business 
Parks. 

RMJM 
83 Paul Street, London EC2A 4NQ 
Tel: 020 7251 5588 
Fax: 020 7250 3131 
Email: bgrimwade@rmjm.co.uk 
Contact: Bill Grimwade 

Specialisms: International architects and 
engineers with a strong track record in 
the masterplanning, design and 
implementation of major developments 
and individual buildings, especially 
academic facilities 

Rothermel Thomas 
14-16 Cowcross St., London EC 1M 6DR 
Tel: 0171 490 4255 
Fax: 0171 490 1251 
Contact: James Thomas BA (Arch) DipTP 
FRIBA FRTPI FRSA FIMgt 

Specialisms: Urban design, conservation, 
historic buildings, planning, architecture. 
Expert witness at planning inquiries. 

Jon Rowland Urban Design 
65 Hurst Rise Road, Oxford OX2 9HE 
Tel: 01865 863642 
Fax: 01865 863502 
Email: jrud@demon.co.uk 
Contact: Jon Rowland AADipl MA RIBA 

Specialisms: Urban design, urban 
regeneration, development frameworks, 
site appraisals, town centre studies, 
design guidance, public participation 
and master planning. 

Scott Brownrigg & Turner 
Langton Priory, Portsmouth Road 
Guildford, Surrey GU2 5WA 
Tel: 01483 568686 
Fax: 01483 575830 
Email: architects@sbtguildford.com 
Contact: Stephen Marriott 

Specialisms: Value added and design led 
approach to architecture, planning, 
urban design and interior architecture. 
Experienced in large scale commercial 
mixed use masterplans and with the 
resources and ability to realise our 
concepts. 

Shepheard Epstein and Hunter 
Phoenix Yard 
65 King's Cross Road, London WC1X 
9LN 
Tel: 020 7841 7500 
Fax: 020 7841 7575 
email: architecture@seh.co.uk 
Contact: George Georgiou 

Specialisms: The provision of services 
related to architecture, planning, 
landscape architecture and the CDM 
regulations. 

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill Inc. 
46 Berkeley Street, 
London W1X6NT 
Tel: 020 7930 9711 
Fax: 020 7930 9108 
Also Chicago, New York, Washington, 
San Francisco, LA, Hong Kong 
Contact: Roger Kallman 

Specialisms: International multi-
disciplinary practice. Master Planning, 
Landscape Architecture, Civil 
Engineering and Urban Design. Urban 
regeneration schemes, business park 
master plans, university campus, 
transportation planning. Associated 
services: environmental impact 
assessments, design guidelines, 
infrastructure strategies. 

Sheppard Robson 
77 Parkway 
Camden Town, London NW1 7PU 
Tel: 020 7485 4161 
Fax: 020 7267 3861 
e:mail: 
peter.verity@sheppardrobson.com 
Contact: Peter Verity 

Specialisms: Multi-disciplinary design 
practice of planners, urban designers 
and architects. Strategic planning, urban 
regeneration, development planning, 
town centre renewal, public realm 
planning, new settlement planning, 
development impact assessments, tourism 
development. International practice with 
associated joint venture offices across 
USA. 

Space Syntax 
1-19 Torrington Place, London WC13 
7HB 
Tel: 020 7813 4364 
Fax: 0207813 4363 
Contact: Tim Stonor MSc DipArch RIBA 

Specialisms: Spatial masterplanning and 
research-based design; movement, 
connectivity, integration, regeneration, 
safety and interaction. Strategic design 
and option appraisal to detailed design 
and in-use audits. 
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Taylor Young Urban Design 
The Studio, 51 Brookfield 
Cheadle Cheshire SK8 1DQ 
Tel: 0161 491 4530 
Fax: 0161 491 0972 
Email: taylor.young@dial.pipex.com 
Contact: Stephen Gleave AAA DipTP (Dist) 
DipUD MRTPI 

Specialisms: Urban Design, Planning and 
Development. Public ana Private Sectors. 
Town studies, housing, commercial, 
distribution, health and transportation 
are current projects. Specialist in Urban 
Design Training. 

John Thompson and Partners 
77 Cowcross Street, London EC1M 6BP 
Tel: 020 7251 5135 
Fax: 0207251 5136 
Email: jtplon@jtp.co.uk 
Contact: John Thompson 
MA DipArch RIBA 

Specialisms: Multidisciplinary practice, 
working throughout the UK and Europe, 
specialising in architecture, urban design 
and masterplanning, urban 
regeneration, new settlements and 
community consultation; addressing the 
problems of physical, social and 
economic regeneration through 
collaborative interdisciplinary community 
based planning. 

Tibbalds TM2 
31 Earl Street, London EC2A 2HR 
Tel: 020 7377 6688 
Fax: 020 7247 9377 
Email: tm@tibbaldstm2.co.uk 
Contact: Andrew Karski BA (Hons) MSc 
(Econ) FRTPI 

Specialisms: Multi-disciplinary practice of 
architects, planners, urban designers, 
landscape designers, tourism specialists 
and interior architects. The firm provides 
consultancy services to institutional, 
public sector and corporate clients. 

Todd Architects & Planners 
41-43 Hill Street, Belfast BT1 2PB 
Tel: 01232 245587 
Fax: 01232 233363 
Email: postmaster@toddarch.co.uk 
Contact: Mrs Paula Gibson 

Specialisms: Architecture, urban design, 
project management, interior design, 
planning supervision 

TPK Consulting 
3 London Road, Newbury, Berks RG14 
1JL 
Tel: 01635 279000 
Fax: 01635 279050 
Email: inmail@tpk.co.uk 
Contact: Bruce Bamber 

Specialisms: Effective urban design 
solutions based on the practical 
integration of development, land use and 
transport planning. Our clients include 
English Heritage, BT, Thames Water and 
Crown Estates. We are working on a 
wide variety of urban sites where 
interaction with the surrounding fabric is 
the key to accomplishing successful 
regeneration and development. 

Turnbull Jeffrey Partnership 
Sandeman House 55 High Street 
Edinburgh EH 1 1SR 
Tel: 0131 557 5050 
Fax: 0131557 5064 
Email: tjp@tjp.co.uk 
Contact: Geoff Whitten BA(Hons) MLI, 
Karen Esslemont BA(Hons) MLI Dip UD 

Specialisms: Award winning design led 
Landscape Architect practice. Expertise: 
Landscape architecture, urban design, 
masterplanning. Landscape design and 
implementation; environmental/visual 
impact assessment; urban regeneration; 
environmental strategies 

Stuart Turner Associates 
12 Ledbury, Great Linford 
Milton Keynes MK14 5DS 
Tel: 01908 607480 
Fax: 01908 678672 
Contact: Stuart Turner Dip Arch (Oxford) 
Dip UD (PCL) RIBA 

Specialisms: Architecture, urban design 
and environmental planning, with 
specialist skills in the design of new 
settlements, urban regeneration and site 
development studies for commercial and 
housing uses. 

Tweed Nuttall Warburton 
Chapel House City Road 
Chester CHI 3AE 
Tel: 01244 310388 
Fax: 01244 325643 
Contact: John Tweed B Arch RIBA FRSA 

Specialisms: Architecture and Urban 
Design, Masterplanning. Urban 
waterside environments. Community 
teamwork enablers. Design guidance 
and support for rural village appraisals. 
Visual impact assessments ana design 
solutions within delicate conservation 
environments. 

Urban Design Futures 
97c West Bow 
Edinburgh EH1 2JP 
Tel: 0131 226 4505 
Fax: 0131 226 4515 
Contact: Selby Richardson DipArch 
DipTP MSc ARIAS MRTPI 

Specialisms: Innovative urban design, 
planning and landscape practice 
specialising in masterplanning, new 
settlements, urban regeneration, town 
and village studies, public space design, 
environmental improvements, design 
guidelines, community involvement, 
landscape design and management. 

Urban Splash Projects Ltd 
The Tea Factory, 92 Wood Street, 
Liverpool LI 4DQ 
Tel: 0151 7071493 
Fax: 0151 798 0479 
Email: design@urbansplash.co.uk 
Contact: Jonathan Falkingham 
Bill Maynard 

Specialisms: Property development and 
investment. Project management, 
implementation and construction. 
Architecture, interior design and graphic 
design. Multi-discipline uroan 
regeneration specialists concentrating on 
brownfield regeneration projects. 

URBED (The Urban and 
Economic Development Group) 
41 Old Birley Street, Hulme 
Manchester M l 5 5RF 
Tel: 0161 226 5078 
Fax: 0161 226 7307 
Email: urbed@urbed.co.uk 
Contact: David Rudlin BAMTP 

Specialisms: Sustainable urban 
development, housing, urban 
regeneration and town centres. Offices in 
London and Manchester. 

Urban Initiatives 
35 Heddon Street, London W1R 7LL 
Tel: 020 7287 3644 
Fax: 020 7287 9489 
Email: 
KelvinCampbell@urbaninitiatives.co.uk 
Contact: Kelvin Campbell BArch 
RIBA MRTPI MCIT FRSA 

Urban design, transport planning, 
infrastructure and development planning 
to include master planning, town centre 
studies, conservation, environmental 
improvements, traffic calming and design 
guidelines. 

Vincent and Gorbing Ltd 
Sterling Court, Norton Road 
Stevenage, Hertfordshire, SGI 2JY 
Tel: 01438 316331 
Fax: 01438 722035 
Email: vincent-gorbing@compuserve.com 
Contact: Richard Lewis BA MRTPI 

Specialisms: Multi-disciplinary practice of 
architects and town planners and interior 
design working throughout UK and 
overseas for private and public sector 
clients. Specialisms include master 
planning, urban design, feasibility 
studies, development studies and 
statutory planning studies. 

Weintraub DeStefano + Partners 
33/34 Alfred Place 
London WC1E 7DP 
Tel: 020 7637 1125 
Fax: 020 76371126 
Email: mweintraub@wd-p.co.uk 
Contact: Mark J Weintraub M Arch 
Urban Design, B Arch, AIA 

Specialisms: WD+P is an international 
practice with offices in London, Chicago, 
New York & Naples Florida, providing 
Architecture, Urban Design, Planning 
and Interior Design services to a variety 
of public and private sector clients. The 
firm has a particular focus on sustainable 
urban regeneration, master planning, 
and complex large-scale mixed-use 
initiatives. 

White Consultants 
35 Severn Grove 
Cardiff CF1 9EN 
Tel: 01222 640971 
Fax: 01222 664362 
Email: sw@whiteconsultants.prestel.co.uk 
Contact: Simon White MAUD Dip UD 
(Dist) (Oxford Brookes) Dip LA MLI 

Specialisms: A qualified urban design 
practice offering a holistic approach to 
urban regeneration, design guidance, 
public realm and open space strategies 
and town centre studies for the public, 
private and community sectors. 

White law Turkington Landscape 
Architects 
354 Kennington Road, London SE11 4LD 
Tel: 020 7820 0388 
Fax: 020 75873839 
Email: wtlscape@dircon.co.uk 
Contact: Ms L Oliver-Whitelaw 

Specialisms: Award winning, design led 
practice specialising in urban 
regeneration, streetscape design, public 
space, high quality residential and 
corporate landscapes. Facilitators in 
public participation and community 
action planning events 

W y n Thomas Gordon Lewis 
Westgate House, Womanby St 
Cardiff CF1 2BR 
Tel: 01222 231401 
Fax: 01222 399287 
Contact: Gordon Lewis 

Specialisms: Architecture, planning and 
urban design for public and private 
sector clients. Specialist areas include 
regeneration and development strategies, 
public realm studies and economic 
development planning. Masterplanning 
for urban ana rural locations and 
brownfield land development. 

CORPORATE INDEX 

Broxap & Corby 
Rowhurst Industrial Estate, Chesterton, 
Newcastle-under-Lyme, Staffs ST5 6BD 
Tel: 01782 564411 
Fax: 01783 565357 
Email: sales@broxap.co.uk 
Contact: Mr R Lee 

Specialisms: Extensive range of quality 
cast iron, concrete, timber and plastic 
street furniture. 

Cardiff Bay Arts Trust 
123 Bute Street, Cardiff, CF10 5AE 
Tel: 029 2048 8772 
Fax: 029 2047 2439 
Email: arts.trust@enablis.co.uk 
Contact: Wiard Sterk 

Specialisms: Integration and inclusion of 
professional artists in urban regeneration 
and development throughout tne UK. 

Edinburgh World Heritage Trust 
343 High Street, Edinburgh EH1 1PW 
Tel: 0131 225 8818 
Fax: 0131 225 8636 
Contact: Linda Cairns 

Specialisms: The Trust administers grants 
for the external repair of buildings within 
the world hertage site. 

Island Development Committee 
PO Box 43, St. Peter Port, Guernsey 
GY1 1FH Channel Islands 
Tel: 01481 717000 
Fax: 01481 717099 
Email: idc@gov.gg 
Contact: W Lockwood 

Specialisms: The Island Development 
Committee plays a similar role to a local 
authority planning department in the UK. 

St George North London Ltd 
81 High Street 
Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5AS 
Tel: 01707664000 
Fax: 01707 660006 
Contact: Stephen Wood 

Specialisms: London's leading residential 
developer. 
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EDUCATION INDEX 

University of the West of England, 
Bristol 
Faculty of the Built Environment 
Frencnay Campus, 
Coldharbour Lane, Bristol BS16 1QY 
Tel: 0117 965 6261 
Fax: 0117 976 3895 
Contact: Richard Guise 

MA/Postgraduate Diploma course in 
Urban Design. Part time 2 days per 
fortnight for 2 vears, or individual 
programme of study. Project based 
course addressing urban design issues, 
abilities and environments. 

Edinburgh College of Art /Heriot 
Wat t University 
School of Architecture 
Lauriston Place, Edinburgh EH3 9DF 
Tel: 0131 221 6175/6072 
Fax: 0131 221 6157/6006 
Email: w.forsyth@eca.ac.uk 
Contact: Leslie Forsyth 

Diploma in Architecture and Urban 
Design 9 months full-time. Diploma in 
Urban Design 9 months full time or 21 
months part-time. MSc in Urban Design 
12 months full-time or 36 months part-
time. MPhil and PhD by research full and 
part-time on and off-campus. 

University of Greenwich 
School of Architecture and Landscape 
Oakfield Lane Dartford DAI 2SZ 
Tel: 0181 316 9100 
Fax: 0181 316 9105 
Contact: Philip Stringer 

MA in Urban Design for postgraduate 
architecture and landscape students, full 
time and part time with credit 
accumulation transfer system. 

Leeds Metropolitan University 
School of Art, Architecture and Design 
Brunswick Terrace Leeds LS2 8BU 
Tel: 0113 283 2600 
Fax: 0113 283 3190 
Contact: Edwin Knighton 

Master of Arts in Urban Design consists 
of 1 year full time or 2 years part time or 
individual programme of study. Shorter 
programmes lead to Post Graduate 
Diploma/Certificate. Project based 
course focusing on the creation of 
sustainable environments through 
interdisciplinary design. 

University College London 
Development Planning Unit, 
The Bartlett, 9 Endsleigh Gardens, 
London WC1 HOED 
Tel: 020 7388 7581 
Fax: 020 7387 4541 
Contact: BabarMumtaz 

M Sc in Building and Urban Design in 
Development. Innovative, participatory 
and responsive development and 
upgrading of urban areas through 
socially and culturally acceptable, 
economically viable and environmentally 
sustainable interventions. 

University of Newcastle upon Tyne 
Department of Architecture 
Claremont Tower, University of Newcastle 
Newcastle upon Tyne NE1 7RU 
Tel: 0191 222 6024 
Fax: 0191 222 6008 
Contact: Dr Peter Kellett or 
Dr Ali Madani-Pour 

MA/Diploma in Urban Design. Joint 
programme in Dept of Architecture and 
Dept of Town and Country Planning. Full 
time or part time, integrating knowledge 
and skills from town planning, 
architecture, landscape. 

Oxford Brookes University 
Joint Centre for Urban Design 
Headington, Oxford OX3 0BP 
Tel: 01865 483403 
Fax: 01865 483298 
Contact: Dr Georgia Butina 
or Ian Bentley 

Diploma in Urban Design 6 months full 
time or 18 months part time. MA in 
Urban Design 1 year full time or 3 years 
part time. MPhil/PhD by research (full 
time and part time). 

Sheffield Hallam University 
School of Environment and Development 
City Campus, Howard St 
Sheffield SI 1WB 
Tel: 0114 225 3558 
Fax: 0114 225 3553 
Contact: David Crosby 

MA/PGD/PGC Urban Design 
Full and Part-time. A professional and 
academic programme to improve the 
built environment, enabling a higher 
quality of life and economic growth by 
sustainable development. 

South Bank University 
London 
Faculty of the Built Environment School of 
Urban Development & Policy 
Wandsworth Road, London SW8 2JZ 
Tel: 020 7815 7330 
Fax: 020 7815 7398 
Contact: Sue Percy, Course Director 

South Bank University's MA in Town 
Planning is a RTPI accredited course in 
Town Planning and is open to graduates 
with an Honours degree who wish to take 
the professionally recognised 
qualification. 

University of Strathdyde 
Dept of Architecture and Building Science 
Urban Design Studies Unit 
131 Rottenrow, Glasgow G4 0NG 
Tel: 0141 552 4400 ext 3011 
Fax: 0141 552 3997 
Contact: Dr Hildebrand W Frey 

Urban Design Studies Unit offers its 
Postgraduate Course in Urban Design in 
CPD, Diploma and MSc modes. Topics 
range from the influence of the city's form 
anastructure to the design of public 
spaces. 

University of Westminster 
35 Marylebone Road, London NW1 5LS 
Tel: 0207911 5000 
Fax: 020 7911 5171 
Contact: Tony Lloyd-Jones or Bill Erickson 

MA or Diploma Course in Urban Design 
for postgraduate architects, town 
planners, landscape architects and 
related disciplines. 1 year full time or 2 
years part time. 

ENDPIECE: BOB JARVIS 

The Enigma of Portrush 
With the sun setting over Benone and Inishowen, the cloud 
streaked squally sky gave it a grand silhouette, but it didn't 
seem as if anyone had much noticed, between Barry's 
Amusements and the Ulster Waltzers, and the trampolines and 
the line of ice cream parlours and bars outside the old station-
cum- night club. Against the florid fairground colours and 
seaside neon its flat grey beige didn't really catch the eye. This 
faux-ruin three quarter temple of crude precast concrete 
columns and beams stands as the utmost pathetic reach of the 
empire of post-modern urbanism, an unexplained and 
incongruous piece of deliberate urban design, roughly built, 
without detail and already stained. 

There is one contemporary formal genealogy, through Raf 
Fulcher and George Carters concrete drainpipe amphitheatre 
for the Liverpool Garden Festival, the Piazza d'ltalia and a 
thousand illustrations of Bofill's gargantuan projects that leads 
here to Portrush, Co. Londonderry. Another more personal 
history puts it in the line of "we need to do something with this 
space" public programmes1. The story of the Portrush temple 
may never be unravelled, like Raf Fulcher's ornamental arch at 
Jesmond Metro station in Newcastle for which I have heard (or 
overheard in passing conversations) several projected 
explanations, while I know (and am part of its history) it is just 
one of those "need to do something" stories. M y unbuilt grove 
and empty plinth , to be inscribed "So long as sculpture is 
imagined here, then art still lives" for Half Moon Lane, 
Gateshead, would have played with such anecdotal 
projections. 

Charles Jencks didn't include a slide of The Temple of Vesta at 
Tivoli, surely the true source of the Portrush Temple, in his Soane 
Lecture2 . But his points about the qualities and fascination of 
Soane's collection, the assemblage of overlayed ruins, the 
riddles of fragmentary architecture, of the radical heterogeneity 
of such Cabinets of Curiosity (against the linear expounded 
order of Museums) and their scope for "unlimited symbiosis", 
offered a resolution to my enigma of Portrush. 

The key is the richness of time, the quality that cannot be built, 
only alluded to in the vain hope of posterity. That is why such 
faux-antiquities are both so banal, so futile, so meaningless and 
yet so appealing, as we long to project onto them meanings 
that are absent in the wastelands of the modern urban 
landscape. 

Bob Jarvis 

1 Jarvis, B Something and Nothing in Northern Landscape, 
Autumn 1987. 
2 Jencks, C The Riddle of Sir John Soane : Deciphering the Enigma 
Code of Soanic Architecture, Annual Soane Lecture, 30th Nov 
1999, SirJohn Soanes' Museum, forthcoming 
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DIARY OF EVENTS 

All events held at The Gallery, 77 Cowcross St. London EC1 unless 
otherwise specified 

Wednesday 12 July 6.00 for 6.30 pm 
Kevin Lynch Memoria l Lecture 
Images of the City and Ideas of Society: The Heritage 
of Modern Times. To be given by Stefan Schroth from Berlin 
Venue: The Gallery 
Tickets: £4.00 non-members/£2.00 members/£ 1.00 
students 

17-24 September 

/ednesday 

Urban Design Week: 21 st Century Places 
ange of events all over the country 

Wednesday 20 September 
Virtual Reality in Urban Design 
Professor Tony Hall from Anglia Polytechnic University 
Venue, time, tickets: as for July 

dnesday 18 October 
Dimensions of Sustainability 
Chris McCarthy from Battle McCarthy will talk about 
recent projects including Greenwich and Elephant & Castle 
Venue, time, tickets: as for July 

Thursday 16 irrrmr. 
Urban Regeneration 
Tom Bloxham will give overview of Urban Splash's 
growth from small beginnings to award winning developers 
Venue, time, tickets: as for July 

ANNUAL CONFERENCE 
Friday/Saturday 4 & 5 No\ 

The City in the 21st Century 
Venue: University of Greenwich, Dartford, Kent 

STUDY TOURS 
12-15 October 

4 day trip to Lisbon Approx. £300 per person for 
flight & hotel. Further details inside journal. Ring UDG office 
for booking form 

REGIONAL EVENTS 
Monday 10 July 

Integrated Transport Systems 
In association with ICE NW, this will focus around 
Metrolink and the impact its extension will have on 
regeneration initiatives in the region 
Venue: The Old Vicarage, Sparrow Hill, Rochdale 
Tickets: £5 

Thursday 27 July/evening event 
Bede Island North, Leicester 
Details: Nigel Wakefield 
Tel: 01 16 252 7262 

Thursday 17 August/evening event 
Nottingham's City Centre, Lace Marke t 
& Canalside 
Details:Tim KellettTel: 0115 9155475 

UDAL WEEK 
Thursday 21 September/evening event Notti 

Urban Design Strategies:From Vision to Reality 
Details: Nigel Wakefield Tel: 0116 252 7262 

Friday 22 September/a U S E E 
Central Poole, a w a l k round old Poole and a 
glimpse of the future 
Contact: John Biggs Tel: 01202 633331 

Saturday 23 September/Daytime event 
Urban Design in Lincoln 
Details: Steve Kemp, Dalia & Nathaniel Lichfield Assoc. 
Tel: 01522 546483 

Updates and further events can be found on 
www.udg.org.uk or http://rudi.herts.ac.uk/. 

Urban design is now at the heart of 
policies to deliver the regeneration of the 
UK's towns and cities and ensure that 

they reflect the aspirations of those who live, 
work and visit there. But achieving the kind of 
quality urban environment called for in Lord 
Rogers' Urban Task Force report requires a 
multi-disciplinary approach and a shared 
understanding of the needs of all the 
stakeholders in urban centres - the resident 
community, businesses and property owners. 
Urban Environment Today is the leading news 
magazine for professionals working in these 
areas, specialising in a cross-sectoral approach 
to the reporting of urban design, planning and 
regeneration issues. 

Now in its fourth year, our extensive readership 
consists of: 

Urban design and 
architectural practices 
Property developers 
Town centre managers 
Planning and regeneration 
consultants 
Local authority officers in 
regeneration, urban 
design and community 
development 

! 11 : fi 

• 

A regular subscription to Urban Environment 
Today will bring you up-to-the-minute news of 
the latest projects for regenerating town 
centres and developing brownfield land; help 
you keep track of latest government policy 
announcements on urban issues and the 
response to them; and ensure you hear about 
all the new appointments and job opportunities 
within the field through our four pages of 
quality vacancies every fortnight. 

To see how Urban Environment Today can 
deliver for you, contact Louise Edwards on 
Tel: 020 7582 3872 Fax: 020 7587 5308 
E-mail: ed.uet@landor.co.uk and request your 
three sample issues of the magazine 
completely free of charge. 

_ 

http://www.udg.org.uk
http://rudi.herts.ac.uk/
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